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R.e No. 50-3

P.r.at to 10C.R50.55(e) , weish to follow our .riteu_ notif ication of
AtoiriX 21, 1976 regarding a seyaratio~~nr nthe concrete of the~ Crystal River.
Unit #3 contalxuant structure 4ome.

Attached is our interim report entitled,, "CRYSTAL RIVER #3 DOMS DELAkLNKEION,
.REPORT", dated June 11, 1976. This report addressedi,

1. Introduction
2. Original Structure
3. Problemn.Definition
4., Dealmin1atiou Structure
5. Corrective. Action -

6;, Ref erencee
7. Quality Assurance

Dikg the investigation and">evaluatiorn.peri1od, we 'have had b'nif of, inhfor tMal44
'Staff discussions on two occassions ~and, Inumerous exrhanges of staff, andy ACRS'
14meers reported concerns'. This, interim report addresses each of'these .concerus~
,to the extent our present information and expertise -allows at. this time.

The included evaluation does ,not provi4 may reasonable direction, as to why the
deln~innation occurred.

Ou~r report includes a proposed corrective action' in4 Section 5. We feel that
furitter theorizi1ng as to. "why"' will be' -inconclusive an& time consuming. We
,are, therefore, prepared to proceed with the corrective action at enti'rely
adequate to assure that 4the cont~ainment, structure,- when so, repaired, will be
capable~ of meeting the original design criteria as demons irate_&by calculation
and the Structural Integrity Test,(SIT).

General Office 3201 %th fouth Sirmg South *PO, Box 14042. St Petersb~urg. Rlonda 33733 ~.813-866-5151



Mr i Normgan C4., ?ose'leya
Jun.e 11, 1976

We ar ~vey cogntizant of staf f concerns for the detensioning ,activity propoe
and have inicorporated in the report our, response, to these concerns. in th'is
regard, d';evelopment ~of detailed work procedures~ addressing the repair effor

is.ngoing and will be made avqailab le to I&EK, inspectors at~ the s1ite or
forwarded to the Commission directly as required..

It ha-s' been concluded by Florida. Power Corporation from all evaluations
available to us at this~ time, that~ the proposed corrective ~action is a correct
,and reasonably risk-free approach to an acceptable repair.

We, therefore, propose to begin work~ activities-associated with the proposed
corrective actions outlined on June 15, 1976 in accordance with the attached
-schedule. Assuming no adverse occurrences, we will piroceed toward ultimate
conclusion of this work on this schedule.

ýTo allow you: and ourselves 'the oppo~rtunity for continued cooperation, exchange
of questions and our responses, we~ request an informal session in Bethesda on
,June 18 1976. At the close of this session, we would solicit your concurrence
with our corrective action and the proposed work schedule.

If ~you have any questions concerning our ~filing or :the subsequen meetings,
wihthe Co9mmiAssion. please -advise us.,

Very truly~ yours,

J. T.. ,::

Asst. Vice Piresidentiz

"JTR:Pam

,cc: •B. Volganea.
... .. g l e C.- 3 w / 4 0 a tt. .h.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

This repo rt describes a delamntedii coindition 'of the dome of the
Reactor Building of 'Crystal River Unit'No. 3, the subsequent~ structural.:
.evaluation. of thecondition and ,the, repair of the dome.

1.2 SUMHARY AN~D CONCLUSIONS

The condition ,,wa firs~t discovered oný, April 14, 1976. Soundings,: core
borings' and ,.*cuttin~g investigations indicated that the dome had
delaminat4dý. t uThe ipproximate.maximum thickness of the delaminated
concrete,.vasi :found to be~ 15 inches with ~a Tmaximum gap of~ approximately

Zinches `Vetvee-n-` 'the two layers'. The'plan area of delauiinated concrete.
wasý appox'imtl circular, in 'shape with a 105 foot diameter. The
'condtion, wats not appare~nt~ via vtisual inspe~ction of the dome surf ace..

Analyses of the, delamiiiated structure were performed (see Section 4.0)
and ,field ~investigations carried'out (see Se~ction 3.0) to determine its
Safety and ~its' capacity to sustain the design loads. Based on the
'analytical and' field investigations, it was concluded that the
structure in~ its delaminated condition did not represent a hazard-to
personnel. Furthermore, 'those investigati Ions prov Iided the basis for
the~ repair method described in Section 5.0.

The repair of the dome'was completed on October 30, 1976. The~
Subsequent 'Structural Initegrity Test (SIT) of the reactor containment
building was "successfully completed on~ November 3, 1976~, the
prelimjinary SIT report was filed wiith the USNRC Nov. 5, 1976 and the,,
final SIT report on Dec. '7., 1976. The investigations and analyses
presented herein and~ the SIT. provide an adequate demonstration of ýtheý
serviceability of the reactor containment buiilding.

Potential contributing~ factors have been investigat'ed in an attempt ýto
detriiinethe cause or causes of the delaminated condition. Several

effects which may have contributed to the problem have been identified.,
These iniclude compression-tension interaction; tensile capacity of the
concrete; misalignment of tendons; concentrated stresses generated bSy
shrinkage, greasing and construction delays and stress concentrations
associated with embedded conduit.

.The' calculated values of radial tension associated with se~veral of tI~e
effects are as follows:'

.Radial ,Tension due to ?Trest'res-s`' 41 p~si (nominal).
(See Section 3.3.Z)

Th~eiial, Effeet' - (S''Oee section. 3. 3.4)

a... S..en cool downl. ' psi (nominal)

... Tend-~on greasing.•p..i (peak)
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.Tendlon Almigmnt (See. Section 3.3.5)

Shrinkage (See Section 3.3.,11')

536 psi8 (nopial)

In ddiionto the above, two local effects could have occurred at the
ýconstruction joint between pours L and 14 due to construction delay (See
Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.11)., The ~radial> tensions associated with the
'.delay ~were predicted to~ be :

.
I

fro,9 Solar Radiation 280 psi (peak)

360 ps~i (peak-).fron ~Shrinkage ý

it has' beexi concluded th~at radial,,tension stresses comnbinied wi 'th
Ibiaxial compression. to initiate the laminar cracking in a concrete
ýhaving lower ha omal direct tensile capacity and limited crack.
-arresting capability..

The pr•oedures used in the investigations and result's obtained..ak
ýdiscuss~ed'in Section 3.0.
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:2.0, ORIGINALý STRUCTU!E

2 1 PHYSICAL:DESCRIPTIO.N

The toirispheical1 dome of t~he Reactor Building has a major~ inside
radius of.110::ft - 0 in., a minor inside radius of 20 f t - 6 in. and, aý
design concrete thickness of. 3 ft -0 in Lining the inside face of
the dome, is a continuous 3/8 in.- thick carbon "steel liner which acts
,as a vapor .barrier. Figure 2-1 show the basic configuration of the
Ractor Building including the dame. The dome is prestressedi by. means

of tendons forming a three.way system'. Non.prestressed reinfo.rcm ent
as.shiown in Figure 2-2 is provided near the top surface in
-circumferenti~al and radial direct ,ions. Also, shear and bo~ttomA,
reinfor-cement is~ provided adjacent ~to th'e supporting ring gYirder.

Conicrete placement~ was 'symmetrical in the 'form of full 'depth.
c~oncentric ~rings, As keshown in,. Figuires 2-3 and' 2-4, and 'Table 24i.
The construction spec if ±cation, required that 'concrete be placed in a
'm+i.iu of I ft - 61in. layers' with the upper layers- being vibrated
into the lower layer ,to form a homogeneous full depth pour. 'An
application of? epoxy bonding~ compound was specified to be applied at'
each' construction Joint prior to placement of the next pour of~ concrete.
Support of 'the wet concrete was by means of ties from the dome tendou
conduit to the angle anchors, ou the concrete side of the liner. The
dome tendon conduits were ~tied together and carried the load back to
previous concrete~placeme its. See 'Figures. 2-5 and 2-6 for detaiLls.
Concrete was specified to have a minimum~ 28 day compressive strength
of 5000 psi.

Prestressing for the domewas 123 tendons. arranged in. a..three way
(layer) system' anchored at the ring girder. The 41 tendons in each
layer were, s'paced At a horizontal distance of* 2 ft 6 in., center to
center. Refer to Figure 2-7. ~The conduit for each tendon. was a
5 inch diameter schedule 40 galvanized pipe. Sections of conduit were,
joined together by means of a sleeve coupling welded to each section
of conduit 'to form a *~greae tight system. The desired location of
splices as' shown on drawings and a typical splice detail are shown on
Figure 2-8.1 Each tendon has' a, guaranteed ultimate strength of 2.335
million pounds/~and was made of 163, 7mm diameter, low relaxation wires.
After' the tendons were ins talled, the ,air space in-'the conduit was
filled (bulk~ filled) with Visconorust 2090 P2 corrosion protection
grease. The grease was heated~in 'a tank, and then pumped as a fluid
via hoses, into the conduit. Based on information from the
constructor, the temperature of 'the girease at the tank outlet was*
approximaately 1600 F.

The carbon. steel liner plate, made from ASTM A 283 Grade C steel,.
lines-~the inside surface'of the dome. The liner also acted as ~the'
inside formz for the concrete., Attached to the concrete side of the
lin er are steell anls which serve as anchors.

Figure2-9 ,,illustrates the basic dome details'.
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.2.2 AP LICABLE 'CODES ,AND STANDARS

Codes' and' stin~diardssed. in the design of the do me were given in the
'Crystal River ni2FSR(Docket No. 50-302), Chapter 5. The design
Predated'the establibshment' of a concrete pressure vessel code.
Therefore the codes. and . brandards' used in the design and specified for,
the construction were:l

a.Buildin&,CodeRequirements for Reinforced Cioncretej,, American.
Con'crete Institute (ACI) 318-63.

~*Speci'ficatlions for Structural Concrete for Buildings, ACI 301466
v w ith modifications as' noted in' the FSAR.

* c., ~Spec6if ication for~ 'the Design' and Erection of StructuralStefr
Buildings, lý963,' AISC.'

A. ASEBoildr' and Pressure Vessel Code, Section~ 111, Nucleari
Vessels ,,Section VIII, Unfired'Pressure Vessels; Section LX,
Welding' Qualifications (applicable portions).

e. Specification' for the Design and' Construction "of 'Reinforcegd
Concrete 'Chimneys, AC 505-54.

f~. AEC Publication TID-7024, "Nuclear Reactors and.:Earthquake," as
amplified in the PSAR..

2.3 CRITERIA

Table 2-2 lists the ,basic Icriteria. applicable to, the~ original design,
of the ~dome 'and Table 2-3 gives the cont'rolling load combinations.

The design compli'ed with the' following additional requirements as
stated in' the FSAR.

23. 1 Flexural and Membrane Tensile Stresses

,The allowable tensile capacity of~ concrete~ for membrane stressýes
(i.e., excluding all flexural and thermal ~stresses) due to the
factored loads was MI¶~. The allowable tensile~ capacity of concrete.
f or max-im nw,fiber- stresses 'due to the ~factored~ loads including the
thermal load plus' other secondary effects wa Is 6YIf.. Where tensile
.fiber stresses exceeded the allowable, mild steel reinforcement~ was
.added on the-basis of cracked section design. The amount of
".additional mild steel reinforcement and the increase in steer stresses
due 'to temperature'effects ,were 'determined in, a~ manner similar to that
containied in ACI 505-54. The minimum steel on the exposed face of the
,concrete was 0.15' percen't of the cross-sectional area of the concrete.
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:The conctre'te shellw was prestressed sufficiently to' eliminate tensile
stresesdue, to membrane forces from design loads. Membrane tension

,due to factored loads~ was permitted to, the limits described above. On
those~ elements carrying primarily tensile membrane forces, any
,secondary tensile stresses. due to bending could< cause partial
"cracking. Mild steel reinforcing was provided to control ,this
cracking by limiting'crack~widtIh, spacing,, and depth. The capacity
!.reduction factor' #ý" 'fork tensile -mem~brane 'stresses was taken as 0.95.
The, coefficiene 'ý" for, flexure, shear, and compressioa is ,in faccordantce,
with ACI 318-63 'Section, 1504.

J.3..2 Shear

'In computing the A '"ap ty of" the: : c:ncretie the effec .t t"of ;me:-•. r.''
for~ce~s were' accounted for as follows-

a. When membrane ten ion eisTts ,or' when membrane compression less
than 100 psi, t , section' wasdesiged to the ultimate shear
.provis ions of ,Chapter 17 'ofACt" 318-63.

,b. When membrane xcompression of greater than 100 psi existed, the
shear capacity was determined by the ultimate shear provision of
Chapter 26 of'A.CI 318-63.

The acceptability' of the, dome for shear is evaluated by the following'iý
procedures:'

The minimums capacity of the concrete, 0 Vc, 'is compared with the
ultimiate shear, Vui,' that~exists' on the section. If a case results
where this minimum concrete capacity is less than the ultimate shear,
theni the actual 'section capacity is computed~ using the FSAR.
criteria.

The shear capacities described above ~represent ultimate capacities.
For assessing~ the section adequacy in shear,' the ultimate~ shear. Vua,
is calculated by applying a load factor of 1.5 to the net shears
resulting' from load combination a, b, and c in Table 2-3. A load
factor' of 1.0 is 'appliedi to 'the net shears for load combination d.
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When mmrane compresiiion greae i hi 00piests, the shear
pr. eae ha 0:pieistress limits and shear reinforcing for radial shear fused in the

design were~ in accordance with Chapter 26, "Prestressed Concrete", of"
ACI 318-63, except as follows:

In equations (26-12) of ACI 31,8, the shear increment between
"flexural. and diagonal tension cracking (0. 6b'd V~)was modified.
based ~upon5 the results ~of. testing under. the direction of
Professor A. ~H. Mattock~ of the University of5 WashIzigtoa~. Thiý
resultiAng equation is:,

H
~ b~d ~er

V K.: b' T:

ci-~ Av ~ M d d
v ~

twher~e K 1.75 - ".36 +4.0 1W.

.. .. ". .. .:: . :::C • ... .. •"
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Inacodnc ith AdI 318, the factor K is not considered
to 'be greaterw than 0.6. A

Requiremnents" ~for mini~mum shear reinforcement as called for in:
Equation. (16-U1), of ACI 318 were~ provided~only At disctontinuitieas~i.ý

2.4 StUMQARY OF, ANALY-!ICARESULTS~

A summary of ýanalyt;ical results. for~ the original structure is presented:
:in the PSAR. For -ýýpurposes of comparisonx with the analytical results
of the~ delaminat ed st ,ruct re, results for the or~iginal structure are-
,presented in, this seto.The format is cosset with that used iný
Section 4.4 for the del'aminated structure. The originial acceptance
criteria used ýii the &4signis giveni in Table 2-2.

The controllfLn odcob~inAtions. are given in TAbl 2-3.

"The structural analys~is of the containment was performed using4
,KALNDIN'S Static Computer Program described ~n Appendix D. The
individual loads ~vhih comprise the load combinations were input
separately, and 'their results were combined internally, in the progra
where possible. This wa not possible for. the Structural Integrity
Test andy Accident Condition~ load combinations due to the different
Young's Modulus (E),values for the concrete under the sustained roadsk
(D,, F, and T ) and 'the. rapidly 'applied loads~ (Pa and Ta) In~ these,
cases, stresses for each of the two types of loads were combined
externally. The ~effects of~ shrinkage and creep were considered, as
discussed. below.

a. Shrinkaze..

the effect of concrete shrkinkage on the overall structuralI
response (stress ~resultants) is insignificant due to the largeý,
volume to surface ratios of ~the cylindrical wall, ring girder,,
and dome.

In the prestress loss calculations, af conservative valu~e for ~long
term shrinkage strain of 100 miicro in/in is used to be consistent
with the original design. This is the value recommnended in
ýReference (12) ~for calculating prestress losses in fc' -~ 5000 psi
thiscreferenceuafor use of the shrinkage equation appearing ~in

thi reerece ortime = 40 yr. and volume to surface ratio
24" ~results in a sh Irinkage~ strain of 10 miicro in/in at end of
'plant life.
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b.: Creep

Th •effec•t of, concrete crtiep under the prestress loads was
included iAnthe Prestress loss calculations and in the structural

anlsi.The creep curves appearing in.Reference (12) allow
specific creep; str~ains ~to be determined considering both concrete~
age at~ loading and duration of load. Actual 'creep strains were
calculated. from ~these' specific creep strains for use in
determining prestress losses. Also, the reduction in~ concrete
s tresses, which results in an increase in~ liner stresses, caused
byk concrete c~reep under sustained loads was taken into account' in'
the structural ~analysis by using 'an effective Young's Modulus,

777-hi 7mduu is expressed in terms of specific creep as

+ sc E

6'Ec= instantaneous ~concrete Young's Modulus -4 x 10 psi,

sc - specific creep (micro in/in/psi)

%Analysis of the containmenit for load combination~s a, b, and C
(Table 2-3) is based on calculated prestress losses and a
sustained load (D), F, TO) 4~-~ 2.7 x 106'psi corresponding to the
present time. In load combination c. (SIT), the results for
.1.1S5P are based on Ec - 4.0 x 106 psi.

For investigation, of the 'containment under~ load combination
d(LOCA), 40 year calculated values of prestress losses and E
.1.8 x 106 psi are used. The 1.5Pa and Ta part are based on Ec
4 x 106 ps..

c. Prestress Los'ses'i

The calculated prestress losses (ksi)' and effective prestress,
saregiven below:

Elastic Steel Total Effective-
Shortening :Creep Relaxation,. Shikg Losses 'Prestress

ýPresent

Ver ica ~ 3.96 2.2 2.9 12.615.

Hoop 6.4 7.0. 2.2' 2.9 185146. 25

-oe,6.9 762.2 2.9 19.6 :148.4

Vertical, 3.6 9.1 3.i4 ,2.9 190149.0

0op .6.4 16.2 3.3 2.9' 28. 135.95.

Dom 69 1.63.4 2. 9.T 308137.2
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Thie membranie and extreme fiber,.stress ,results presented in this section.
a re those obtain~ed d4irectly from t.h e KALI IIN 'S Static ,Computer Program
analysesl (i.e.- linear, elastic, uncracked).- At locations in the dome
.where, tensile~ stre-sses 'exceed the allowable values given in Table 2-2,
the~ conc!rete ,is assumed to be cracked. Cracked section investigation~sl
:are perfor-med to ~calculate~ concrete compressive ~and rebar tensile,

streses Inthe cracking investigation, the axial~ force- (P) and
moment ,(M) 'stress. resultants ~applied- on the section are computed from
.the' unucracked, stresses (plotted). The, only exception to thi's 'is for
ý.the Normal Winter4 Operating Condition load' combination. In this case,,
the cracked 'sectioni will reduce the, effect of the throughr thickness
gradient (AT) part 'of. the' T0 'term in~ the load combination. ThereforeI
;the uncracked stresses dui& to ~AT arejsubtracted from the plotted
stress 'es prior' to, computing P and M. Then, the effect ofAT applied,
to the ,section with P and M is considered in ~a manner similar to that
.described'in API 505-54.~ Cracked section stresses, calculated as
:,described above, are shown-at selected locations in some -of the
'figures- for~this section. Where allowable stresses are not exceededl
ýexisting compression r'ein~forcement, is not included in the cracking

- analysis.

'For 'this load combination, the allowable extreme fiber stress according
to- the ~FSAR requiremnets' was 0.'6 f' - 0.6 'x 5000 - 3000 psi compression
.and 0 psi 4in tension. Resuilts shown in. Figures 2-10 and 2-1l give
compriession throughout th~e dome with a peak' stress of 2666 psi. in the
.meridional direction.

The maximum allowable membrane stress using the' FSAR requirements wase
0.45 fc' - 0.45 x 500 '0 - 2250 psi compression ~and 0 psi tension..
Results shown in Figure 2-12- indicate a maxiimum membrane compression,
stress of 1836 psi. No membrane tension exists.

With reference' to liner strains the- limits are shown in Table 2-2.F
Figure 2-13 shows a maximum compressive strain of 0.000948 in the,
meridiojial direction. For this load 'combination, the analysis
indicates no liner~ tensile strains.

The shear stress limits noted'in Section 2.3.2 were used ina the
original design. Figure 2-14 shows that the available shear- capacity
exceeds the required shear~ capacity using FSAR. criteria.

2.4.42 Normal. Winter~ Opera'ting Condition

The allowable 'extreme fiber' stresses for this load combination
according to the FSAR as given in Table 2-2- were 3000 psi in
compression and 0 psi~in tension. For an uncracked section, theý,
.results indicate that the stresses near~ the ring girder are 'tensile.
Thus, a cracked sectioni investigation was required. This results
.in' the peak compressive, stress oif.,3038 psi shown in Figure 2-16 and
1022 psi shown in Figure 2-17T. The rebar stresses indicated in these
ýfigue arei,-considerably less than their 20 ksi allowable values.,
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Membrane stress limits as stated in the FSAR were 0.45 f .-
0.45 x 5000 - 2250 psi compression and 0 psi tension. The' analytical
results shown in Figure 2-18 indicate a peak compressive stress of
1759 psi in the meridional direction, which is less than the allowable
,values. No membrane tensile istress exists.

Figure 2-19 shows' the peak compressive strain to be 0.00124. For this,
condition the analysis indicates, noA line? tensile strain.

For this load combination the shear capacity of the section is greater
than the required capacity for the FSA.R criteria. Refer to Figures
2-20.

,2.4.3 Structural Integrity Test

The extreme, fiber stress allowable values noted in .theFSAR are
0.6' f' -~ 0.6 x 5000 = 3000 psi compression and 0 psi tension. The
unc Iracked 'results shown in Figures 2-22 and 2-23 are a peak
compressiv~e stress of 1895 psi and a peak tensi-le stress of 227 psi.
Based on a cracked section investigation, a concrete compressive stress
of 1930 psi exists in the outside face. The rebar stress on the
inside face is not rtensile, since the crack does not extend fare.ough
into the section to reach the inside face rebar.
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For the condition of membrane stress, the FSAR limit was

0.::45 =o 0.45 x 5000 - 2250 psi compression and O"'psi tension.
Figure 2-24 indicated the peak miembrane compressive stress to be
834 psi, whichi is well below these values. No membrane tension
exists.

Figure 2-25 shows a peak liner compressive strain of 0.00051.

Using FSAR criteria, Figure 2-26 shows that the shear capacity of the

section exceeds the required capacity.

2.4.4 Accident Condition,

The allowable. extreme fiber stresses according to the FSAR as given
in Table 2-2 were 3000 psi in com.pression and 64f! - 424 psi in tension.C
Results' shown in Figures 2-28 and 2-29 based on uncracked analysis
indicates a maximum fiber compression stress of 1241 psi in the
m eridional direction. In accordance with the Design Criteria Table 2-?2,
rebar limited to a 36 ksi design stres~s is provided where ~6/f- is

According•to the FSAR 'requirements, ,the•maximum allowable membrane
stress wias 0.45 fc- 0.45 x 5000 - 2250 psi compression and 3v'1?7c
212 psi tension. R~esults shown in Figure 2-30 indicate a maximum
concrete tensile stress of 148 psi. Therefore, no rebar was required
to resist these membrane stresses.

Figure 2-31. shows a maximum compressive strain of .002057. For th~is
l1oad combination the analysis indicates no liner tensile strains.

Using FSAR criteria, Figure 2-32 shows that the available shear

,capacity exceeds the required capacity.

'2.4.5 Small .Ppe Break

Although not addressed in the FSAR, NRC persotnnel iformally requested
that the maximum, liner strain be calculated for a small pipe break
producing a liner temperature (Ta) of 3200P. This load combination is,
defined in Table 2-3. Analysis of this accident situation assumed to
occur at the end of plant life indicates' in Figure 2-34 a maximum
compressive liner strain of 0.0029.

2.4.6 Summary

The original design met the requiremnents set forth in the FSAR.- It
should be noted that the 90 day concrete strength equaled
-approxi'mately 6000 psi thus resulting in further margin.
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TABLE 2-1

DOME POUR LOG

Pour No. Date• Lcation*

01 2-18-74 450 1350

Gi 2-20-74 2250 . 3150

G2 2-574135 0 - 2 2 5 O0

G2 2-25-74 3150 - 45

H3 3-1-74 1800 - 2700

H3 3-4-74 0 0 - 900

H4 3-6-74 9oo - 1800

H4 3-7-74 2700 - 3600

J5 3-27445 0 - 225ý

J6 3-14-74 2250 - 450a

X7, 3-2G-74 135 0 - 315 0

KB 3-26-74 3150 - 1350

L9 44-74 0- 360

xMO 7-8-74 0 0 3360°0

Nil 7-12-74 00 - 3600

P12 7-17-74 0,0 - 3600

Q13 7-22-74 00 - 3600

*Refer to Figure 2-3 for plan location.
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TABLE 2-2

DES IGN CRITERIA

Criteria

Design accident pressure

Design accident temperature

Concrete compressive strength (fW)

Allowable membrane compression stress

Allowable extreme fiber compression stress

Service Loads*

Allowable membrane tension stress

Allowable extreme fiber tension streiss

Factored Loads*

Allowable membrane tension stress:

Allowable extreme fiber tension stress

Liner ***

Original

55 psig

281 0F

5000 psi

0.45f' 2250 psi

0.6fA- 3000 psi

Oelaminated
Dome

55 psi&

281 aF

6000 psi

0.45f••" 2700 psi

0. 6fý - 36Do psi

0
0

3-"C= 212 psi

,/T = 424 psi

Compression strain
Tension stress

4005 in/in ASME Section III
Division, 2

Mild steel reinforcement (Grade 40) is provided where the alowable stresses are

exceeded. The stress in this reinforcement is nol: to exceed 20 ksi for Service
Loads and 36 ksi for Factored Loads.

The concrete tensile capacity is conservatively assumed to be zero for factored
loads in the delaminated~ dome evaluation.

*A**The design utilized 0.84 f y for both. compression and tensile st-resses during
construction.
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TABLE 2-3

CONTROLLING LOAD COMBINATIONS

a. Structure Prior to Operation

.OD + I.OF

b. Normal Winter Operating Condition

c. Structural Integrity Test

1.OD + l.OF + •.15P: + 1.OTt

d. Accident Condition

1.OD +..OF + 1.5P + l.OTa

e. Small Pipe Break Accident

1.01) + 1.0F + l.OT.

Synbols us-ed InL the equations are:

D dead load of structure

F prestress force

To operating temperature

Tt test temperature

Pa accident pressure

Ta accident temperature including To
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3.0 PROBLEM DEFINITION

3I. INVESTIGATIONS

3.1.1 Original Indications

,On April 14, 1976 electricians were attempting to secure drilled-in
anchors to the top surface of the dome and certain anchors would not
hold. On the west side of the dome, 52 ft - 6 in. from the apex,
further investigation revealed an area of the dome surface which
sounded hollow when hit with a hammer. The size of the area was
a~pproximately 30 feet long by 3 feet wide. The area was curved slightly
as it appeared to follow the circumferential construction joint between
pours G and H. This area is shown in Figure 3-1.

In order to better define the hol-low area concrete soundings wereý
employed. The results of this examination indicated that a hollow
sounding zone encircled the dome. No cracks appeared on the dome
surface. The plan of the outer boundary of the affected area as
determined by concrete soundings is shown in Figure 3-1.

3.1.2 Preliminary Exploration

To determine the extent of the condition, it was decided to examine a
portion of the initially discovered area. The examination consisted
of saw cutting a 2 ft-6 in. long by 10 in. wide by 3-1/2 in. (maximum)
deep section of concrete. Inspection of the removed pieces of
concrete as well as the lower surface revealed a clean fracture (10OZ
fracture of coarse aggregate) withh little or no powder or rubble in the
joint. The exposed surface revealed a gap running up into the dome
towards the apex. A three foot length of wire could be probed into the
gap without resistance. This gap, coupled with the results from the
,,concrete soundings, appeared to indicate that the top of the dome had
delaminated. The saw cut examination area is shown:in Figure 3-1+.

To confirm that the dome was delaminated, seven exploratory core holes
were drilled. The location of each core hole was carefully selected
to ensure that the stressed tendons were not damaged while achieving
sufficient coverage of the dome to establish the extent of the
condition. The location of these core holes is shown in Figure 3-1,
'with details shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. The results of the
exploration, summarized in Table 3-1, shows that the dome had
delaminated. The thickness of the delaminated concrete was found to
be approximately 15 in. in the area of the apex. The dimension of the
gap in the same area was approximately 1-3/4 inches. See Section 3.2
for a discussion of calculated gap versus measured gap.

The seven exploratory core holes were shallow holes confined to the
thickness of the delaminated cap. By maintaining a shallow depth,
.,contact with tendon conduit was avoided. To determine if there was
deeper cracking, eight core holes were drilled to an average depth of
29-1/2 inches. The location of these core holes is shown in
Figure 3-4, with details shown in Figures 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7. Care was
taken to avoid the tendon conduit and to not penetrate the liner. Two
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diaimeter's of core~ hole were used, the first 12 to 14 inches o,'f eaciih_
core being 4 inches in diameter, and the remainder 1-j/4 iches` in
,diameter. A borescope was ~then used~ to ,examine the surface of the
1-3/14 in. diameter hole. In five of the~ eight holes, additional
.cracks 3were found. The maximum width of these cracks, at the exposed'.
spirface ranged from approximately 0.01 inches, to 0.013 inches, with the
,orientation ~of the cracks being parallel to the surface of the dome.

Du Og ore drilling, the drill water did not~riun• out, indicating that
'the;'cracks might not be continuous.

With the knowledge that the dome had delaminated, furtkier'
investigation was directed to determine the safety of the dome. A%
'dimensional -monitoring program measuring gap depth, dome cap
'displacement and ambient temperature was established. As results
became available, they indicated that the gap increased and decreased,,
in. delayed response to ambient temperature changes'. Results of~ the
monitoring program, together with Analytical results for the
delamina ted condition indicated that the structure was safe.

To provide the basis for determining the in-place' strength of the dome
concrete, Acores were taken from the dome cap. For compressive
testing, two cores per pour were~ tested which represented one
set per 100 cubic yards or \lesser quantity' placed per~day. In
addition, a~ third~ core per pour was ~taken and either saved or used for
a split tensile" test. This program required: a total of 51 cores.
,Table 3-2 Lists these cores and their strength, test results and
'Table 3-3 includes the location of these cores.

3.1.3 Additional Investigations

In" order to ~further inivestigate the donditioii of' the exitin
sýtructure, the following programs were undertakenr.

a~Construction ,joint adequacy.:

b. ocation of 'tendons.

c. irect tensile~ tests of concrete.

ed. Location and definition. of the perimeter of' the main' delamination.

e. Location and details of lower level cracks.

f. Tndonforces, i.e., lift-off tests.

g.Z 15% detensioning strains and deformations.

To establish that construction. joints were sound, a series ~of
cores were made and examined. These cores (I, VIA, lIlA, 1113,, V&
and IV in Figures 3-11 and 3-13) indicate that the, epoxy join 't
ý,material had effectively bonded the joint together and that an
ýacceptable bearing condition exists 'through, the joints. Figures 3-8,ý
3-9 and 3-10 indicate details of these cores.
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In ,order to provride- a def initioii of the existigstuur'i th
vicinityr of ,the perimeter of the main delami nation,ý a*, seri~es ý%of coreý
holes ::. were" made in pours J, H and G 'to' determine the 4er4evation of the.
main delamination as well as the existence of any lover leVel cracks inn
p .ours(G and H) owhiw contain radial reinforcing. Figuiresý le A and,

;.3lOB indicate the location of these cores. Deep cores :were. also madeiý: ,:
in h' region' of the construction joint between 'pours k'anid' 'J to locate

any lower cracks 'or'concrete crushing that might haveý existed in this's.
hýigh compressive stress' area. A descriptioni of 'the ýoreis is contai neidl
"in Figure 3-10C.

TIhe' cores indicate that the main delamination did not penietrate the.
reinforiced 'areas of pour G 'and~ R and~ that lower "level "cracking also did,
not occur there. The observed condition of they concrete material in,
the deeper cores did not indicate any crushing. I

Anadditional set of deep cores was drilled in each of the ori- ginal
pours to supplement the original data on deep cracks. Figure'3-IOD
and Table 3-3A 'indicate the location of the cores and cracks. The plan
extent of the cracks appeared to be rather extensive, at a relatively
few levels. The levels appeared to correspond with the location of, the,
tendon groups.

A 'sample group of 21 'tendons were' selected' for lift-off readiings in-
.order 'to determine the level of~ prestress on the dome and 'to establish
.the accuracy of' the predicted losses.

In iaddition to these lift-off tests, 18 other tendons (6 in.each
group), were detensioned and lift-off readings obtained. See~ Figure

10lE. The 'detensioninj of these tendons represents a symmetrical' aii&
Uniform~ removal of 14.6% of the' dome prestress.' The 'associated
stresses and deformations for this loading were compared with predc4 dIvaýlues. Figures' 3-10F thru 3-1Lt show these values." :These figures'
'indicate that the structure 'responded as a f~ull 24 in. dIeep.,structur,
'since actual' response was les's than predicted 'respons'e. -The' 14.62%.
removal' of dome prestress was equivalent~ to applying ~an iit~ernal.
press ure' of approximately' 14 psig.

Table 3-3B indicates the average lift-off' values and the,' predicted
design value for the 39 'tendons. These results i6dicated'~that the

.......... I....i

,inplace dome prestress was 9%' in excess of the ,predicted.

'Details of the location of all cores in the general' gap study.,are given
in Table 3-3 and in Figures 3-11, 3-12, 3-13 and 3-14.

At no time during the investigation was' there any evidence of grease
.leakage from the tendon conduit.
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3.1.4 Othe'rEvents!ý

ExAmination of construction records revealed that at 7:20 a.m.~ on
December 4, 1974 a loud ~noise or boom occurred on the site. The -noise
ýreportedly Iappeared to come from theReactor Building and was heard by
Icertain construction workers in their construction change areas. One~
worker was 1ff ~the Reactor Building ,personnel lock at the time, felt
vibrations and saw~ dust2 falling. Since subsequent visual inspection by

cosrcinpersonnel of the, Reactor Building interio 'r. and exterior
'includinig the. dome did 'not .reveal any da~jage, the, Incident~ was not~

reported. to the ~NRCorTeEie.
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3.2 .... DELAMM. TION GM

Cal1culations. were madli: to deterimine the ap~ex displacement of the
,deluminatead dome. The purpose' of the calculations was to determine if
icorrelation with the actual condition could be obtained. After
,allowance for concrete age of~ approxim~ately 7O00,days and creep of the
ýconcrete, the delamination gap was calculated to be approximately

112inches'. The actual gap averages 1-3/4 inches.- The calculated
displcement Us for a 2~ foot thick~ dome. The correlation, between

%ýactual and theor~etical gap depths was considered satisfactory.

3.3 POSSIBLE CAUSES, OF ,THE 'DLAKINMFIN

'The engide~eraiag invesI t ,iga tions took into, consideration all factor'
4hc ere believed to be~ potentially contr'ibutory to the delaiated

cdAditionu.i The source of miuch of ~the information. was the constructors
rectids".t Fac tors' consiidered in the' investigation were:~

L~ roprties of cocrete and constituents

2. RA'diial tension due to~ prestress.

3. Compression -~ tension interaction.

:4. Thermal effects.

5. Tendon alignment.,

6.Heavy cons tructioni `iads.

7. Coastal location.

8.~ Location adjacent ~to fossil units.

9. Construction methods.

10. Impact loads.

11. Shrinkage effects..

The following sections present discussions of these factors.
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Sourceds ýof information on the, properties of the conc "rete and itis
'constituents, include the results of tests performed for the origlinal
mi~x qualiffication and supplemental tests, during construction and
subse'quent to discovery of the delaminated condition.

At the beginningof the project, special tests were .c~onducted on
a mix to~ determine, such ~properties ~as creep, shrinkage and thermal
conductivity. In ~addition, 'concrete cylinders Were iigteted in,
compression and -splitting tension. The average comnpresisive
strength of, two sets of cylinders. (thre~e per set) tested at '28 and
56 'days was 7040 psi, and 7610 psi, respectively. Split tensile
tests for two sets~ of cylinders (three per set) gave an average of
.585 psi and 600 psi when tested at 28 and 90 days, respectively.
test ~result.s are contained in Appendix A.

Reqjuiremenits for~ concrete materials and available qualification
test results are also contained or referenced in Appendix A.

The mix proportions for the, dome concrete are descr#*4 in
Appendix A.

ib. Construction Testing

Dburing concrete~ placement 'of the dome, test cylinders were madeý.
The compressive strength of the cylinders was assessed in
accordanace with the ~requirements of Section 4.3.3 of ACI 318-71
and resulted in a 90 day design strength of 5930 psi.. Table 3-4
suauarizes the results for both concrete and the 'epoxy boniding
compound.

Oni April 4, 1974 concrete was placed in pour L-9 of the reactor
building dome. The concrete was to have' a design strength of
5000 psi at 28 days. Seven day test cylinder breaks indicated-
that the concrete would not achieve the design strength level.
The 28 day cylinder~ test results averaged 4570 psi. A review of
the dome 'design was ~made to determine a minimum acceptable
concrete strength for this particular area of the structure. ~The-
results 'of the revriew 'indicated that 4500 psi was an acceptable
minimum design strength. Refer to Appendix B for further details.~
The 90 day' cylinder, test results 'averaged 5820 psi-I

c. Subsequent Tests

Subsequent to,'the discovery" of the delamination, cores with a~
3-3/4' in. di~ameter were 'obtained to establish in-place
compressi've 'strength. Locations of the cores are described in
Section '3.1. The compressive strength of the cores was assessed,,
"in accordance with 'the 'requirements of Section 4..3.i3 of
ACI 318-71' and' resul ,ted -in a-design strength of 6130 psi.
Results are-sunuarized in Table 3-2. Cores- ere also obtained
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.fort testinig by the'split cylinder method. Lociations of the cores
are described in Section 3.1.~ Testing by this method indicated'an
,Average split tensile strength of 708 psi. Results a~re summarized,
in ,,Table, 3-2. The age of the concrete at the time the cores were
tested ranged from approximately 630 days to 790 days with a
weighted average age~ of, ,720~ days.

Cokes were also: obtained for testing, in direct tension to
estblihcorrelation between the standard tests, i. e.~,

:,c~ompressive and~split tensile strength,. and the direct~ tensile
s Xrength.- The average direct tensile strength of 420 psi when.
.compred to, the average compressive strength of 6177 psi for~ the.
-pours. from which ,tensile specimens were~ obtained and an average
split tensile' stiength~-of 7081 psi is low using standard' ratios.
The~ ratio.~of the split tens ile btrength to the compressive
,strength ,does not appear~ abnormal. 'When the' range of tensile
values is considered,. 230 to 505. psi, depending. on the amount of
.soft ~aggregate, ~the~ va'riation, from the normal ratio of strengths
is pronounced.

Based onv the average compressive cylinder tests a design f' of'
,6000 psi is justified.

-Concrete spec imiens were also petrographically examined.

aesults of t~he 'foregoing tests are presented in Appendix C.

3.3.2 Radial. Tension Due to Prestress

Any' change in tendon direction produces radial stresses when the tendon
is tensioned. Since the tendons are not at the ouitside surface of the
dome the radial forces are tensile for the concrete above the tendon
,groups and compressive for concrete" below the tendon groups.
Subsections a, b and c address design criteria, material properties and
stress concentrations in relation to radial tension due to prestress'.

'At the time of the structural design of the b". containment, there
were no 'code criteria for allowable radial tension stresses'.
ýBased o~n calculations, the average radial tensile stress at the
centerline of the top tendon group (i.e., at the level of the
delamin ation) for the theoretical geometry is approximately 41 psi
based on. the 'gross area (see Figure 3-15). The minimum direct
tensile strength "of~ the dome concrete, based on testing of cores.
(see pg. C-15), was 230' psi.

Delamination of the dome would not 'have been exphected based, on
,ýthis. comparison.
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ýb. 'Variation of Material Properties

in order to evaluate the effects of material properti ,es o'n adial,:
tension stresses, the axisymmetric element in the SAP ,IV computer
'program was used to perform a parametric study. The basic model
as shown in Figure 3-16 divided the through thickness shell into
layers with the following properties. The. concrete above and

.below the tendon groups was assumed to have a Young's modulus E~
4 x 106 psi and a Poisson's~ ratio v= 0.2. For the middle layer
containinig concrete ~and tendon conduit the assumptions were E
.3.17 x 106 psi and v - 0.2. The Young's modulus, E
3.17 x 106 psi, was estimated on the basis of the ratio of net
concrete volume to gross concrete volume. Values of,' E =30 x 10W
psi. and v -0.3 were assumed for the steel liner. In order to
simulate the effect of rebar near the top surface, the 'equivalent
Young's Modulus based on transformed area was used for 'the
concrete near the top surface. To simulate the effect', of conduitý
on Poisson's ratio, 'v 0.3 was used for the middl~e layer.j A,'
lower ,bound value ~of E -2.5 x 106 psi was' also used for th'ei
middle layer to check the sensitivity of the structure ~to an,
assumed soft layer., The Poisson' s ratio-of 'concret~e 'varies
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- -" - , . + . .. . " . : 3 ,Y 'between 0.15. and 0.2 for stress below 40% of ultimate' stkeinithP~
Another reference gives test results which 1ndicatean average,
value of V -.0.2(4). In order to simulate the effect of,.4a, concrete
stress higher than 0.4 V v - 0.3 was assumed..

C

.summary of the parametric study is sh. in th fo.ll

Temperature Poisson's Young's Pois'son" 5'ý
Rebar RaM odulus Rat ioý'

Caseý Basic Case' Case ,Effect- Effect Effect

E (concreteY) 4 x 1 4. x 106 4 xj10 6 4 x.. 6  4,'x 10 6t`
E (concrete '& '666 x106

conduit) 3.7x 10 3.174 1io6 1.17 xl 2.10io 3.,17,x MIo
V (concrete &

conduit) 0.2 0.2 ~0.3 0.2 0.3
v~(concrete) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.20.

,Rebar Effect No ,No, No_, "

ýResulting' Max.,
Radial tension45 : 43.5 41...... 42.

These calculations indicate tha• the radial, tension p+tress•. is' lo
and not sensitive to varialtions in these parameter-s.

'c. Stress Concen'trationis

The geometry of the tendbns' in 'the CR3 dome i sg-gest-s' t i at' 'r'e s 4
concentrations' around hcndi might. be A. cotributing factor-,
to, the, delamination. Conse~quently,, invest#igaio f the, potential
for-stress+ concenntrationswa undertaken.,

-Referring to Figure,3-17', a model• i's:,, sho.wn ';h:i€. r ,eresentS•;a
.'simplistic "simulation" 'of the ,condui•.6effiect. If the hole were
unluined (i.e.', no' Schedule 40 piipe), atheory of, elasticity'.'
,solution for 'the mod1el shown.' subject to a uniformi uniaxial
compression,, ac, would result in, a. transverse tension,,,at 'the ~ace-
of the hole of at ac. That. is, an applie'd compression of,
'1000 psi would result~ in. transverse tension o9f 10.00 psi.,ý

,In addition to the above, a detailed finite element analysi's of'1
the model subject"'to' ac w ith a Schedule 40. pipe-eimbedded 'as shown,
.was also, investigated. Assuming linearelastic~ behavior and that.
,the pipe' and concrete remained~ bonded together'. the results were,
somewhat different. The~ location' and magnitude~ of maximum te ,nsile
.stress was~ changed. The location arid orientation of at is' asý
.shown in. Figure 3-17. The magnitude 'of at,,w~a:s...f~o4.nd to b~e
,approximately 0.5 cc.
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Available literature (e.g. References 13 and 14) and test results
presented in Reference 15 indicate elastic stress concentration
calculations do not accurately predict the failure stress for
concrete structures. The effect of stress concentrations in the
CR3 dome, however, may have been greater than would have been
expected in normal concrete as a result of aggregate quality (see
.Appendix K).

3.3.3 "Compression-Tension.Inte'ractiona

The state of stress at the top tendon layer is triaxial, two membrane
compressive stresses and one radial tensile stress. It is conservative
to consider the interaction of one compressive stress with the radial
tensile stress (Ref. 4, 8, 9, & 10). Before discussing
compression-tension interaction in the CR3 dome at the time of
ýstressing the tendons, it is necessary to establish applicable stresses
and ~material strengths.

The initial membrane compression stresses would have been higher thani
those defined in Section 2.0, since the time dependent losses assumed
in the calculations of Section 2.0 would not have occurred. The
maximum meridional compressive stress for a fully prestressed dome
(Figure 2-10) of 2,275 psi on the outside face would have been
approximately 2,500 psi due to initial prestress forces. The radial
tension stress could have been as high as 55 psi.

At the time of stressing the tendons, concrete compressive strength
(f') was approximately 6,000 psi (based on 90-day strengths, see
Tak1e 3-4). The splitting tensile strength of the material was in the,
neighborhood of 500 to 600 psi (based on trial mix data, see
page A-3-2). The direct tensile strength based on recent tests (see
page C-15) could have been as low as 230 psi f or some of the dome.
concrete.

Using the interaction lines suggested in Reference 15 (Figure 4-9),
the straight line failure envelope shown in Figure 3-19 was constructed
as follows:

1.* A tensile strength of 160 psi was calculated using the minimum CR3
tensile test result of 230 psi with an approximate 30% reduction
due to the presence of holes (see Reference 15, page 4-10).

2. A compression strength of 4800 psi was calculated using f'
6000 psi and a 20% reduction for size effects (see Reference 15,
page 4-10). The compressive strength was not reduced for the
effect of holes since the transformed area of the pipe effectively
fills the holes for compressive stresses.

'The interaction line used is more conservative than other possible
representatlions of the failure envelope.
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The plotted state of stress for the dome (55 psi, 2500 psi)
corresponding to full initial prestress indicates a nominal safety
factor against~ delamination. However, the 55 psi radial. tension stre~ss&
due toi prestress could have been increased in local regions of the dome
due to other effects discussed in Section 3.3 and could have resulted
in delamination.

A compression-tension interaction of the stresses i n the concrete would
.explain the appearance of~ the main delamination surfaces, the
delamination of the ~upper cap and the ~presence of some cracking in
levels below the totp tendon group. It would also explain the fact that
the structure retained •ts load carrying"capacity subsequent to the

ddelayinatibn.
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:.3.3.4. :Thermal.,, Effectsý

'Two types o.f thermal effects considered were solar radiationý
.(environmental), and tendon greasing, (bulk filling).

a ~Solar, ýR a diation~

The e~ffect o solar' radiation on'i~he surface concrete temperatuire:
was~ calculated. In performing' this calculation the initial,
%conditioni~assu~e~d was 600?F throughout~ -the dome thickness. The
e~ffect of'"solar radiation was calculated to heat the dome surface;
:to 1520F. Subsequent to a six hour heat up period, the 6.0 hour
gradient s1hown in' Figure 3-20 was' calculated. To determine if a'
,thermal shock' couldN have had a significant effect on the stress
state ~n the dome, a sudden cool down' due to a thundertstorm was
postulated. Thekefbre, a step funicti.on of a six hour quench
.u11s#ng a sur~face~ temp~rature, of 500F was 'assumed.

:Figure 3-20 'sho46s the gradients after the 'initial ~heat up (0.5 hr),
just prior'~to, quench (6.0 hr), after quenching (6.5 hr), and ltwo
points, along the cooling period (8.0' hr and 12.0 hr).

Using the anialytical model described in Section 3.3.2w, and'the
g radients ~shown in Figure 3-20,. the maximum, tensile stress at the
level of the cente'rline of the ,top tendon group was calculated
to be 8 psi.

The solar 'radiational heat also had an affect at construction
joint L-M' during ~the three month~ construction delay. The conduit'
protruding from~ the joint had' a different temperature than the
surrounding concrete. This causes~ hoop tension around' the
:conduit in ,the same way as that 'due to hot grease injection. The'
temperature gradient is as shown in Figure 3-21 and the maximum
tension as calculated by plane strain elemie'nt of 'computer program
SAP IV (see Appendix D) is 280 psi.

Eased upon 'these studies. it is unlikely that the solar effect by
itself could have ~produced other than very limited .cracking at
the construction. joint 'inter~face.

b.iý Tendcon Greasing

Te "field records ~show that tendon greasing took place-in two
.stages.~ Eight uns'tressed tendons were greased prior to,.stressingl,
the tendons (wi'th" the exception of. three). The remainder were
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greased about fou 'oths later, after all tendons had been
.stressed. The ~seco~nd greasing operation was 'completed in~ a
period: of eight days.~

The grease was heated' prior to injection to reduce its viscosity.
ýAccording to available field records, the temperature of the
grease at' the tank outlet was in~ the range of 150-17OoF.~ It was
then pumped~ via a rubber hose into one tendon conduit at a time..
.,Aftier all the, air had been purged from the conduit, pumping.
:ceased' 'andthe:'conduiti' was sealed at,0 psig.~

Du 1g o grease inijection, th econdui t h eated more rapidly than.
thei c'onc~reteduet~o,. th 'oerthermal conductivity of concrete.,
For'' a step c6hanige of, temxperature from~ conduit to concrete, the
tensile' stress in the concrete surrounding the conduit can b
calculated from the theory' of elasticity. Using the compatibility-
.of radial displacements~ at the' conduit-coiicrete interface, (11) the
ýtensile, stress is determined, to be'1 i psi/OF. The plane strain,
'elemeit~ of 'the- SAPJ~V program as shown in Figure 3-22 yields a

tsIle- stress ~of 15 psi/OF,'for the identical condition.

Ba sed upon an averaging of field' records of grease temperature in
-the stor-age tanI& and' at ,the conduit outlet, a heat transfer,
Analysis was performed>'to establish the temperature gradients
1.within the structure due to the? greasing operation. The
')resulting gradients at a point approximately midway between ring
.girder and dome apex are' shown. in Figure 3-23. Using the plane
ostrain~'element, in the ~SAP IV computer program, shown 'in Figure
3-22, 'the maximum tension stress is approximately 810 psi, which
occurs at the 'location w~here 'the thermal gradient drops to zero.
'It is recognized that variations in the greasing operation could
:produce more severe gradients and. consequently' higher concrete
tensile stresses.

The injection pressure of hot' grease can also cause tension
around thw conduit. With the same kind of radial displacement
compatibility calculation, the maximum grease pressure reported
by the cons truictor of' 85 psi causies 401Ws tension in the
concrete by compatibility calculation(')

The cases' studied indicate stresses o~f sufficient magnitude to
cause the delamination only when considered in conjunction with
other effects..

3.3. 5` Tendonh Alignment

To establish the acc ,ur ,acy of the positioning of the tendons within the
dome, a survey' was conducted to determine the actual dome thickness
and the depth from the 'dome 'exterior surface to the top of the upper
tendon group conduit., The results of the survey are shown in Figures
3-24 through, 3-217. This shows that. the conduit are' high near the
periphery, and low at' the~ apex and~ suggests ~that an 'increased curvature
might eit i.
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Subsequent to the removal of the delaminated~ cap (see Section: 5.2.4")
'and prior to~ placing a new cap (see Section 5.2.8),, a more extensive
survey was conducted. Elevations were obtained at' 2.5' horizontal
intervals along' the exposed outer conduit. Figure 3-27A 'is a plot of
the elevations for the West' portion of tendon D-118. The elevatlions.
.obtained' and plotted are for the outer' surfaice of the' conduit. The
prestress wires,~ of course, bear against the structure and induce the.
prestressinxg for'ce on ~the inside bottom of the conduit. Assuming the
profile of the conduit inner surface is the same as the profile of' theý,
top outer surface, tendon D-118 would tend to bear on the conduit, atý
the high points and would tend to be' straight between them. In the,:
case' of >tendon D-118, the' concentrated load at one of the bearing
ýpoints based on an initial magnitude-of the prestress 'force~,~(650 kip's)
would be5 approximately 180 kips'. Although this value would be
distributed along a finite' length, it 'would result in a~ change~ in locall
load due to prestress for tendon D-118 from 41 psi to approximately
100 psi.

The survey data was also evaluated by fi ,tting a circularcrv to- 'each,
data~ point using the adjacent 'points' on either 'side' of the point being,
considered. Average radii of all the' outer' conduit was~ computed~ to bet
111.4' comaipredi to the specified theoretical average radius ~of, 110'.

Iorweiver, the indi'vidual: variation's from, the' theoretical~ r'adii. were'
Significant. Figures 3-.27B through 3-27E' present, the calcudla~ted' radlii
for the outer tendon group.

The ,s igif icance ,of' the ,increase Jin ra dial tenidon' pressure due to
either concentrated loads or~ dec~rease in tendon' radius w~slifialyz~ed'.
,using two approaches.ý The first~ studied, the.,effect on radial t'trnsibn
.of a 'ring load 4' wide, 40''feet from~the 'apex and, the second the effect,
of a 4' diameter uniform load' at the-'apex. This iThcrease.'of' load 'in'
local areas~ resulted 'in the'~followiniig: four' (4)' 'psi increase,'in' l'oad'
results in one (1) ~psi 'increase in radial' tension s~tress~ at the 'level':
of the outer conduit. For the survey example' discussed 'previously the,.
J00 psi local pressure'results in a7'jominal~radiai''tension~ stress' of,
W6 psi.

The survey and ~analysis' results, indicate tha conditions 'that ,would,
have increased loads' in local -areas" existed in, tieleCR3 4ome. - 'This
would have' resulted in in'creased~ radial te-nsionip st-r"e~s'se's. iilocal,,
regions of' the ~dome.
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V3 .3.6: Heavy ý,Construct ion Loads

ýThe construction of the dome did not ~require, hea-vy cons 1t .ruction l1oads.
to be placed on the dome. A small mobile crane was focated on therin
,girder for use in tendon installation and stressing but, n:o heavy,,

equpmntwas located on the dome surface.

3.3.17 Coastal Location

It was' postulated that the coastal environment' might have had a.
detrimiental ,effect on the material ~in the structure. Subsequent
investigation did* not refveal detrimental' effects due to coastalI

:,: •: location a. , :: ; •

3.3.& t-ýocation Adjacent t11o Fsil~ii Unitis

'There was a period of time when 'tendoni c'onduits weire ekxposed to the
atmosphere prior to concreting. Although a potential for damae~ due toi
the presence of sodium, calcium, and magnesiuim sulfates from thei
stacks o.f the adjacent foe'ssl units ex±sts,( 2 ) ;there is- noe;dence

that reactions occurred.

3.3.9 .Construction Method's

2Concrete construction joints 'weret'located a~s shovn~ in 'Figure 2-3 and&
the concrete placed in the sequence and on the dates ''xindIated in,
Table 3-5. The field coring inivestigationi program did' not izidic'atei

.unsatisfactory conditions such. as honieycoming, voids 'or. coldjoits.

.uring, construction 'a deficiency in' ,corcrete~ cylinder top~ressive
.strength in' pour. "L" waTs obser~ved., -However, the' concrete_,,attaine~
:approximately~ 5800,psi' at '90 days,, which was -sat isfactry (M, I
Appendix B).

The~ specified prestriessing, sequenc'e-; s. shown inf1 Pg~uri e 3'- i8, thr;ough9
3-32 and given in' Table ,3-6. Three 'tendoins, one from' each yr'o
group,~ were, to be stressed at~ a time '(aLsequence)., Each 'tendon wvai- to
be stressed from both ends. The concept of,' the sequ~ences was. to, >put'
balanced lod nothe, do.
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The stressing sequence log developed from constructor's records is
ýgiven in Table 3-7. Table 3-8 shows the daily cumulative totals of
tendons stressed. The stages of the stressing are shown in Figures
3-33 through 3-43. Figures 3-44 and 3-45 show a relative vertical
force imbalance on the dome. The' Tables and Figures indicate that at
certain times the sequence of stressing gave unbalanced forces as high
as 16.92. Immediately prior to the boom or loud noise on the morning
of December 4, 1974, 722 of the dome tendons had been stressed. It is
extremely difficult to accurately assess the consequences of any given
sequence but, the stressing sequence used did create unbalanced forces.

A field investigation was conducted by coring through the delaminated
•cap and using survey methods to establish thicknesses of the dome and
the delaminated cap and the location of the top of tendon conduit. The
results are shown in Figures 3-24 through 3-27, and reflect concrete.
thickness variations between 33-1/4 in. and 39 in. and top of conduit
location from exterior concrete surface which varies between 6-1/2 in.
and 13-112 in.

The effect of these variations is not considered significant. However,
small force imbalances might have significance if coupled with tendon
misalignment as discussed in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.10 Impact Loads

The boom heard by the workers at the site at 7:20 a.m. on
December 4, 1974 was discussed in Section 3.1. This boom might have
been caused by the breakage of tendon wires or by a kink in a tendon
ýadjusting itself to the proper position. In either case, thisn boom
could have represented an impact load applied to the dome causing
initial cracks.

End caps were removed from each end of the tendons which were
detensioned or used for lift off tests (see Section 3.1.3). Inspection
of the anchorage assemblies did not reveal any conditions which might
be associated with sudden breakage.

3.3.11 Shrinkage Effects

Because of the presence of the steel liner on the inner surface of the
dome, the exterior surface concrete will shrink more rapidly than the
balance of the concrete. The in-plane dimensional changes due to
shrinkage produce meridional and hoop tension in top surface of the
dome and meridional and hoop compression in the bottom surface. This
ýeffect should not produce radial tension near the top surface.

3-10 -1Revised: 12-10-76



"During the three-month construction delay betweien April 4, 1974 anid
July 8, 1974 at construction joint L-14, shrinkage could have also
.affected the concrete. Since the concrete on the top surface~ and at
the construction joint shrinks and the conduits protruding from the
joint do not shrink, micro-cracks could be produced in the concrete
surrounding the conduits. This is similar to the case of micro-cracks.
in the mortar surrojunding coarse aggregates due to shrinkageMl.
Figure 9 of Reference 1 indicates that when the distance between coarse
aggregates. is greater than 0.45 times the radius of the aggregates,
shrinkage will cause radial compression, hence, hoop tension
surrounading the coarse aggregates.

3-10a 3-l~aRevfised:~ 12-10-76



Iný' brdeir to~ evaluate, the amount of radial tension due6to, srinag fo
,the ý:three- month' construction 'delay, the amount of. shrinkg ha~s to, be,
estimated" first. -The' average final shrinkage~ of concrete (i.e. at ~40
years) with volumne/surf ace' ratio 'of 24 in'. has, been estimated to be. 1.
X , 10-5 in/in. However, based ~on thee ASTH C 157' test. of' theY design 'mikx
by .the-Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, the shrinkage strain at" 12, weeks,
is4.5x 9 in/in. Taking into account. the, difference betwee

testing' specimeni and in-place concrete, it is reasonable to assume that
Shrinkage ,strain at the construction joint, surface at the end .of 12.
weeks is "2.25 x 10-4 in/in. Assuming thermal expansion coeffi~cient of

cocrtetobe 5.5 x 10-6 in/in/OF, the shrinkage strain is equ4ivalent,
:ýto 41'OF temperature drop.

A20" x 20" plane stress concrete analytical model with a'ri'ng sliced:
from 5 in. diameter schedule 40 pipe at the center as shown in 0
Figure 3-22 was uised to evaluate the shrinkage stress. With a' 41 F
,temperature drop applied at the surface of the concrete, the hoop
:tensile stress surrounding the conduit in the concrete is approiatl
360 psi. The stress profile surrounding the conduit at the
constructions joint surface is shown in Figure 3-46. These stresses are
'based upon conservative shrinkage strains, but suggest sufficient
magnitude to initiate cracking. Assuming a shrinkage strain of
2.25 x 10-5 in/in for the overall dome, the tensile stress surroundingý
the conduit is 36 psi.

3. ;t ONCLUSIONS

.It appears that, a compression-tension interaction f'ailure occurred.
'Efects which could have generated radial tension ,forces havebieen

defined and~ discussed. Several of the effects' such as radial, tensiont
due to prestressing, thermal effects, tendon alignment,, stress'
concentrations, and shrinkage in combination would' have been' sufficient'
w4hen combined with' biaxial compressive stresses and'lower than normal
di'rect, tensile~ st'rength' of the' concrete to result ,in~ the delaminations'.
,The' complete fracture of the c~oarse aggreg'ate on that surface and~ theý
-variations' in& tenskile' strenigth' values' obtainied from the. dir ,ect~ ten~sile
tests indicate that the' fragility of 'the cori_
;local 'cracking to propagate.
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TABLE 3-1

fIkITIAL MaWPLORA~Y CORE HOLES
?

Core, No;.:

2

6

7.

4

.4ý

D4m, (

4 i7

,41}.

ILocationd
AZ Pour~

700
900 Q

270 0

15600 L

300 L

335 0 L

13-3/8 8-n/

4-1/2 11/8

142

"10-1/21-/

13, 1-3/4

11,.

3-12



TABLE 3-2.

Q)REMSRENGTH -TEST> RLSULTS~

G(W)

'Gi(W)

54:

.C6mpressioh
.'Strength

:7000,

., 6820'

5690

6330

Test. Moving Average
Average of Three Tension R~ewarks

51

55~

6910,

6010

G(N) 5

G(SE) 452

H(SlE) 413

H(SE) 46.,

H(NW)' 40

ltIW)' 41

.P(NW)~ 42

1(SW)" -43

11(5) 44.

.7080

'616

5970

6580

5330

6860

6180

6620

ý6010

6620

6320

5950

6520

6310

'65U 3

705.

62"5:

6296

710

06263

•6260,:

~730

3-13



TA3LZ 3-2, (Confldl..

H(Nr•

H(NE)

J (5)

"J (5):

'J (6)

J (6)

K(7)

K(8)

1C(8)

K(8)

L (9)

47

34

35

'37•

38

q39

Compress Ion
Stength

5440

7090

6990

ý66201,

,6440,

'69210

'6480

Test
Average.

62601,

6800

5830

.6700

10ugi Average,

f Three

.6363

6456:6...2 97 .'.:; :'

Tens ion Remarks

720

6443'

i780;

. 'Specimen test d••ry -

not included.

29.

.30•

5940

.6090

6250

4040

6010 ~6180

- Specimen tested diry-
ý.not included.

- Flbiw 'in 'sjiecimen -

:not included..
25.

46 6560

:61.,

217

5900? 623Oi 6313k

625

3-14



TABLE .3-2ý ý(Cont Id)

P'(12)

-,P(12),

Q(13)

co re:

122•

23•I

24!

:6610:

:6090

:6500

3:760

Coopriession
.Test Moving Average

Aeir~age 6 odf Three

62t150 6 163

Split.
Tension Remarks

6010,

'6220

61:30

61630
:.,,5[•

6120

800

Notes

14N. be of compression 'te-st spelzten 3.4

2.~ Lowest average of three compression stests -6130 psi

ý3. ~Lowe~s~t set, of compression specimens + 500 psi - 5830 + 500b 6330

4. 'Average comp:ression stress 6301 psi,

5. umnber of <tension test specimens~ -

6. AverageK strength of tensioii test specimens :708, psi

345



TABLE 3-3

COE LOCATIONS AND MAIN DELAMINATIONoDETAILS:

Core 9ilic.oee1
2;
:43'

7

9

12B"

16B
17
18:
19
20
21
22

:23
24:
25
26
27
28
:29
30,'

942016'3033
;264022 '00"
-7037' 00"

-270012' 1•"
-15103610,03
26016'0033
3330119 30".
:6'0690033
.35802090033
30581452"
3032'00"
35905494539

119038'30'8
238026'15"3
226018. :4533
282048 '00"
420 561 5.3"
186008'!0031
3230261'45'
35505130033'
1150579'30"
246'22' 45"
42054'0031
180042'00
326'56.'15"
116021'45"3
,230015'45"3
329'214 00"
3490023 45"3
37058' 15"
10202.930033

Radius

31' -10-1/4's
32'-2-3/4"
3'1-10-1/21"

30' -10"
32'-2"
31.'-`10-3/8"4
V'-9-3/4"
V-~7-3/4t3

36' -5-314"
50 -4-1/2"!'
48. 1ii"
48' -6-1/4"
V -11-3/4"
W'-5-1/2"
15'-'2-1/2"
141-3"
W4-4-3/4"

19 '-4-7/8"
19' -3"
25'-5-1",i
26'-10-1/2"
261-01"
30' -9-3/8"
32'-1-112"
32 '-9-112"

361-6-3/ 8"

39 '-4-3/4"
38'-7'"

Gap
Dimensaion

1-1t;20
1-5/8"

'1-3/4":

2"

13/4"1
1-5/8",
21"

1-7//2"
21/8"

.,-I51.8,!'

ý2"

211

1-5/8"
211
1-•3•4"
1-3/4"
2-1/8"
2-1/8"
1-3/4"
1-7/8"
1-3/8"
1-3/41"
1-3/8"

Thickne'se

:i,1112!':12-7/8'!

4-1/8"

44-7/8"
14-1/2";

1-2-7/8"
5-3/8":
4-5/8".

1511

13-1/4"
1311
14-3/4"1

13-3/4"

13"1

13-3/ 8"
13-3/4"

10:;-3/8"-•-.•.. .
-3 /4:•.+.. :'i:"

Remarks

1-3/4!' core



ITABLE. 3-3 (Cont'd)

Gap
Dimension

Cap
Thickness

14

Core #

31
32A
33
34D
35
36B
37
38
39
40B
41B
42
42A
42B
42C
42D
43
44
45
46
47B
4.8C
49
50
51
52A
53
54D
55
56
57
58
590
60
61( VII)

Az imu th

10 2006 00"
223002..5"
3 06019°'45"
34052' 30"
131004'45"
210057'00"
249024'3011
318004 '00"
704680061
7018045"6

23004'30"'
78055'30"6

76004 6456w
78056'006.
79000 60066
ý81055 '30"
970286 15"
1700536 15"
1910106 151,
259054 '00"
280 024 '30"
31105460066
3701I06 0066
90058 '00"
122046130ff
1460106 00l
183015 '00"
2180566 45"6
23 7023'45

307008'00ff
335 03160061
351006 45"

24051'45"6
83049'00,,

Radius

391-61#
38t-8-~3/41'
36 '-6-7/8"
43'-10"
431-410

45'-1-1/2"I
441-11-1/2's
43'-3-1/2"
4369-1/4"6

49'-7-1/4"6

49 '-9-1/2"
49'-5"6

49'-5-1/4"
46 '-1-1/2"
50'-3-1/2"
49 '-2-3/4"
496 •".5"6

481-9-1/41'
49' -8-1/2"
47W-9-1/4"
48 '-7-1/2".
51 '-9-1/8"
55'-8-1/2"
551-101,
531'-1-3/4"
52'-11"
540-11-1/1"
55'-4-1/4"
.52 '-10-1/2"
55 '-8-7/8"'
55'-8"
56 '-0-1/2"
55 '-1-1/2"
57'-1-1/4",

32'5:+-0-1.8

l"o

1/4's
1/21'
5/8"'
3/81'

1/2"
1/2"r
1/8"1
1/4"s
1/2"
1/8",

1/8.":•:+

1-1:/2"

13-5/8"
13-3/411
13-1/4"1

10-7/8"1
7-3/4"

12-1/ 2"

2-1/2"

06-7/8"

2...: /8"

:-7/8"

1-3/4"

•4.,./2: "

,0-/8

ND
ND

1-3/4"
1-3/4"
1-3/4"1
1-3/4"

dia.
dia.
dia.
dia.

core
core
core
core

Remarks

,ND
-ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
NDI
ND,
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND



TAALE 3-3 (Cont'd)

Core

I
IIIA

VB,
VIVII'

Ix
X11
XV
XVIII

M:.

I-A •zz

Azimuth

73 049'I45"1

226006t 4511
63039'00"
254 015'45"
16o18,30"
4018045"1
156025'45"
3360463'0"
63038'0011
16006'00"
10023 *10011
11 3021'15"1
000010011
90000? 00",
180000,'00"
270000 '00"
0000t0011
90000:00"
180000,001,
270000 '00"
90000? 00"
180o0000 oo"

12#-3"
24 #-061
23W-1.1-1/2"
3W'-011
35W-11-3/8"
41W-6-1/2"

19'-1-5/8"
32' ,11-1/2"
20' -11-1/8"
27 '-8-3/4"
201 -01
20' -0'
20' -0"
20' -0"
40' -01#
401-0"1
401-00"
40' -0"
501 -01'
501-011

Radius
Gap

D iiuens ion

2"

2"1
1-5/84"

2".

1-1/80f
2-1/8"
1-3/8"
2-3/8"
2"'
V"
2"'
1-1/2"
1-1/4"

5/811
1/16"

Cap
Thickness

13"#
10-1/2"
13",
12-3/4"
13-1/2".
12-1/2"

13-5/8"
10-3/4"
12-7/81#
13"1
11-1/2"'
13-5/8"
11-3/4"
11-1/811
10-1/4"
8-3/8"

2-7/8"'
4-7/8"1

Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
ND - Tensile
ND - Tensile
Tensile test
Tensile test
Tensile test
Tensile test

joint examination
joint examination
joint examination
joint examination
joint examination,
joint examination,
rest core
test core
core
core
core
core

Remarks

1-3/4"
1-3/4"
1-3/4"
1-3/4"
1-3/4"
1-3/41"
1-3/4"1
1-3/4"1
1-3/4"
1-3/4"

tendon
tendon
tendon
tendon
tendon
tendon
tendon~
tendon
tendon
tendon'

survey
survey
survey
survey
survey
survey
survey
survey
survey
survey-

core
core
core
core
core
core.
core
core
core
core

'Notes: a. Cap dimensions and cap thickness ate radial measurements.

b. ND denotes no dela~mination,.



TABLE 3-3A

REACTOR BUILDING DOME -R.

SECONDARY CRACK LOCATIONS*.-

13L 33 _31V'Adeep, 19 1/2" x hairline, 13" xl.

D3 2 321/2" deep, 21 3/8" x hairline, 14 1/2" k I- k/2"

-D 3 32 114" deep,, 26 3/8"0 x 1/16", 23" x hairline',: 19 112" x 1/4" ~
12 3/4"' x 2 1/8":

134 3"deep, 24 1/4" x hairline, 12 1/16" x hairline, 12" xz ,hairlin~e.
9 3/16" x 3/8", 6" x 11/16"

D3 5 19 5/8" deep, hole not deep enough

'D 6 32 1/8" deep, 25 3/4" x 1/32", 17 15/16" x 1132"#, 17 13/16" xi/2
'13 5/8" x 5116", 10" x 1 118", 6 7116" x 3/16"'

1)7 32 1/2"' deep, 19 1/2" hairline on North half, ~13 5(81? x hairl~ine,
12 1/4" x 5/8"

D3 81 32 1/4" deep, 27 1/4" x 1/32", 15 13/16" x 5/16" *,12 7/16"6 x 1 11/1t6",
'10 3/4"' x 1/8", 9, 1/4" x 3/8" **;, 8 1/2" x 1/2" *,8 1/16" x3/6s*

D . 32k 1/4'" deep, 28 3/4" x 1132", 19 1/2" x 1/8", 16~ 5/8" x 3/81#, I
13" x 2" wvith suspjend'ed slice of concrete, 9 5/8" x 3/16" ~

D10 --33 ~3/8" .deepj; 25" x hairline, 22' 1/2" 'x 1132", 14 3/4" x. 2 1/4" .Ir

D 11, 31ý 112"" deep, 25 1/2" hairline, 21 5/8" xz 1/16", 12" x 21'

'D 12' 34 3/4'" deep, 25 7/8"' x. hairline, 22 3/4"~ x 1/16", 13. 5/.8" x, 2 18"

D, 13 37, '1/2"' deep, 19"' x 1/16", 17 1/2tt x 1116", 14" x 2"'

]D 14 ,3412 deep, 23 5/16" x hairline, 13 7/16"'x 1 7/18"

D3 15 33" deep, 25"' x 1116", 20" x hairline, 17 1/16" x 7/16", 13 ~3/4": x 2'

D31 32 3/4" deep, 26 1/4" x hairline, 16" x ** in~ 1/8" crack, I
9 11/16" x 13/16" .

1317' 38 1/2" deep, 33 3/,8" x hairline, 28 112" x hairline, 19 1/4" x 1/16" *
:19 3/8" x 1/16" **,' 15" ic 2"

*For plan. location see Fig'ure 3-10D,.,,
.**Multiple delamination indicated.

3-18a 34~188~Reviised: 8-10-76,



TABLE~ 3-3A (CONYD)

D ~ ~ ~ 6P 134dep27 ~318" x hairline, 18 1/4"~ x 1/8" '*, 13 /8x,2

D1 34 d:•+eep 29 118" z hairline, 16" x hairliine,.3 114" x1 2

D ;::i:20 : -34 114" 'deep, 23 l14• •132" 17..18" ,,4"' x 1/36"2", 1765/"" xx.1/"

1321 3,4" deep,, 26 7/16" x hairline,. 23 3/81'8"ýz 32", 2 .O318" •1/8,.
14 e1/8" x 2

D2 35 3/8" deep, 25 9/16" x hairline, 19 1/4"ý' i hairline '12 3/16!' 19116"o

D 23 32 1/4" deep, 16 11/16" x 3/32", 11 31/8" x 1", 10" x 3/8"'.

D) 24 34 5/8" deep, 9 3/4" x 3/8", 9t' x 1/32"

**H(ultiple delainination indicated.

3-18b 3-18b ~~Revised: -07



,TABLE 31-3i,

AVE;RAGE!. L1FT-QFF. AA

No.;

D108.
D114

0D121i:
D112
D117
D128
D129
D1.34
D1.37
D201*
_D268

D0221
D228
D234
D308
D314

.D328
D334

;Date
-ten.sioned~

.12111/74,
1215/3/74
11/19/74'
12'/2/74,

M15/574<
11/19/74<
12/3/74,
12/10/74
1/14/74 -41v1)
2/4/ 74

1416/74.

12/2/74
12/5/74<
:12/6/74<
11/27/74,
11/20/74,
:12/5/74

Lifto•ff Remarks:

1525
11450

-1448
1342
149&
1465,
1355,
1465
151-5

1535
1500
:1435
149~0
1368
1535
1475
1453'.
:15415
:15213
ý1333

j

I'

;Tendon was not detensioned

13101
D109:
D117
D125
D133
D141
D201:
D209
D217
.D225
D233
D.241
D301
D309
D317
0325,
0333
D341

1 1121/74
,1,1/19/74

11/121/74<

11/14/74 (12/9/74)
12/5/74.
11/ 19/74
11/20/74
11/22/74
11/25/74~ (4/2/75)
11/25/74

<11/21/74
11/19/74
:11/18/74
11/15/74<

1485
'1510
1373
1553
1577
1485
1523
1520
1420
1618
1488
1583
1577
1546
1593.
1600
1474

I.
'Tendon detensioned

I'

Average 1491

PTredicted De~sign Value~ 141K/IN2 x'9.72 IN/EDN 1370K

'D.te< .tendon s bsequently' detensi.:ed .

Dates. In pa e afinal r.tee T e 3-:e•;..•iParenth~eses •re• for?•i eteisionng, .se'e Tablfe. 3-7.!

31cRevised: 12-'10-76



TABLE -3-4

DOME EPOXY AND CONCRETE STRENGTH ::TESTS:

'-Pour

~DateNo.

- Epoxy 28V Day ConcreteL

PSI

6340:

Date

7831.
2/18/74

6560
6190
6470
6030

~Set

6312+

moviing
Average
of Three.

97~6-RB
(0-1a)

.90 Day~i Concrete

Average
PSI Scof -Thr-ee.

7)060
6580.
6830,
5820.

6622,

66'95
2/20/74,' 978<-RB

(G- 1b)~

'0

.2/25/74

2/ 25 I7 4

3/ 1/74:

3/6/74.

3/ 7/74

JA 2/,7'4

7~80-RB
(G-2a)'

981-R~B
(G-2b)

783-RB
(H- 3a)

985-RB
(H1-3 b)

98 7-RB
(H-4a)

988-RB.
(H- 4b)

992-RB
(J-5)

5240

6320

-ii!+:D .: 0 .+

8590

.9190

8680o

8425

8000

7:776

7746

7763

7791~

71809

7821.

78o4'

::6330
6690

'4600
5910

5560

5280
5680
.4820
4630

~5540
5910

6050
,41850

5~800
5 320'

6540
587,0
5430
6470"

'6510

5402'

5725

5450

-5560,

.6078

,6026.

5537

5426

5696

6720i
-4860

.:15980"
680

;5860,
5380,':

6,770b
5790.

S::62:80:

61 60

6070,
6000

6380

.6580

7175

;!.;: 5790

5762

6780?

6220

.. 6:580:

6830

!6242

,6110

62ý54

6345,

:6278

:6370
:7029ý



TABLE, 3-4 ý(Cont'd)'ý

Pour

-Date o

3/13/74 '994-RB*.
(H2a)

3114174 995-RB)
(J-6)

3/ 1 8/74 996-4B

3/20/74 97

3/22/74 9498-RB
(R- 1 a)

3/22/74 ,999-RB
(R-lIb)ý

-1906xy.

P: 5
Avg. tov

Date-

28 'Day. Concrýetc
Moving

Avg/ Average
SPSI of Three

90-Day Concrtet
Mov1,ngLL

AV:/ Average,
PSI 1 Se~t' ,of Three

(10,175)

9840

(9170)

7862

0

5310
4790
4880
4780

5570
5840,
6470
5590

4980
5040
5180
49,70:

'.4420;

5360;
4780:

,5090,
4560
6360
49006

4940L

.5868

50278'

5526

5629

5279

o600
~5610
6190
6400

7590
6190
6490
7070

5960
6150
.5360
6240

6420
6930
6240
6130

6700
6460
6240
5890

5390
5870

686050

6835

6221.

6488

6271

8530:

(5220)...

78!74 95271

4984

4925

6430

6322

5630

6226

6127'
4950

D.O. 4810

*ouloe~atiLon '!can ,not be identified.



T ýABLE 34 (Cqwd

Pour ' ~Epoxy

Date

4/4/74f

1000-RB,

(K-8),

1004-RB'
(L- 9)

PSI

7370

5560

Avg. to
Date

7865

7825

. ::i:.:..28 +Dayi Concrete.... .

VI g/ :Average
PTSI ~ Set.- of Threeý

.90 Day*i Concrete

A49/ Average
PSI Set :of< Three.

*1I:+
6+e~

7/8/ 74

7/17/ 7:4

7/22/74

1009-4RB..

(M10)0R

(N- 11 )

1012-RB
(P-112)

10 14-RB

• .:.: :* .•(Q {:.

7200~

5 530

7170

7475,

7814

7775,

7765

7760'

5410
ý4690
5620
5500

4860
49~20~
4580
4560
4320
4240

70 40
6980
64001,
6050

~66100

'6560

'6670
6230
5910

6560
6440
*6790

69 70

4571

504

44910

6440
6370
5840.
6700

4920
6620
5960

5780

6720ý
7420
7360
7.420
6920
7070

7070~
7*410
7270,
6950

6930.
7040
6690
6420

6581

66704

5486,

5924

*65 14

7185:

71,75

6!•770

6447

:6726•.

70.43 +.,

.6338

5820

*6096,

592 9

6543



TABLE 3-5

DOME POUR LOG

Gi
:G2;

G2"

H13

114ý

J5,.

J,

N:5il

P12,

Q13.

Date

2-18-74

2-20-74

2-25-74

2-25-74

3-1-74

'3-41-74

3-6~-74

3-7-74

3-12-74

3-14-74

3-20-74

3-26-74~

4-4-74

7-8-74

7-12-74:

7-17-74

7-22-74

0'5.

o 0

j350 -12250

20 0 36 0

315 0 225
0 .- 02700...... - 7 36Q +

o 0U 3135 531•

0ý07, -. 31601

-0 60

oo
% - 360

.:...:.: O 360"O i::

0' 0+":•- 136.0'+

3-212



;TABLE 3-6

PRE.STRESSING~ SEQMECES~

NO.

4.%

5.

6.

*7.

8.

9.

T4.

15.

:18.1

:Sequence
No.Tendons Tendonsi

S0131 211

D123 6219.

D0119.ý D223

0,15!ý' 0227-

D107 D235

0 103 iD239-

~D135 0.207

.139 b203

D141 D201

D,13,7 D205

613S !D209

D,129,. 0213

0125 `6217

0113 0229,

D109 0233

0105 0237

01I01 -D24 L

D331

0327

0323

D319

D315

D311

0307

0303

P3135

D341

D337

D333

ýD329

D325

:D321

0,317

D313

0D309

D301,

22.

23.

24.

26 ....
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32..

33.

34.

'36.

318.

3,9.

40.

.41.

D1026'.,

,D 110,

ýD 18',

D122

0126"

0130

0134-

0138

0.14 0(,

0D136.

014

0D116

0 108

D104

0240 ý0,D302!.

0228 D314
=..D. 3 2- ` f

024 031

D220, D322

D216 D326

D208 D1334

:i0204: 338

0:202: 0]340:
., lp i o...... 

.. l ... :

D214 0328

0D218; 02

0•2,22!: 03:20.:

6226, :0D316

0238, 0304

3-23 ..... Revi. .12- 10-7 ,6 ,



TABLE 3-6

PRESTRESSING SEQUENCES.

Sequence
No

1.

Tend6ns

131 ~D.411 D331

Sequence,
No.

22.

ten0oDnsO%ý 2

D102, 024`01 0302

4.

5.

7.

j9.

10.

16.

12.

83.

+18:.

19.

20.

D121

D115

Di111

D107

D103

D135

D139

D141

D133

D129~

D125

0D121

D117

0 109

D105

D219

D227

D2 31

0D235;

D239,

D207

D203

D201

D.2015

D217~

D221.

D225~

0229

0D237

D241,

D327 .23.

D323

D315 2 6.4

.311 27.

.30 .. 28.

D33139 
31.

D 341.. .ý:..:.. ý. .2.

0337, 3......

0333 3 4.

0)329: 5.;

D325 ...

'D321 37.

D0317. 38.

D313~ 9

D309 40

0305 4.

%:"DU O,.8::
D, 18~

D1114D01227':

01I30!

b134

DUO

01402k

D 120,

1.116.. o n. >2O

P 10.. ...... .....

0104;8•i

.D228 D314•

D224 0D31

"7D220 P32,2,

0.216 032,6

D212,ý '.D33

132081+ 0f33;4

..D20204. 0r3

"DZOZ 0)340

:D20,6+ P,336g'•

6210* D3324

D218'. 0,'3204
.D2262,, i030,

62365, )D i12~

0D234 D308,

0D2ý38 1630~4

21- D101 93911 .

: t:'

3-23



TABLE 3'-7

ACTUAL'TENDON STRESSING LO G

.TendonsDate

1'0-25-74

10-30-74

110-31-74

11-4-74ý

il-7-74:

11-7-74

11-81-74

11-11-74

11l-15-74

11-13-74-

..11-14-74'

,11-215-74

11-28-74

11-25-74

.11-20-74

11-21-74,

11-25-74

112-5-74

12-6-74~

12-9-74

12-40-74"

12-91-74

12-12-74~

3-31-75

4-r2-75,

13331

13211.

D130

13215

D3128

D327, D219

D3323, 13123, D3319

D3223, D3115, 13227, D1315, Dill,

133,D107, D3235, D3307, ,D239*

13103*, 13102*

,: D207, 3D303, D135, D201*. D335

D.139, D3339*, 13341, D203, DI-41"

1331.1, 7D119

130,D338, D137*, D133, D3210, D333, 12

3D329, D3129, D1125, D3325, D3217, D121

D221*, D225, :D321

D3117, 13317, 13113,. D313, 13229,,Iiý D10-9.:

D233,• D3309, D105

.D238', D241*, D3305', D301

Z302, "D104, DiOl; D240, ~D236,, D232%:

13D306, 'D310,' D3314, 13106, nib; ,13j4*ý

13118, D122, D3318, 13228,, D"322, ~D326,

13224, 0330, D216, D220,- DI32, D212, 1i4',,, 1313

13138,. D208,, 13334, 13336~, '11337,-,D3 40, 13140, D20ý'6 13ý'222, 13226

13230, D3332, D3234, D328, '13237; D136, D'l331, 'b'1~.130, D24, 12, 16

D3206", D3320, D324,~ D316, D3312,"1D308, D304',.13202,ý 131,1218

D3112, P168, 13201, 13103ý

13137

D3114, DOZ

D3339

1329, 0241

*Deote tedons whichdwer detensioned, and retenionided -at a atr-date,, to

ýs~atisfy Nornconiformance Reports.4-.

i3-24:ii: '3-24. evied:1.2-10~-76



TABLE 3'8•

TENDON STRESSING/CULMLATIVE DAILY TOTALS

Layer Layer Layer
..Date 1:2 3

10-28-74 0/1 0/011

10-30-74 0/0 1/1 0/1

10-31-74 1/1 0/1 0/1

11-1-74 1/2 /l0/1

11-4-74 0/2 1/2 0/1

11-7-74 0/2 1/3 1/2

11-8-74 2/4. 0/3 2/4

41-11-74 2/6 2/5 2/6

11-12-74 1/7 3/8 1/7

11-13-74. 2/9 0/8 0/7

11-14-74 11/10 2/10 2/9

11-18-74 2/14 3/14 2113

11-19-74 3/17 1/15 2/15

11-20-74 0/17 2/17 1/16

11-21-74 3/20 1/18 2/18

11-22-74 1/21 1/19 1/19

11-25-74 0/21 2/21 2/21

11-26-74 2/23 3/24 1/22

11-27-74 3/26 0/24 3/25

12-2-74 2/28 1/25 3/28

12-3-74 3/31. 4/29 1/29

12-4-74 2/33 4133 4/33

12-5-74 6/39 4/37 2/35

12-6-74 0/39 4/41 6/41

12-9-74. 2/41 0/41 0/41

3-25



'4 .01, DELAHINATED: STRUCTURE

4.1 ,INTRODUCTION'

The delaminated dome 1condition was evaluaed for the various, c -ritical
design~ bases assuming an effective 24" thickness except ~in the proximity
of the ring girder 'where field invest~igations revealed, an approximate
thickness of~ 36". The resulting analytical model consisted of a shell
of symmetric configuration, theoretical radii and the aforementioned
effective concrete thicknesses (i.e. deep cracks were notreesne)
The dome model's geometry considered in' the analyses is %showni
Figure 4-1.

4.2 APPLICABLE' CODES AND STANDARDS

For the evaluation of the delaminated. dome the following documentsý
.were considered:

L. Crystal River Unit. 3. . ,cket No. 50-

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Secdtion 111, 'Division 2',,,
1975. (lin~er strains ouly1)1

4.3, CRITERIA,

Teriteria i Table' 2%-..".,,. r

4.64 2VALUMTON,
....... al s" :'iifi ......... i"" " k ...

The objective of the alysesf tedimaedruue.'a bf6d:

1. to ýconfirm hand calculations related :tote safety of the srcue

2. to investigate theiserviceabiiity of~ the 'str uctur Ie ~without majb
modification.4

Theý lozad combinations, inves tigatedd withý, the. except ion, of t heý sml
ýbreak accident are given: in, Table. 2-3. Th" ,,evealuation which follows
was based on an in-place oof' 6000 ipsi (redfer •,o•

Section 3.3.1).

The results are presentedf6r thii delaminate-d s", t ut using FSAR:,ad

' S4ME Code Sectiion III Divisioni 2 (ini~er 'only). .acceptance~ criteria.
These criteria as they apply to extreme fiber' compression stress~es,
membrane stresses and liner strains are given for each l'oad. combination-.ý
,The acceptability of the. dome4 for shear was. evaluate the following
procedures:

The minimum capacity of the concrete,ý. V';V was compedwtth

,ultimate shear, Vu, that exists ~on thie'section.> If av case results.
weethis .minimum concrete capacity. was less, than, the~ ultimateý~ij

shear, then the actuial section capacity wasvjcomputed using the:
.FSAR 'criteriaý.

4-1 '-1Revised:. 12-10-76



1h e shear ýcapacities descritb~ed a .bove repiresent uiltimate capacities..
?or assessing the section adequacy~ in shear, the ultimate shear .Vu, was
calculated by applying a load factor of 1.5 to the net shears resulting
from load combination a, b, and c in Table 2-3. A load factor of 1.0
w as applied to the net shears for load combination d.

The shear provisions of section 2.3,.2 were applied, in the delaminaited:'
dome shear~ investigations.

The location of the stations in diiegesntdo.thsea figrsi

shown in Figure 41.4

The consideration of radial tension in comb~ination wtith 's ra Ia sheari
.is discussed in Appendix I.

,The structural analysis, of the containment wasz performed us6n KALIN S,1,
SOtatic Computer Program described in Appendix D. The, indiviual loadi;
wVhich ?comprise the load combinations were input separately, and' the~ir
Iresults were combined internally in the program where possible. This
w0as not possible for the Structural Integrity Test and jAccident
Condition load combinations due to the different Young' s Modulus (E)
.values for the concrete under the sustained loads (D,' F~, and. .T0)'and,
the rapidly applied loads~ (P and Ta, IT-, these ca~ses,,ý stresses for:
each of 'the two types of loads were combined. ext~ernally tothe
computer. The' effects ,of shrinkage and creep, were 'consi'dered as..
discussed below.'

a.Shrinka Ie

'The effect,lof co0ncre~te shrink-gson-the overall st'ruicturl
response' (stress: resultanta)' was insignificzant due t~i'th la arge
volume to surface ratios, of the- cylindrical wall,, rintg,.gi*rFder,;r
and dome.. .

In the pre~stress' loss calculationis acnsratv vle o
long' term shrinkage strain of 100 micro, in/in was ýuse1d, to be-,.
consistent with the original',design. This -is the'value
recommended in Referenc~e'(12) ,"for~ calculating prestress glossesý In,
f' - 5000 psi concrete., Actually, use of. ihe shrinkage equation
appearing in this~ reference ~fo*'time - 40-yr.' ahd vrolumep to
surf ace ratio =24" results iin a~ li, iinai srii'fl'Vi
in/in? at end' of plant life.rikaest'nof1mio

'd Creep-.

The effect ,of concrete; cieep% unid'er the prestress loadsl was incl: !d'
,in the prestress. loss calculations and in' the' structural analysis.;
The creep curves appearing in Reference '(12) allow specific creep,
strains to be' determined considering both concrete. ag at'loading.t
and duration of load. Actual creep strains were 'calculated,,frorm
these-specific creep strains for use ini dete'rmining prestress
losses. Alsio, the reductioni lin concrete stresses, which resultsi
in anlincreases in liner stresses, caused b:y concrete creep~ underý

Aevised:, %12-.10-476ý,



sustained loads was taken into account in the structural Anal sis!
.by.psing an effective Young's Modulus, V'. This....odulusi
expressed in terms~ of specific' creep, as~

E

E: 
.:

C 1+sc. E

where:

EmInstantaneous concrete Young t Modulus '4 10ps,

sc specific creep (micro in/in/psi)

-Analysis of~ the containment for load combinations a, ~b, and .c
(ýTable 2-2) was based on calculated~ p ,restress losses and a sustained
load (D, F, TO) E' 2.7 x 106 psi corresponding to the present
time. In load. combination c (SIT), the results for 1. 15P weree
based on E = 4.0 x 106 psia

Foi investigation of the containment under load combination d(LOC. .,
40 year calculated values of prestress losses 'and E' - 1.8 x

16psi were 1i~ed. The 1.5P and T parts were ba-sed on E,, 4
106 psi. 'a a C:

C., Prestress Losses~

The calculated prestress losses (ksi) and effecti"e 'prestress
(ksi) are given'below:

Elastic Steel Tot1 dfetve,
SbrelR Cep Relaxation Shrinkage 'LosseaKý Tfrestress>.

Preseint)

Vetia' .. 392.2 2.9 125615.

Iwoo6. 7.0 2.2 2.9; 18: 146.2.

,Dome 10. 11.3- 2.2 2.9 2. 412

40 yr.

.Vertica 3.6 o9.1 3.4 12.9 10 149.0

Hoop 6.4o 16.2 3.3 2.9 28.8 13.:

.Dome 10.4 26.2 3.4 .2.9 4 2.9' 1252-1

4-3 -3 Revsed: 1-10-76



Thememran ad etrmfier stress r Iesu pesented. i this section
werel those ýob .tained directly from th~e KMLNrNIS Static. Comp'uter Program..
analyes ie linear, elastic, tincracked). At locations~ in the dome"

whi~er,,etensile s.,:t~resses e xceeded the allowable values given in Tabtie 2-2,

the ýconcrete wYast assumed to be cracked. Cracked. section investigations I
were perfomd to calculate concrete compressive and' rebAr tensile
s~tresses. tn the cracking investigation, the 'axial force (P) ,and"
m ,oment (M) stress resultants applied on the section were comjputed" from
th4.uncracked stresses (plotted). The only ~exception to this wait fIor ~the I

Nom1Winter Operating~ Condition load combination. -In this case, the
cracked 'section~ reduced the effect of the through. thickness gradient
,(AT) part of the T0 term in the load combination. Therefore, the
uncractked stresses due to AT were subtracted from the plotted stressesiý
prior to computing P and M. Then, the effect ofAT applied to the

scinn wit P0-4 and ~M was considered in a manner similar to that~ described
%ýi,,AI 05-4.Cracked section stresses, calculated as described,

above, are shown at selected locations in some of the figures for-this:
.section.

4.4.1: Structure Prior to Operation

For this load combination, the allowable extreme fiber stress, according;
o4ý to the FSAR is 0.6 f' compression and zero tension. This results in

ýan allowable stress of 3600 psi compression for 6000' 'psi concrete. For,
an uncracked section, the results in Figure 4-2 inidicate that the
stresses near the ring girder are tensile.' Thus, a cracked section
investigation was required. This resulted in a peak compressive stress I
of 3326 -psi. Figure 4-3 shows a peak compressive h~oop stressaof .2 4 1 3.1,Psi.
-No hoop tensile stresses exist.s

Th'allowable membrane compression' stress 'using the FSARis.4 f'.
'This results, in~ an allowable compressive stress 'of' 2700 'pi~i~l f ý

6000 'psi concrete. Results shown' in Figure 4-4 indicatei4a !maxiimum
mtembrane compression' stress of 2470, psi. No membrane tensiineits

'The ABI4E Code l'imits for liner strain' for this load~ comibination are a.
I Compression strain of 0.002 and tension strain of 0ý.001. Figure 4-5
.shows'a' maximum compression srain of~ 0.0011 in 'the' meridional
direction and a maximum tensile strain of 0.000002 in the hoop'
,direction.

The shear stress limits noted 'in the FSAR were used' in this evaluation.
Figure 4-6 shows that the available shear capacity is in excess of the,
required shear capacity. Thus the delaminated structure was" c'onsidered.
serviceable for tbis lo'ad combination.

.4-4 Re~vised: 12-10-76



Figure 4-12 shows that >the available shear capacity is in 'excess of
the actual shears using the PSAR criteria.

4.4 .31; 'Structural Integrity test

'The allowable extreme fiber stresses according to 1 the PSAR are
0.6 f'> compression and zero in tension. This <results in an allowable
stress of 3600 psi compression. for 6000 psi concrete. The uncracked
,results shown in Figures 4-14 and 4-15 show a peak compressive stress
,of> 1655 psi and a peak tensile stress of 186 psi. Based on a cracked
section investigation, a, concrete 'compressive stress 'of 1682 psi >and
.compressive stress in the rebar exists at this location since the
cracking does not extend> far enough into the sectiontorahteisd
face rebar.

,For the condition of membrane stress the FSAR limit i's 0.745> f ", compressioin
and zero tension. This results-1in~an allowable compressive stress> of

,2700 psi for 6000 psi~ concrete. >Figure >4-16 shows> the peak membrane,
.,compressive stress to be' 902"psi, which >is. below allowable values;ý No>:
membrane tension ~exists~.

Liner strain limits given in the ASME Code are a >compressive straint of
'0.002 and a tensile strain of 0. 001. Figure 4-17 'shows a peak> liner
compressive strain ,of 0.00057. For this condition the analysis,
indicates no liner tensile strain.

Using FSAR criteria, Figure 4-A8,shows the available shear capacity
:exceeds the required capacity.

.4>.4.4. Accident Condition

The>deamnatd>structure was investigated for a late plant> ife (40
years)> loss of coolant >accident condition. >The 40 year prestress
losses, accompanied by a sustained load reduced concrete modulus, Er,
,were considered. The 'accident temperatur~e effect on thel., Ii line.r ,up> t9
,36' ksi yield produces, a tensile force in the concrete and'4 wasincluded>.>ý
,the results for an uncracked 'analysis are >shown ini Figures 4.-Gand-

ýThe- membrane stresses illustrated in Figure 4-20 are tensile o-er~ mios ,t
of the dome. In accordance with the Design Criteria, Table 2-2, the
concrete is assumed> to have ze'ro tensile capacity. Since the delaminated
dome does not have sufficient reinforcement to resist these membrane
tension forces, a cracked analysis of the dome was performed relying>
on the resistance of the unbonded tendon system.

For the accident condition,, the tendon stress is limited by> the, ASME>
.Code to 0.9 f ,which is equivalent to 0.72 f . The allowable liner

PK, Pufstrains from t e "MIE Code are 0.005 in compression and 0.003~ in
:tension. This analysis> did not consider the 5 inch schedule 40 pipe:
as. reinforcement...:
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1. 15P. , membrane t:ension occurs (25 psi) :in the hoop direction,,
a~poxiiat~yhalf ways up the dome as. shown in Figure~ 4-ý22. 'For

purposes of calculating conservative values of tendon stress >and.
tensile liner strains,,the balance of the accident pressure,

i~e, 15Pa- 1.15Pa,was assumed to be resisted solely by the

~At 1. MatP~ totals tendon 'stresses (resulting from prestress increas19:e,
added to effective prestress) and liner compressive~ strains up to
liner yield w~ere calcul~ated. 'The liner strains at assumed cracking.
are •shown in Figures 4-23' ad 4-24 as solid -lines. The• maximu
tendon stress at 1. 15Pa was calculated to be 137 ksi.

.The tendonstresses and liner tensile strains were,. cac•eulated for..•.
1.5Pa - L15Pa' The effect of accident temperature oin ,,the ;liner.
is to produce compressive strains• whose magnitude depends 'on the.
,degree of restraint provided by the~ concrete. For purposes of
calculating maximum tensile -liner strains, the restraintof the.
"cracked concrete was assumed to be~ zero ahbdi, hence, no compressiveýý
liner strains occur beyond the 1.~15Pa pressure stage. The liner,
strains beyond l.*15Pa were, therefore, tensile and their values
are shown inFigures 4-23 and ~4-24~ as ~solid-dot~ lines,. The total
liner strain results are shown in. Figures 4-23 and -4-24 as dashed
lines and the maximum tensile value is 0.000178.

-The maximum tendon -stress increase beyond 1. 15Pa was calculated-.
as 27 ksi. When this was~added to the stresses up to 1.15 Pa#
a total tendon stress of 164 ksi resulted, which is less than,
0.72 x.240 - 173 ksi.

b. Maximum. Predicted Compressi~ve Liner Strains

ýThe maximum, compressive- liner strain occurs when tepesr
is at its minimum; therefore, the~ load conditfon;,corresponding
tO D + F +,P + Ta was:investigated. For this condiition- the
concrete ~did'not undergo any through thickness cracking as shown -

in Figure~ 4-25. Liner- compressive strains up to .275'F ,(max ,Ta)
.were calculated ~and added to those due D + F + Pa. Thee results
.are presented ini Figure 4-26 with a maxixmum compressive strain of
0.002267, wh:ih is less than thea 0.005 allowable per the AS.E.
Code.

Using. FSAR shear criteria, Figure -4-27 shows that the available
shear capacity exceeds the required capacity.
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4.5 SUI.W NDCNCLUS til."

The~ results of ths cinidicate that~ the structural response of theý
delamlinated structure to cr6iitical load combinations would, ingeneral, be
.sa~tisfactory. This is due, in part, to considering the actual ini place
concrete and steel strengths. The in place concrete strength as justified
by test, cylinder ,results is f' 6000 psi (see' Section 3.3.1). The minimum
yield~strength of meridional acnd hoop reinforcement based on mill test
results is fU =45,000 psi.q

However,, two aspects of the nlssdsrefrhrcmet

1.Vi "the evauaioni f the ~compressive stresses' on the~ inside' face ofý
.the domei`.W xiar the, -ring girder ,for the, normal wint~er operation
load cotabinaftio'n,(see Sec~tion 4.4.2).

:and

2;4 :the evaluation of 'dome~ st"reinghdrnte b lod6
(see Section 4.u4n.t4).A od~omiato

Conisidering item I above, the compression stress due ~to the n~ormal~ winter
operating condition has been presented in FPigure 4.8w with 'a maximu= stress
,of 3613 psi. The calculated value is acceptable within engineering
accuracy when compared to a working ,stress allowable of, 3,600 psi. When the
compression st'eel on the inside face of the dome near the ring girder is
:considered and the liner is neglected, the peak. concrete compression stressý
is reduced to 3488 psi and' the calculated compression steel stress is
25,733 psi (see Figure 4-8). The ASI4E Code-allowable for compression steel,
for the normal winter operation load combination is 0.67f~ or 30,000 psi.

y
,Referring to the second item ab~ove concerning" dome strength durin~g the LOCA
load combination,' the analyrses presented in Section 4.4.4 indicate the,
delaminated structure is theoretically acceptable if evaluated according to
.the current criteria of 'the ASME Code. However, reinforcing steel was
included in the repaired dome to control and distribute 'crackin'g.~ This:
r~einforcement enh~ances~ the strength of the repaired structure and is
discussed in Section t5.0O.
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The',4analyses presented~ in this~ section support the conclusion that 'the.
delAmihated striu.Cture would, be serviceable ~subsequent to the repair
Act!iviis described, in Section 5.0.

-this conclusion w'1as further' supported by..the resul~ts of' the' invesýtigkation of'
.the dome and Included:'

1.The measured response 'of theý Structure 'to a 14.6% detensioning~
was ~acteptable wihen~ compared with predicted response.

ý2., A series obf ~cores< drilled into the structure indicated the ~avsence
~of' crushed concrete. There was ~lower level cracking, but the.j:
concrete is sound parallel to the plane of the'dome.'

3'.`: :The~'dome~ prestress as, measured by lift~-off tests 'was greater thani
predicted, indicating ~that the. delhaiinated structure was stiffer
.th~ani assumed) and.the prestressing forc' weent reduced by th~e
delaminations,'
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5.0 'CORRECTIVE-ACTIONý.

5.11 INTRODUCTION

Base:d on~ the~ analysess and, investigations presented ,in the previous
sectionhs, 'it was concluded 'thAt' the CR3 dome would be satisfactorily
r'Kepaired su bseque.nt to the actions described in this section.

'The~fdelauiinte4" cap was safely removed; meridional, hoop, and radial
Ienf ement~ provided ~and a~ new cap placed. The integration of. the' new,

reinforcement with the >lower 'prestressed structure was accomplished ~to
control andy distribute cracking associated; wit the LOCA4oIdaA dombination

,The .repai eunews a.s ustr. t d '. 52 a.s dei"bed
.by the folla pig: 52

1. Instrumen~t'atiioninstariilled: and mionitorid

ý2. 18tedndeesod

3. Holes 'drilled (ire5- ad5-2) into the iovwem: concrete<

4. Delaminated~ cap removed[

5.' Inspection of 24's strucur~e~

.6. Lower level cracks grouted with epoxy

7. New reinforcement placed

8. New cap poured and cured

.9.. 18 tendons partially re-tensioned

40. Structural Integrity Test conducted

11. Dome surfacing

5.2.1 Instrumentation

a. Instrumentation for Detensioning, and Drilling Grout Holes,

Instrument statio , s were established 'in the dome on two (2)
ýorthog'onal axes at distances of 15,, 30 and 45 feet from the apex
,(See Figures, 5-s, thru ~5-10). The~ data recovered at these stations
consisted of~ the following: I

1. The hoop and meridional concrete~ strain changes near' the
% upper' and lower. surfaces of the delaminated top portion of'
:the idbme:us'ing Ailtech. Concrete Emb.edient Gages-'with a4• : gage•'.-ength :i. . ..... ... ... .
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2.- Thje hoop and m-eridional concrete strain changes near~ the
upper surface of the lower portion of the dome using
Ailtech Concrete Embedment Gages with a 4" gage length.

3.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ThIopadmrdoa te strain changes on 'the liner

usin~g SR4" three elemeint electrical resistance strain gages
attached to the 'nside surface of, liner.

-C.I The change in width "of gap, be tween the top' and lower levels
.of the ~doize .,using linear opotetiometers (infinite resoldiiron,

5 Thei change' In elevation of the , top surface measue 'by
. .. urveys techniques with 0± .612i inches accuracy.

6. The vertical displacement of the 'liner, inside surface,
-measured at three~ (3) azimuths and at "radial distances of• 0,;
2Z9, 49",an'd 56 feet from the' apex using extensometers.

7. ýThe radial. displacement of the liner measured at the 49 and
56' foot radii with the extensometers.

.ý8.~ The movement~ of the top of the liner at ,the apex monitored
by survey techniqu~es using a stainless steel pin attached' to
the liner. This' measuremenit was ,used to correlate the inside
and outside vertical movements.

9. 'The air temperature at three (3) locations; outside" the
dome, in the gap and inside the dome.

In addition to these instruments which were added for the repa~ir
program, ins trumentation previously installed for the SIT tes~t was

also monitored. The data recovered consisted of:~

'The reinforcing bar'strain changes on the outside face of
the domes at three" (3) azimuths at approximately 50 feet from~
the" apex. The gages are SR/i linear s~train gages.

The reinforcing bar 'strain changes on the outside" face of~
the: containment 'cylinder wall at three (3) azimuths and 'at
seven (7) elevations were also monjitored with SR/i gages.

In~strumentation readings except for~ those recovered by survey'
;techniques were recorded using a Vidar Model Autodata 8 data

Acqisiionsysem.The data' was printed out at least once every
ho~ur. The 'survey read in gs mentioned previously were taken at
least twice a,ýday
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b. instrumentation for Other Operations and Repairs

During operations prior to SIT, the apex displacement ;as measured
as well as the concrete and steel strains using existing gages.

c. ~Instrumentation for SIT

The Reactor Building's structural response to the SIT was monitored
by utilizing the existing instrumentation described in the PSAR
and supplementary instrumentation installed within the repaired
dome (see Appendix J for communications with the NiRC).

Instrumentation within the repaired dome consisted of stations
established in the dome on two (2) orthogonal axes at distances
of approximately 15, 30 and 45 feet from the apex (see Figures 5-3
and 5-1i). The data recovered at these stations consisted of the
following:

1. The hoop and meridional steel strain changes on the liner
using SR4 three-element electrical resistance strain gages
attached to the inside surface of the liner.

2. The hoop and meridional concrete strain changes near the
upper surface of the lower portion of the dome using Ailtech,
Concrete Embedment Gages with a 4-inch gage length.

3. The hoop and meridional reinforcing bar strain changes of
both layers of steel within the new concrete cap. These
measurements were obtained from SR4 linear strain gages
attached to #4, Grade 60 sister bars.

4.* The reinforcing bar strain changes of the #6, Grade: 60 radial
reinforcement. The gages are SR4 linear strain gages.

Gross structural deformations were measured by extensometers
attached to the steel liner plate at the locations identified on
Figure 5-9. This instrumentation provided the following data:

The vertical displacement of the liner, inside surface,
measured at three (3) azimuths and at radial distances of
approximately 0, 29, 49 and 56 feet from the apex.

The radial displacement of the liner measured at approximately

the 49 and 56 foot radii.

5.2.2 Dome :letensioning

A symmetrical group of 18tendons (see Table 5-1) was detendsioned
and the effects on the structure were studied. The results of this
load reduction is reported in Section 3.
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5.2.3 Drilling Radial Holes

The presence of lower level cracks was established by Initial drilling,
(see •Section 3.1). While the delaminated cap was still in place and
provided a smooth, regular work surf~ace, approximately 1850 radial
holes one (1) inch in diameter were drilled into the dome. These
holes were located as shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. Figures 5-12
and 5-•.3 illustrate :the location of the holes relative to the tendons.
These holes served three purposes. ~They 'provided:

1. :a means for inspecting for lower level cracking.

2. grouting and venting holes (see Section 5.2.6)..

3. holes for placing radial reinforcement (see Section 5.2.7)i,;

5.2.4 Delamiiated Cap Removal

After the holes :were drilled, the delaminated cap was removed to the
extent defined in Figure '5-l4. Removal work begani at the apex in the
following sequence, pours Q, P, N, .M, L, K, and 3, and.continued
toward the ring girder until concrete above the main delamination was.
removed and lower concrete exposed.

Reinforcing steel at the lower edge of the dome (Pours J and H) was
cut at the location of the. construction joint bewteen pours J and K.
After the loose concrete from pour J had been removed to sound
concrete, the final surface con~crete; was terraced in steps as' shown,9on
Figure 5-15•.

5.2.5 Tnspection of the 24" Structure

In •ddition to the investigations destribed in. Section 3.1.3, the.
upper surface of the 24" structure was visually inspected and horoscope
inspection logs were made for the radial holes. The findings of the
inspection were:

1. There was no evidence of crushed concrete or radial cracks.

2. The surface of the 24" structure between adjacent conduits runs

generally from near the top of the conduit at lower elevation to
near the. mid-plane of the conduit at higher elevation. There
were a number of localized delaminations forming small lenses
(layers) of concrete usually adjacent to the high side of the
conduits. Loose lenses of concrete were carefully removed.

3. Exposed straps attached to the conduits appeared to be in good
condition. There was no evidence of any movement of the conduit
relative to the surrounding concrete, including' those conduits

containing detensioned tensons, or of cracks, crushing, or high

stresses at the tendon concrete interface.
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The conclusion from these observations was that the 24" structure, wa's
.in good condition and capable of performing in accordance with the he
,design rqieet.ApniEcoansphotographs illustrating the
'condition of the structure during, ~e tdcap removal.

5.26 Lwer LeelCrack Grouting

.The prese 'nce of lower level, cracks w-ias established by core drilling.
_(se~e Sections 3.l and 5.2.3). -The cracks were. grouted with epoxy
through the holes described in Section 5.2.3. Figure 5-16 illustratesr
theý device (packer), used during 'grouting to isolate one'level of'
c .racks from other levels in a given hole. A packer was placed in each
hole and epoxy grout .applied under pressure until grout appeared ~in
,adjacent holes 'or when 'f low of' grout ceased. See Supplement ~2,

'Attachment '2 for ~additional informiation.

ý5.2.7 New Reinforcementý

To enhance the tensile, capacity of the structure to resist, the LOCA
:load combination and control cracking ,of the concrete in tension,
-non-prestressed meridiona and'hoop reinforcement was ~provided. This
reinforcement is~ sufficient to resist, at 0. 9fy, the membrane tensile
forces shown in' Figure 4-20. This reinforcement is as shown in,
Figures ~5-17 through 5-19 and consists of deformed' bars conformning to
ASTH 615-68 Grade 60. Figures~ 5-20 'and 3-21 compare the area of
reinforcement provided versus' that required. See Appendix~ H for

ceadweld requirements.

The principal 'radial reinforcement for the repaired structure is a #6
.deformed 'bar and is illustrated in Figure 5-19,. This reinforcement was
installed 'in each radial hole' with Hasterflow 814 cement grout.
:Approximately 1850 #6 bars' were provided.

The test program outlinedi in Supplement 1, pages S-l1, 9-12, S-13,
was expanded to include testing of' eleven (11). #6 radial' rein~forcement~
test specimens. Test specimens' cons~isted of #6' Grade 60 deformed bar
installed in 1"ý hole, 15' inches deep, and grouted with Mastarflow 814
cement grout. Specimens were tested in concrete blocks with an
'in-place compressive strength of 2400 to 5000 psi. Grout cubes tested
at 4,265 to 7,215 psi compressive strength.

The first observed distress' in the, test specimens was the 'development
of a ~shallow secondary failure cone of, concrete as~ illustrated in
.Figure 5-26. This "secondary failure cone" condition occurred, at an

aeaeload ~of 31.5 kips '(3'.3 ,kips above the guaranteed minimum' yield
strength of, #6, Grade 60 bar). Failure occurred at an average load of
.40.1 krips, due to rupture of th Ie #6 bar at ,welds for testing apparatus
attachments.
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Thie r-adial tension force for which the #6 bar; was designed is~ a
function of 'the level ~of membrane stress in the new concrete.
Figure 5-22 indicates the level of radial stresses in the 2411
structure, which are all compressive. Future tensile stress~es are a
function of the5 transfer of stresses between the new and old concretes,:
due to creep and retensioning., Figure 5-23 indicates the ~final~
predicted distribution of radial stresses at the end of plant life.
The *6C radial bar was designed to~ resist, at 0.5f *the tensile force
corresponding to the radial stress obf 21.4 psi. Rhe consideration 5of
ridtial tensioqn. in combination with radial shear is discuss~edin,
Appendix I.,

5.2A

Teconcretmte' ufrial. ,forti e cap satisfied the requirements- of,
FSAR Section, 5..2.1. Figure1 5-24 indicates the pour s .equence used and

:,,Figures 5-14, and. 5-43 -Illustrate a typical~ section. The new material
..was "wet:" cured ',for f.Ourteen (14): days to minimiize creep and ~shrinkage.~
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ý5.2.9 .Do;me ,Reteision-ing,

The l8" tendon-s%-wh'ich we're' det-ensioned '(see: S-ctio6n 3.1.3) constituted
14.*6 percent of t Ihe tendons in the dome. The average prestress ~force
per tendo 'n computed on the basis of the lift-off data of~ Table 3-3B
'was 1491 kips. The design value used 'in the calculations was~
1.370 kips. Therefore, the 'actual prestress forces in the delaminated
,,S~tructure were' 9%~ higher 'than those 'used in~ the design. The force~ per
tiendon~ in the 18' tendons required to return,,the structure to the design.
,condition was 646 kips per tendon.

',The 18g tedons were retensioned to that ~load' using the reverse of the;
detensfioning-sequence given in Table 5-1 after the new concrete had-
tbee "'wet~" cured for* seven, (7), days and had achieved a minimum
,compressive, strength of '4000 psi-,

5.2.10 Structural ~Integrity" Test (SIT).1

The SIT provided evidence of the adequac~y of the repaired struct Iure.
,The forces 'on the structure 'during the SIT consisted of dead load,
prestressinig and 1.15 times design pressure (Pa along with 'changes in'
environmental conditions which occurred during testing. M4easurements
and observations <recorded during the test were evaluated and compared'
with predictions of the expected structural behavior' (see Supplement 2,
,A~ttachment 1). The repaired dome was~ well behaved and the SIT provides
quantitative justification' of the repair approach utilized.

5.Z11 Dome Surfacingl-

Asilicone; urethane ~waterproofing miembrane will be applied to theý
dome surface.,f
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TrABLE 5-1

%D OkME, TETENS tOIN SEQtU-ENCZ:

Se,.quen, .... ,.

1.*+i

2.,+++

3++.,

4.+•

D1117

Middle,

DOW

,620T

D'301

D3411

1)309:,

D)333,.

+
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6.Oý.QUALITY ASSURANCE

The ultyAsrne Program as described iiin FSARI'"Section"ýt ý1117 w .as
implemented during all. activities for.accomplishing the do9meepairT,:.

This ýQuality Program was in effect during the etr rsa
River i3•ý o1iý6nstructio. phase.

.:In adccorane with~ that program, approved writ te In proceduLres were, in
efect, and were enforced by appropriate quality~ control methods.I.

Records of activities'and audit of those activities will-be maintained..

ýThe Program was supplemented by additional technically qualified
Engineering and Quality Program personnel, w~ith stop-work authority,
who were in attendance during all work on the dome.~
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:,.Thomas T. C. Hsu>, "Mathematical Analysis of ShrinkageYtrese~s Ain, a~
Mo.del. "of Hardened Concrete", ACI Journal~ Marc16 ,p.3-30

2. ubert Woods, "Durability of Concrete ConstructfionA ia
COnc'rete Institute Monograph No. 4, 1968.

3; American Society for Testing 'and Material, "Signtif~icace Tet
'and' Propertie's of Concrete and Concrete Making Materials,"s 1ASTM.
Special--Teehnical Publication No., 169-A, ~1966.

Is Trael Rosenthal and Joseph Glucklich, "Strength of Plain to icret
Unider Biaxial Stress," ACI Journial, November 19170, p. 903-1914.

5'. G. N. Savin, "Stress Concentration Around Holes," Rergainon Press,
New York, 1961.

6.' R. E. Peterson, "Stress Concentration Factors," John W~iley & Sonsi",
New York, 1974.

7. William Griffel, "Handbook of Formulas for Stress and Strain,"is
Frederick Unigar Publishing Company, New York,~ 1966.

8. Helmui~t Kupfer, Hubert K. Hilsdorf and Hubert Ruscb, "Behav~ior of
ýConcrete, Under~ Biaxial Stresses," ACI Journal, August 1969,
'p. 656-,666.

9, Or~al Buyukoztur k, Arthur H. Nilson, and Floyd 0. Slate, "1Str*essq*-.
,Strain, Response and Fracture of a Concrete Model in~ Biaxial,
Loading,'! NCI Journal, August 1971, p. 590-599.

10~Tony C. Y. Liu, Arthur H. Nilson', and Floyd 0. Slate, "Stlress-r
Strain Response and Fracture of Concrete in Unixial and Biaxial.
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Editio,,MGriaw Hill Book Company, New York~, 1951, p~. 58-6k!ý
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Iowa, ACI Monograph #6, '1911.
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APPEN1DIX D

COMPMTR PROGRAZ
VERIPICATION ANID DESCRIPTION



KALNT.NS-STATIC

KALNfl4S-STATIC uses a multisegment method 'of 'direct, ziwarical1 integration of

boundary I value problems and was developed by Arturs Kalnins and published

in 'the Journal of Applied Hecbanics, Vol. 31, September 1964, pp. 467-476, and

in the Journalk of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 36, July 1964,

pp. 1355-1365. 'The program calculates elastic deflectionis and stresses in a

thin-walled, axiLsyumetric shell when sub~jected to any arbitrary surface, edge

and/or ring loads. The solution is based on the' linear theory of elasticit-y

and takes~ into consideration bending as well as membrane action of the shell

in response to applied load.* Results, are- in terms olf resultant forces and'

couples with stresses calculated~ by assuming. a linear distribution through

the thickniess.

This. program, has been widely used for 'thin,' shell analysis since. its release.

to the public 'domain' in 1968. The' program is being ~executed on Gilbert

Assoc iates, Inc., Reading, Pa., IBMI 3170/155 compu~ter under IBM operating system

O15 21.8 MYT with HASP 3.2.
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SAPI IV

SPIV is alarge scaleli.near, thriee-dimensiona genera puro se struc tura

analy'sis ~program having-static and 'dyn C 4apaiite SAP IV has a xesv

finite.element, library. :Nodal points can have skix dgesofedo. frstXiction:

is made on6i the number of nodal points or fint emnts used. Temperature,;.

hydrositatic, inertia ~and surf ace loadingma be used*Gnrl rhtoi

mateiial' properties can be modeled.

SAP IV wa's devieloped by the University of Califoria ait B-erkeley. The program

.has, b een widely uised for structural analysis si1nceý it release to the public

d~bmiai in 1973. The program has been verified by comparison to published results.

Itis being executed, at7 United Computing SystemsW,, ;Inid,.., Kansas City, Missouri on

multiple CbdC Main Frames (i e'., 6600,% CTBERt 74l~ 8 YBER ,.175) under.; APeX lease SW';~
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ARTURs KALNINS

*WarE(m.m" PUW4SYVAvIA 18015 U.S.A.

Nfay 11, 1.976
Dr.. F L. Moea..t

Gilbert Associates, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1498
:Readingi PA sl" ania 19603

Dear Dr. %Moreadith:

Upon your request, I have completed the~ running of 15 test cases with the
KALNINS~ Static Computer Programa for the analysis of axisymnzetric shells.
The test cases were designed to test the following features of the program:

1. Geometry of a shell1 (standard surfaces)
2. Elastic foundation
.3. Orthotropy of~ material
4. Variable surface loads
5. Variable thickness

6 Edge loads
'7., Sprinigs
8'. 'Branches and box branches,
9.. Ring loads

10 .- Layers with different material,
11. Dead weight loads
12., Torsion
13., ~Subcase ~addition

In all cases, the results given by the program agreed with independezitly cal~-
,culated values~ wuhich were obtained either from published results or from~ a
global equilibrium requirement. All cases were run first on Lehigh University' s
CDC 6400 compuiter and then rerun, on Gilbert Associates IBM '3701155 computer.*:
In ~all cases,, there was agreement between the ~two (2) outputs.

,I believe, that' these~ test cases provide a satisfactory verification 'of~ the
v*alidity of the ISHELl computer program.

Sincerely yours,

Arturs Kalains"

GFD: A~i figj
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APPENDIXU

OF EXISTINIG STRUCTURE

PHOTO .NO. 1 - Surface of Concrete Illustrating the elative Positio 'of
Failure Plane and Conduit

PHOTO NO. 2 -Surface of Concrete Illustrating the Position of Failure
Plane and Lens on Surface

E-i
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PHOTO NO. 1

PHOTO NO. 2
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APPENDIX E (Cont 'd.)

'PHTO O.3 - ,oo. C' oncrtd..eLensExt..d'ng t i.•• to the Top. of the•Tendon Du ct

POTONO. -!!! T.ight Cotcrete at the Top of a Tendonw Duct, (at Different',
Localtion than Photo No. 3)'
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PHOTO NO. 3

PHOTO NO~. 4~
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APPENDIX Sý (Cout d..)

POONO.5 Co uofDaustu as at wo x coss a Tendon. Conduit
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PHOTO NO. 5s
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:APPENDIX E (Cont'd.)i

PlOTO )4d. 6 A Bot4tom, Surfac~e offleiaminate Cap

:PHOTOMý NO - ottorm Surface ofDemladCp
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PHOTO NO. 6

PHOTO :NO. 7
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APPEN~DIX F,

bisdUSS16NI OF REPAIR METHOD,

Hansen, Holley ndBiggs Inc. CONSULITINGý ENGINEERS

RPBERT J. HANSEN * MYLS J. HOLLE= JOHN 14. BIGGS ýBox 88, AUT B.,h JPO, Camhidge, Afauisaknets 02130

August 6, '1976

Dr_. re~d L. More~adi~th"
Gilbert Associates, 'Inc*.
P.O. Box 1498
Re6ading, PA', 19.603'

Re:. Crstal ýNier'#1-
Doe ! Delamrination

D eair r. •O're.d.th:.

This is' written 'to sunu'arlize' my' p~rese'ntý'judgens' relative to' the
subjec-t structural' probi em, and ,proposdcortiemaus'

CAUSES' OF' DELIMINATION:

'The" delamination represents a concrete tensile fail.ure in a tri-
axial stress field comprised',of twb ,substantial compression stress compon-
ents and a small tensile estress component. The average tensile stress
across the. failure'surface' was modest (z 40 psiY)_,_6utit reflected an
.active" radial force; i.e., a force unrelieved by local cracking.

There were ~nanyi sources of local stress concentration which, in~
some combination, couW' produce local 'stress~ states exceeding' the concrete
strength.

It appears, that the concrete used in this structure fractured throughi
,the aggregate when loaded in tension.' This suggests the possilbility that
the concrete is unusually "notch sensitive," that is, asubject to tensile
:fracture in regions of high stress concentration. In the presence of the
'active radial force, such local fractures would'trigger propagating cracks.
The head, of such a crack is itself a region of severe stress concentration.
in a field tof average 'tensile stress which increases As thes crack spreads.

In summary,

a)' Geometric discontinuities and reductions in effective section,
occasioned by the conduit'grid, easitly could produce local'ly~ con-
centrated stress states in excess~ of the strength of this concrete.

b) The concrete was unusually notch sensitive; that Is, lik'ely to fail
in ~a brittle manner at points' of local stress concentration.

c) The radial tension force was essentially~unrelieved by the cracking,
until the cracked area and crack th~ickness were large. 'Ind~eedas

the cracks' spread ,-rshereby k'`-ducinq the area resisting the radial
,force, the magnitude...' ofthe' ea radial stress was increased.

F-i R.vised&.-:-. 9 22-76 I•



Appjendix F, Cont'd.

d)5 Unhder the, impet us of. the unrelieved radial tensibn force, a' crack
initiated at a point of stress concentration (and subsequently
generating its, own point of stress concentration) would spread very,

CONDI0TIONOF' REDUCED'z DOME'

Thus far e'*x'plbOra4.tio ý 6n of'the' concrete •In the reduced dome has been by
'A substantial number of core hole's"driven through-the cap into the reduced
dome below. Secondary aminar cracks have been found, particularly in
regions awaiy from ':the' boundary., Apart from these. cracks, the exploratory
'coring Ihas, not dis'closed any, signs: of di stress ; e.g. , crushi ng or spall1ing
of the concrete. Indeed the fact that the core drilling has not, itself,
'caused any evidence of spaliling may~be an indication that it has not pene-

Strated an zones of unexpectedly,'high 'comfpress on stresses. I do not know,
.of any studifes 'of damage due, to core drilling into stressed ~concrete, as a.
.function of'stress level. Nevertheless, I would expect such ~damage to occur
'as zthe stress level approaches the cylinder strength of the concrete. The
'absence of any damage'associated with the core~dril~ling, to date, is at,
least encouraging. it may' or may not verify that stresses do not exceed
the calculated ,values, which' are well below the cylinder strength.

It is my impression that the lift-off forces (in the 18 tendon's
checked) imply, on the average, smaller prestress losses than would be pre-
dicted by the creep relationship. used to predict 40-year effective prestress"

..values. This is further, indirect, evidence, that the concrete in the re-
:.duced dome is in generally sound condition.

.Additional verification of the sound 'condition 'of the reduced dome
must await removal of the' old cap. This will permit the first', direct,
,,visual inspection. If the results of that inspection are favorable, repair.......... mea....................be..ust..f.ed.
measures which utilize, the existing dome willbejsied

If visual inspection of the dome does not disclose any severe, unex-
pected, damage, there would appear 'to be no necessity to de-tenslon the
tendons. Indeed, the present stress and strain condition of the structure
must reflect a history of inelastic, as well 'as elastic, strains; and the
response to 'de-tensioning (essentially elastic) cannot be expected to re-
turn the dome to a zero condition of stress and strain. Thus de-tensioning
might cause further cracking, might open cracks which now are small, and
,might cause separation of conduits from the' concrete.s These are, undesira-
ble effects which should be avoided if possible. Unless stress analyses
indicate that the tendons mnustbe detensioned (and re-tensioned after a
new cap has been ,joined t I o the dome), or unless visual inspection reveals
unexpectedly severe" damage, de-tensioning is not recmended.

ýREQUIRED, DOME. BEHAVIOR,

It is obviodus. that de 1minati on 'caused the pretssfrs(ol
.slightly redued). :to be resited by a dome of lesser thickness. That is,

#-i Revised: 9-22-76



Appendix F Coatxd.;

ItVcaused a significant increase in meridional And hOp meambrane stresses.
Since the conduit zone is a.larger portion of the thickness of the re-
.duced zone, than of-the 'original dome, the distribution of membrane stresses;ý
through the thickness also could have been altered. For example, stresses
.in the zone betweein` conduits and liner might have been 'increased by this

latreffect awelas by the reduction in dome thickness, per se. To
Whatever extent such changes in the -dist'ribution and intensities of membrane
'stresses may have, occurred, the accompa'ny..ing membrane strains could lead to
altered shear and bending moment dis-tributiodns 'in the discontinuity zone.
ýa•t,, and near,, the perimeter. .:..

As alrea~dy noted, there i s no, evidence, in the form of crushing ort
:spalling, toindicate ,that the:lstres: changes in the reduced dome have in-

lUdthe d• vlment.of regions of very high compressive stress. Moreover,
the relatively small tendon stress losses during'the 19 months since de-
lamination ~suggest. that abnormally high concrete ,stresses have not developed.
This seems to indicate that the conduit, zone is sufficiently stiff toacet
.A substantial portion of the~membrane forces.

Under accident condi'tions, i , t iscleat' that the inward radial pressure
wihi'ch can be developed by the tendon grid is substantially in excess of the
active outward pressure (1.5 x 55 = 82.5 psi). Preferably the inward and
Soutard pressures will be in balance at a membrane strain which does not
,-Imply the possibility of large cracks in the concrete. In verifying that
this desired condition will obtain, it appears prudent to assuew that the
ýconcrete has zero tensile strength.

To' achieve the above-described desired behavior. under accident load
Oonditions, it is essential that the tendons not experience any unexpected,,
,large, loss of tension. This, in turn, implies that the domne must not
undergo any unexpected, large, compression strain. Lift-off measurements
'have shown prestress losses, to date, to be modest. This, in turn, 'demon-
strates that no unusually large concrete compressive strains (elastic, and/
or inelastic) have developed thus far. For this reason one may have confi-
dence in analytical predictions of the prestress losses which may occur over
the next 40 years. Such analyses indicate that the* residual tendon forces
wil11 be sufficient to cause inward and outward pressures to balance either
at a smallsnet concrete compressive stress, or at a net concrete tensile
stress within 'the capacity of bonded rebar which will be placed in the new
cap. Accordingly it appears that uncontrolled concrete cracking will not
occur under the accident condition.

Jn addition to avoidance of uncontrolled membrane cracking, it is
essential that the dome possess adequate 'resistance to the. :radial shears
,an~d bending moments which may develop, *in the transition zone, during the
accident load condition. Fortunately it appears that this zone suffered
very little damage (e.g., secondary cracks) 'as a result of the delamina-
-tion., Your analyses appear to~ indicate that the shear and bending effects
"Are less, severe in the accident condition than in the normal winter operat-
ing condition. If.-the transition zoridodes not experience any "failure"
,during normal operation, it should be well able to resist the shears and.,
bendi'ng Momen.ts associated with the 'accident condition.

'F3Revised:- 9-22-76
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Appendix F Contd.,

Let us- ne4Xt: cons ider the behav ior ofý'the dome' duritn~g normal.. oIpe r ,a t-,
ing odions In regions well away ,from the boundar ' the new 4cap, will.
Slowly assume some small portion of the compressive membrane forces cur-
rently being resisted entirely by the reduced dome. Thus~ the stress
state in the reduced dome in these regions of essentially membrane bem-
havior can, only improve with time. Because of the absence of substantial'
:shear force in these regions, the secondary (laminar) cracks'are not a
threat to the membrane compressive strength of the repaired dome.: Even

wtotthe addition of radial anchor bars the region should not experi-
.ence any~ istress. However, the contemplated radial bars are required to
.mobilize the membrane compression capacity of the new cap, and theyl will1
Improve, the membrane compressive strength of the concrete in the reduced
dome.

In the boundary zone your analyses indicate high meridionhal c~omprs-
sive stress due to the combined effects of membrane force and bed o
moment. This stress, which is the subject of continuing analyses, may be [
.slightly in excess of the 0 .6fc FSAR limit. If so, this does not neces-
.sari ly indicate that the dome can not safely withstand norm-al operating
1load conditions. First, it should be noted that the meridian compressioni
stress in question is only 20 percent smaller for the D.L. + prestress
condition than for the njormnal winter operating condition; the O.L. +
,prestress condition has existed for 19 months, and has not caused any
,evidence of distress. Second, the computed high compression stress re-,
sults from linear analysis. Analyses which account for increased elastic
ýand creep strains with increased stress should indicate some reduction in

thesecionbending moment, more favorable distribution of the compression
streseson the section, and greater participation of the me~ridional comn-

pression rebars. All of these effect~s should lead to,a lower value of
coqmputed stresý,. Third~, it should be noted that the load (mainly D.L. +
'prestress.) is~veryj reliably known for the~ operating conditions. Under
these ,known loIthe section bending moment is well below the ultimate,
'section capaci~ty. Finally, it should be remembered that the. high com-
,pression ~stress vanishes under the accident: condition.

ýBased on the' immuediately preceding discussion,*
a) The actual maximum meridional compressi onstrs nth onar ol

ýprobably is less than the computed value, ~and m~ay be bellow the FSAR
limit of 0.6f

b) The high computed compression stress does not signify any threat'of
.catastrophic Cfailure (e.g., collapse) under normal operating condi-
ti ons.I

PROPOSED NEW CAP

'I am i ncompl ete agreement wi th- the -deci si on to remove, and rlepl ace,
,the old cap. Not only will this permit better inspection of the redw~ed
dome, but it will permit the installation of an im roved grid of bonded'
rebars in the clap zone. The quantity of meridio'naT re~bar which can be
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de'veloped is limited by the existing quantity of these' bars osdethe,
capbbud However, the quantity of hoo rebars can' be increased.
For`the accident loading there is - region over which hoop, membrane, f orct-e
exceeds 'the concrete pre-compression. That is, computed- net concre.ipite
stress is tensile. The increased hoop rebar quantity; wi.,l be suffficentý
tO.,i resist these net tensile forces, thus precluding uncon's tra ined ..growth,
.i n.crt k.widths. Finally, Cadweld splices, rather than ap splicesill
be utsed ,f1or rebars in the new ca p.,

it is my understanding that the new cap will be ofu esisenti'a'lly'the
samhe thickness as the old cap. Because the new-cap concretewill be-
.Placed on the prestressed reduced dome (i.e., with oiilyiS5%'of the~dome.
:tendons de-tensioned), the membrane compression stress in the new cap will
:be substantially less than in the old cap (prior to delamination)..Re-'
,tensioning of the 15% of tendons that have been de-tensioned will produce
:only small membrane compression stress in the new cap, and this will be
ýreduced by shrinkage strain. It must be expected that the structural
integrity test loading 'Will produce net tensile stress in the new cap in
excess of its tensile strength; thus cracking will occur. Upon removal of
the test loading the membrane stress probably will again be compression,
but small. Creep strain, over many years, may be expected to cause a
,modest increase in the cap compression stresses and a corresponding, but
smaaller, decrease in membrane compression stress in the reduced dome.

I have reviewed C. Chen's analysis of the maximum (i.e., long-term)i
,membrane compression stress that may develop in the new cap. I agree with

:his conclusion that the cap compression stress will not exceed 1200 psi;.
.it may be substantially less. This implies that the average tension stress
across the cap-to-dome interface will not exceed 21.4 psi, in regions where
the cap is 12" thick. In regions of lesser cap thickness the radial stress
:will be proportionately smaller. It is my understanding that the radial,
Anchor bars securing the new cap to the reduced dome wil~l be proportioned
fo~r`:the above dome radial tension stress, at a..bar tension of 0.51f .'This
is ,,reasonable and, conservative.

_CORE DRILLING, GROUTING, AND RE-DRILLING

Most of the seconda~ry cracks are in regions away from, the boundary,
that Is, they are 'in regions, of essentially membrane behavtioir. Fo'Pr this,
reason .they, may be of little or no significance to the dome strength.
Nevertheless', I believe the decision to (epoxy) grout all of the secondary
cracks is prudent. Unfortunately this operation together with the radia~l
.anchor installation will require repeated core drilling. 'The crac 'k grout.-o.
,ing operation will fill the radial holes drilled for that purpose with
grout. A second set of holes, essentially co-axial with the grout holes,.
but of larger diameter, must be drilled to accommodate the anchor bars.
-1am not familiar with any research on the effects, if any, of drilling
small diameter holes into biaxially compressed concrete.. However, there
,has been no evidence of any damage associated with the substantial number
of exploratory holes drilled, into the dome thus far. Despite the fact
that the new cap will develop 'smaller interface radial tension stresses
than were associated with the old cap, the fact of the earlier delamination

:F-5,i• ... F-5 Reised:9-22-76
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di ctates some positive radial connoction of the :new cap to the reduced'
,dome. Paulo Mast's suggestion1 , that they new; ýcap- be tied to the ou ,ter
.conduits, is interesting, but it i's not ciearý..that thereis a. reliable...
practi!cal means. to accomplish this.~ Therefore;r'adial ties appear to be'
nhecessary, and it is advantageous to extend them deep enough to cross
the se.tCondary cracks in the reduced dome. Accordingly the risk that~ the
drilling may cause some damage to the stressed concrete appears to be
.0oth small. and justified.

SUM.MA

'I) The decision to utilize the reduced dome., unless visual 'Inspectioni
reveals unexpectedly severe damage,, itS sound.

2,), :The decision not to de-tension. the tendons, beyond the, presenti_ .5%
de-tensioning, is sound.

T3)The decision to cast a new cap jof essentially the same thicknhess, as
.the original cap,~ and to' placel adequate,,Cadtweld-spliced, bonded,
rebars in the, new cap should assure~ satisfactory behavior of thei
dome.

.4) The radial tension stress 'across the c~ap-tO-dime interface has\ been
conservat~ively compujted.

5)"The decision to 'grout'the secondary cracks is. prudent..

76) The use of deep radial anchor'bars, tying cap to dome and bri'dging
the secondary cracks is sound. There' is no b~asis for certainty that

-the necessary core drilling will cause no damage to the compressed
Jconcrete. However, the risk of~ such damage seems' small, and is1 justi-
fied-in view of the advantages gained by the use of such bars.

7)It is believed that continuing analyses may show that th~e high con-
crete meridional compressive stress 'near the boundary is not excessive.
,However, regardless of~ the results of these' analyses, it does not.
appear that a modest overstress in this zone has ,any adverse implica-
tions for the performance, of the containment structure.

look forward to 'the opportunity to discuss all the above with you
and'your colleagues 1at our next meeting,.on August 9, 1976.

Sincerely,

MJH/jM ylJ. oley, Jr.

F-•6+ Revised: 9-22-,76
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COMARIS ION OF DJESI INS

i SUMMARY~ OF RESULTS

36-Incih 'Dome (PSAR --5000 pisi Concrete),STIPUCRUIL

DeadLoad Norm.Winter
+ Operating

Prestessd i6iiCin Structural
I 1 Early @ Early Integrity LOCANo. .Description ,plant Life Plant Life Te'st @ 40 Year

Design compressive strength 'of concir'ete 501'50,.0050

Design dome ten.don pret•ress (ksi) 148 148 148 137

Deflection of dome apex (in) 2152 -. Z 104

Maximu.m, tensile liner strain, (micro, inh/n) - None .None None None

Allowable tensile liner setrain 1000 1000 1000 ~ 1000
(micro in/in) ______ ____________ ______

Maximum compressive liner strain' 48 1240' 510' 2057
(micro in/in)______

Allowable compressive line sran00 - oo O 50
(micro in/in)_____________

Pressure at' which first conerete ̀ crak~ing ;No''Thru ' No Thru'. No ~Thrl No Thru1
-occurs 'through' sction thickness' (psi)y C"aking Ctracking Cracking Cracking

Maxkimum pressure for transient~ (psi)-0 63 83

zt 41Mximum c.alculated tensile s-tress(4 pi s lestha alowbl vle (+212 psi).

A Referenced dto, unstressed.,condi•ioný.

~Due to 115, P
JDue to I.,Pa +
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SMAYOF RESUL'TS'.

psi Concrete)

Page 2 of 9.

STRUCTURE 36-Inch Dome~ (FSAR - 5000

'P
N

0

In

~0

N
N

0'

Dead Load Norm.'Winter' LOCA
+ Operating Structural @ 40 Years

ItmPrestress Condition Integrity
No,",eascriptioft Early @ Early Test

Plant Life Plant Life

Maximum concrete membrane' compregsive
'stress (psi)186

Vstress (psi) -4691 148

Allowable membrane stress (psi)
(copreaio-/tn250/0-) -2250/0~ -2250/0 -2250/+212

Maximum compressive ~concrete:extreme ie r'
stress (psi)~ Uncracked analysis V~alue 2666" 3538:

Caedsectio~n invest'igati-oin vale
VICalculate when-' ac~tual 'uncraqked& is No6t Req "d 36038

g reater._than a'llowable___________________________ 
______

Allowiable 'compressive extreme fiber...,300 00
stress (p~si)

Maximum concrete 'tensile extreme fiber
stress in. areas wiihout''teinforc et~ Noneý No'ne ;None None.
(Ps~i) _____ _____

VTI1 Allowjable concrete tensile ýexktr~eme fiberi

j.0; 424'Stress jipaTreas without reintforcemnt,

>1No, tensi'ýo- c'cu'rs;mnmm9: ~eso idctd
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SUMMARY` OP' RESULTS

STRUCTURE: 36-'Inchz Dome (FSAX -!O 5000 ;psi- Concerete)

Dead Load Norm. Winter 0A
+ Operating Stuurl @4Yer

Pres tre~ss 'Condition Interi tyr
Item ~~~~ Early' al et
No.DesritioYlant, Life Plant Life

Calculated shear at, point of minimum53a1t1 1
mnargi.n (kips/ft)

Allowable shear at point of minimum 55 25 23 1237-
VIII. margin ~(kips/ft)

Location of min~imum shear reinforcement o 0 0 0
margin 153.8 158~.4 155.6 156.6.

Maximuum tensile stress in reinforcing A Section
bar (psi) Not Cracked 2192' =0 25125~

Ix

Allowable stress in reinforcing bar OQ200200360
(psi)

I.1.

N
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S•UMIRf •'PRESULTS%ý

24-Inch Dome' ("In-ýPlace"`C~oncrete, Striength - 6000 ýpsi),.ST~UCTL1RE;
I

(See Table 2-2'2 for- alowable criteria)

Dead Load Norm.Winter
+Operating

Prestress Condition 'StructuralIItemn @. Early @ Early Integrity LOCA
No. DescriptionI Plant Life Plant Life Test @ 40 Years

(psi) ~ iv strength of.concet 6000 6000 6000 .6000

Desiga dome tendon prestress~ (ksi) 11141, 141' 125

Deflection of dome apex (in) -1.831 -1.79' +0.902 +2.07~

Maximum tensile linier strain (micro in/in)' 2 None None, 178

Alwbetensile liner strain 1000 1000 1000 3000
(micro in/in)

,Maximum compressive liner strain 101505026
(micro_'in/in) ________________________ 

_____

Allowable 'compressive liner strain 20 0020'50
(micro Wn'in) I______ ___________________

Pressure'at which first concrete cra'cking No Thru No Thru> No Thru
occurs' through section thickness (psi) Caki rcig Cakn

Maia pressure frtranstent (psiq) "' ,

00 , 63 83'

...... ........~~~~~~~ .. ......... ....... " ... : . .

1Reafereuce'd to unstresse,3,d 'conditi'on'.

"Due to 1.15 Pa
Dfue to 1.5 P8 + Ta

.... .: • + • +i• + e + • + : , : + : ?:: .+ : . ..... .. " + +""+:: . : :; ++ ; + : : + ':• : + + : : "+: + ...: : '• . : ::+::++ S : % • : ' : > ::+++: + + " .........a a:++:........ ::• .... .... . ...;;::. . ::

I-'
.0
S

'~0.
'I
1-3
N
"8
0~
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.'SUMMARY 0'F ý: RES ULTS

S•rP:CTIJRE: 24-Inch IDome (I-,,,:,Place. Concrete Strength, 6000psi)

..(See Table 2ý-2 for allowable criteria)

Dead Load Norm.Winter LOCA
+ Operating Structural @ 40 Years.1

Ulem Prestress Condition Integrity
,No. @acit1o Early @ Early Test

Plant Life Plant Life

Maximum concrete membrane compressive' 2470 2380
stress (psi)

Maximiiiz concrete membrane tensile 45
V stress (psi)7

A~lwale emrae sres j'sVvdo/o ~ -2700/0 -2700/0 ,-2700/0

(compression -/tensile,+)

Maximum compressive concrete extreme-.fiber
stress, (psi) Uncracked analysis value. 36, O2

'Cracked section investigati~on value-
VI I Calculate when actual uncracked is Not Reqld 3613

g reater than allowable 1______ _______

Allowable compressive extreme fiber

stress (psi) 360 3600 3600, 3600

Mlaximum concrete, tensile~ extreme f ib'er. 802
stress in areas without reinforcement Nne, None oe U rakd

VI Allowable concrete tensilel exfreime ýfiber,1

stress in areas without ]enfordc emnt 0'0 0 0
(psi)

10o ~tension~ occurs; minimum compression indicated.*
2 Sinjce calculated values exceed allowables and no reinqf orcemen ,t exis ts;, LO .CA :resisted as described

in report Section 4.4.4.

a.

0~
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::SUMARYOF RESULTSý.

STRUCTURE: 24-Inch Dome (hi-Plac'" Con'crete. Strength - 6000 pai)

Dead Load Normt. WinterLOA
+- O.ti Structural @ 40 Years

itemPrestress Condition.@ Early @ Early Tst~o.DesripionPlant Life Plant Life

Calculated shear at point of minimum
margin (kips/fiz) 4555 .610

Allowable shear at jpoint of minimsumd
VIII' margin (kips/ft) 55 :5723

-Lacation ~of minimum shear reinfoice-ment 550 120 6.0100
.,margin

Rebar not
Maximum tpnsile stress in reinforc ,ing 74 0avial

bar (psi) over mo~st
IX of dome

.Allowable stress in reinforcing, bar 000200 000360
(psi)

(See Table 2-2 for allowable cr iterifa):

0
I...
'A
0
0.

I.
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SUIO4ARY-;OF RESULTS,

367-Ich h'Don' 'I ncuding New F.einfore aSThUTJ;

i.DeadLoad- "iNorm.winter

+ perating
Prestress Condition Structu;ral

Item. @ Early @ Early Integrity LOCA
No. Description PlantLife Plant Life Test 40 Years

Design compressive strength of concrete 60
(psi) 6000 6000 6000 60

,Design dome tendonv prestress (ksi) 141. 141. 141 125

Deflection of, domne apex (in) -18 -1.83'3 +0.901-1. +2.07','
- -, - r

M~aximum tensile liner strain (micro in/in) CX0 0 0 1781

Al'lowabl'e tensile liner strain 1000 [ 00 1000 39000
(micro in/in) 10

: : : : :: : : ~. . ... ... . .' 7 ..: : .. ..' .-: • < -: .. .. ... ..........

,axmumC, oImpressivejliner strain lO 16150227

Allowable compressive liner strain 2000 1 00 2000 5000,~
(micro in/in) 20

Pressure at which first concrete cracking N4o Thru No Thru....o Thru63
occurs ~throughi section ,thickness' (Psi) Cracking Cracking2  Cracking2

Maximum pressure for transient (psi)00633

'Tensile strength of concrete in 'cap taken as zero. Cap reinforcement has practically no e ffect :on
dome stiffness. T herefore, values are practically same as for 24" dome..

2Due ti o assumed zeio concrete tenile strength, cap IcrAcks at 0+ psi pressure. Remaining 24" dome

thickness is, sufficiently prestressed to: preclude cqracqking.

'Referenced to uns~tressed? condition'

.... <::':.:: : :: ::':: .... :: ' ... : ..... :, .,.:::.: .:3:: ": :: ::':::-: :....... ¢ :. . ..... ... .. ... ... .

PU
M0

N

.4Due to 1.15 Pa
a~ LI La
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STRUCTURE.: 316-Indoiým, Ineluding 11e Reinfiinpor Caip..

Page. 8 of 12..

Dead Lo~ omWite LOGA
+ Ope'rating' Structural @ 40 Years 1

item Prestress Condition Integrity
No. .Description @ alyý Early Test

-Plant Life Plant Life

Maximum concrete membrane compressive 29 72
stress (psi)

Maximum concrete membrane tensile ~5245

Allowable mtemibrane stress (psi)
(comresion-/tns~e ~-2700/0 -20/~ -2700/0 -2700/0

Haximumncompiessive-concrete extreme fiber
stress (pisi), Uncracked analysis value ,3~21999

rcked setion inve stigation value

VI Calculate when' actual uncracked is N1 eq4 34!r
ýgetrthan allowable ______ ____________

Allowable compressive extreme fiber
".tre:ss3 (psi60 3600 3600

Maximum concrete ten~sile extreme fiber
None Nqon None, None,~stress In areas wuithout:,reinforcement

(psi) ______ ___________________

Vi loale concrete tensile extreme fiber000

stress in areas4 without reinforcement
(psi)

p
4
I...
U'

0'
I~3

-.4 12712 occurs in bottom 24"; corresponding
365 ,psi, tensile. (Sta 161.19).

cap stress -is

2N6 tension exists in bottom '24" section of dome; minimum'•a l .. A - .4 f ,'II n

3Gap reinforcement aided to resist .allntm~rn
tension. Se;eFigures 5-20 and 5.21,

~** *.~
4 0ccurs atSta 150.20.
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SuR•R•M1 OF- RESULTS

S1TRUCThRE-: 36-'Inch Domie,; Including New Reiniforced Cap

~PAge 9 of .9

Dead Load Norm. Winter LC
Opeatig tructural, G0 Years-

ILb torn Prestress Condition Iert
No. @ecito NEarly @ Early Ts

Plant Life Plant Life

.Calculated shear~ at point o.~f minimum4556'0
margin (kips/ft)

'Allow~able shear at point of ~minimum

Location ~of minimum shear reinforcement 550 W 50 60
margin 115120 6.d

54000,,Maximnum 'tensaile stress in reinforcing 7482,.3 70812,3 110004 @ Sta' 161.10
bar' (psi) (Fi'g. 2)

ix

Allowable stress 1-n reinforcing bar 200 00' 50
(psi)

1Since cap is cracked after SIT, shear results are same as those for 24-Inch Dome.,ý
2Practically the same as for 24-Inch Dome.

31n, location where Grade 40 reinforcement exists.

Inlocation whero grade 60 reinforcement exi'sts, 0.Sy fpr I n .f fobr LOCA.,)J.
U'
I,

'0
N

~0'
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APPENDIX H

CADWELDING REQUIRM4ENTS

1.0 .Applicable Codes, Standards,, anid Reference Documents

The WORK shall be in accordance with applicable portions of the
following codes, standards, and reference documents:

1. American National Standards Institute (ANSI) N45.2.2-1972,
"Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and Handling' of Items
for Nuclear Powier Plants."

2. American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM):

a. A 370-75, "Standard Methods and Definitions for Mechanical
Testing of Steel Products."'

b. A 513-73, "Electric-Resistance-Welded Carbon and Alloy
Steel Mechanaical Tubing."

C. A 519-73, "Seamless Carbon and Alloy Steel Mechanical
Tubing."1

d. A 615-68, "Standard Specification for Defrmed and Plain

Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement.

2.0 Cadweld. Splices.

2.1 General:

Splice sampls shall be sister 'splices (removable splices made in
:place next to production splices and under the same conditions).

2.2 Cadweld Operator or Crew Qualification:

1. Prior to performing the actual splices of reinforcingc bars each
member of the splicing crew (or each crew, if the members work as'
a. unit) shall prepare two qualification splices for each of the
bar sizes (identical to those to be used in the structure)to be
used in the production work." The completed qualification splices
will be' visually inspected and~ tested for tensile strength.

2. Each member of the splicing~ crew (or each crew, if the -members'
work as a unit) is subject 'to reqtialif1ication if a)' splicing has
not ~been done for 3 months or more or b) completed splices fail
to pass~ the visual inspection test or fail to pass the tensile
test requirements or c) there is any reason to 'question their
ability. The requalification procedure shall 'be identical to the
original qualification procedure.
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APPMI4IX H (gont'd)

2.3 'Acceptance Criteria for Cadweld Splices:

1. Sound, nonporous filler material shall be visible at both ends of
the splice sleeve and at the top hole in the center of the
.s Ileeve. Filler material is usually recessed 114 inch froim the
end of the sleeve due to the packing material and is not
considered a poor fill.

2. Splices which contain slag or porous metal in the riser, tap
hole, or at the ends of the sleeve shall be rejected. A single
shrinkage bubble present below the riser is not detrimental and
should be distinguished from general porosity as described above.

3. There shall be evidence of filler material between the::sleeve and
the reinforcing bar for the full 360 degrees; however, the splice
sleeves need not be exactly concentric or axially aligned with
the reinforcing bars.

4. In order to qualify, the completed splices shall also meet the
acceptance requirements of Erico Products "Inspection of the:
Cadweld Rebar Splice," Standard RB5-274.

5. Splice samples shall be subjected to tensile tests by using
loading rates set forth in AST)( A 370 to determine conufor~mace,
with the following acceptance criteria:

a. Individual splice strength criteria:

The tensile strength of each sample tested shall be equal- to,
or exceed 125% of the minimue yield strength specified in
ASTM A 615 for the grade of reinforcing bar being used.

b. Group splice strength criteria:

The, average 'tensile strength of each group of 15 consecutive
samples shall equal' or exceed the guaranteed ultimate
strength for that grade of reinforcing bar as specified in
ASTH" A 615.

2.4 'Positioning of Reinforcing Bars' for Sister Splices:

Sufficient extra lengths of reinforcing bars shall be positioned in
those areas of reinforcement •where splices will be required prior to
any splicing taking ~place 'in that concrete pour. The reinforcing bar
shall be secured in position so that it cannot be displaced during
splicing. The positioning of the reinforcing bar shall be such that
the location and orientation of the sister splice are s~imilar to the
,splices it will represent.
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APPENDIX H (Cont'd)

2.5 Availab~iity of0 .Saple Test Results:

Test, isiults for' the 'samples shall be availabl aud ~be certi-fie as;4
beking in conformance with the' requirements before concrete: 4.splaaced

3.0, requ1iency of Testing

3.1 ~Separate' test cycles will be established~ for splicesfrec brsz
and for each splicing crew in accordance with the following frequny

O. ne~ sister splice of the first ten productioti ýsplices.

2~... Four sister splices for the next 90 production splices.*'

3 ZThree sister splices f or the next and subseqenqt'units of
.100 splices.
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RADIAL .TENSIONt AND SEARt

GENERAL4

Fundametally, radalaltension is directly related to' compression stressesý in
'the plane of the dome. The importance of considering these stresses in
c-onjunction with, radial shear stresses is dependent on the load condition
.being considered; i.e., service or abnormal.

.For abnormal load combinations, where,;in-plane tension exists at the top

.surface, radial tension stresses' becm compressive. Therefore, radial shear,
:stresses are considered~ separately.

.For service load combinations where cracking:Jdoes not occur, radial tension andi:
,shear s-tresses should be combined. Mohr' s Circle graphical method is an

aproritetechnique for accomplishing the combjination;.

ýThe~ critical location in the e.xisting structure. fo radiall tnso and shear
in ~coib itation~is in the pours outside the main delambinaton; -e.g., .pours 0, and H.
ýThose' pours are reinforced (original design), through 2th' thickness of the dome
,with '88 ') reinforcement (see Figure 2-2) . The' admium'm area ,of -'steel provided.

predclrto' the plane of 'the m aei p ~aey0.7 n2of steelý

per~432 . 2 -of co~ncrete.;~a~o tl .9i.

To illustrate the combination of radial tension and shear for service loads, aný
example state of stress for' the original structure will. be evaluated. Considering
the middle of the outer tendon conduit as the critical 'section for radial
stress, an average value of 40.8 psi of. radial: tension stress is defined in
,Figure~ 3-15. The state of membrane compression stress compatible with that value.
is approximately 1800 psi (original design, see Figure 2-12). To define a
Complete state of stress, a radial shear of 50 kips/ft (from Figure 2-14 at
analytical station 1540) or 116 psi nominal shear stress' for 36" thickness is
"used for: example purposes. This ~shear 'is larger than the shear that occurs
.at the 'same location' in the structure as the radial tension and compression
,.stresses. Figure 1-1 indicates the principle tension stress is~ 48.1 psi and
that plan~e on~which' it" occurs is approximately the' plane' ,of' the membrane.
Therefore,, the steel lstress (for each #8 bar),is,

Is 48.1 psi x 432 in. 2  2,00pi
0.79 'in.2 2,0ps

'which is 0. 4 8 f y for' f y - 55,000 psi> (minimum mill test resfult) and is'acceptaibl'e.ý
This~ steel stress is an upper bound 'sol'utian'f&-Rours G and' H' (original,
:delaminated and repatied structures) since the 'combined membrane compression,
radial ite~nsion and radial shear state of stress awhere in those pours ~isless

criica th~ithe example case.
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FACTOaEDLLOADS.

RadiAl .ShUe~ai cap city~ (as a meas'u4:r'e' of diagonal' tensidon) is of 1mpoq aqcgý,in
,faic'toýred load considerations to prec'lude 'premature f ailure'. Each of the,
governing. load ~combinations has been investigated for the existing structure

wtregd tose, aaiy required~ for~ factored loads (see Figures gadt4harcpct-6,
4-12,1 4-18 and 4-27).
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APPENDIX*'J;

AtC CORRESPONbbDENC

SIT INSTRUMENTATION:

September i., 1976:.ý

TO:: MR. LEON ENGLE

FROM: F. L. MOREADITH;

,THE ATTACHED LETTER IS SENT TO JYOP PER. INSTRUCTIONS. BY

.4R. B. L. GRIFFIN AND MR. J. T. RO~DGERS ADDESCRIBES TYE

EXTENT .TO WHICH INSTRU3MENTATION~ DESCRIBED IN THE FSAR~ WILL

BE. SUPPLD(ENTED AS A RESULT OF ~THEZ RYSTAL~ RIME #3 DOME REPAIR.

'SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THEDSRPI,

PLEASE FEEL FREE, TO CONTACT ME..

FLM.-cd
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APPENDit j~ (Conild)'

Br ' L. Grif fin
Vice President and Manager of

Crystal River Unit #3 Dome Repair
Florida Power Corporation
'P. 0. Drawer..1057
Crystal River, Flor~ida; 32629,'

Re: Cryta Rier Unit_;'#3 Dome Rep#a:,

.Dear :Mr.,I Griffin:ý

,Th~e Con tainment. uilding's structural respon Ise to: thei SIT twill be moni ,tore'
byý utilizing the existing instrumentation described in t'he PSAR 'aud
supplementary instrumentation installed withinii'the repaired dome.'

I'nstrumentation within. the repaired dome will consist of, a, series of
instrumentation stations established in the domes on two (2) orthogonal
Axes at distances of 15, 30 and 45 feet from'~the apex (see Figures 1 and 2).
Týhe data recovered at these stations consist of thel~ollowing:

1. The hoop and meridional steel strain changes on the: liner
using SR/i three-element electrical resistance strain gages
.attached to the inside surface. of ;the liner.ý

,2..:: The hoop, and meridional conc'rete strain Ohanibe near 'the.
uprsurface of the lower portion of the dome using Ail~tech

'Concrete Embedment Gages with a 4-cinch &age 'length.

3.. 'The ~hoop and meridional renocn * tanchanges of' both
ladyers, of" steel within~ the'inew 'conc~rete cap. These measurements'z
are obtained f rom SR4 linear strain+ gages' attached to #4,
Grýade 6.0 sister bars.
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APPENDIX -3. (Corit d)ý

Mr. B. L. Griffin
FPC/DR-52
Auigust- 31, 1976
Paige Two

.-The renocn~brsri hne fthe #6, :Grade, 60 radial
anchos Thgae are SR4., lineark,;ý strain gages.

'Gross ~strucitur~al, def'o~r'm~ations ~will be~measured~ by extensometers attached
to the steel lliner, plate: at ~the, locations3 identified on~ Figure 3.~ This
instrumentation provides 'thefooindaa:

". T vertical displacement> of theine Kr,. Iiside surf ace,
measured'at three (3)azimuths and at radial-distances~ of

0,29, 49 and 56 feet from the apex.

.2. The radial. disp]la•emet of the liner mea. ued .at the 49 and...
56 foot radii..

-All instrumentation readings are processed and recrid using a .Vidar
"Model Autodata 8~ data acdquisition4 system. The data sampling rate will
'be sufficient to adlequatey e*valuate the structural response' of the structure.

Sincerely yours,

F. L. Moreadith
Project Manager
Crystal River Unit '#3 ~Dome 4epaikr.

TD'B:cd

cc: B. L. Griffin
J1. Alberdi.
R. S. Burns
C. E. Jackson,
J. E. Colby
,A. L. Gomez.
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APPENDIX J (Cont:d)

-SEPTEMB.ER 14, 19.76;

DIVISION; OF ýPROJECT. MANAGEMENT'
NUCLEAR- REGULATORY COMMISSION
WAS HING TON,ý D C. 2055

RE.: CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT #3 DOME REP:AIR.
INSTRUMENTATION
RESPONSE TO C. P. TANIS TELEPHRONEý

xCALL OF SEPTEMBER 13, 1976

DEAR MR .AENLE:'

,IN RESPONSE TO DLR TANIS T ELEPHONE CALL, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL IFRMATION,
is PROVIDED WITH REGARD TO INSTRUMENTATION DESCRIPTION.

,THE EXTENSOMETERS BEING USED AS PART OF THE INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE CRYSTAL,
RIVER UNIT #3 DOME REPAIR AND SIT CONSIST OF A TRANSDUCER ELEMENT WHICH IS,
AN INFINITE RESOLUTION LINEAR POTENTIOMETER. OUTPUT OF THE POTENTIOMETER IS
A VOLTAGE ~THAT IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE DISPLACEMENT OF THE MOVABLE CONTACT-
(ýSEEATTACKED~ FIGURE) WITH RESPECT TO THE POTENTIOMETER. MOVEMENT OF. THE
LINEAR-POTENTIOMýETER IS, ACTIVATED BY INVAR WIRES, AT~TACHED) TO THE -LINERPLATEt
AND THE. MOVABLE: CONTACT. THE INVAR WIRES ARE KEPT UNDER CONSTAN71 TENSIONB
CONSTANT: LOADMINA SPRINGS..

SPEiCIFICd CACTRS TIC'S ýOF 0f-THE EXTENSO:ME:'TEkRS BEING EMP.LOYED ARE

MOVEENTRANG~ 175 INCH

RESOUTON .01INCH,

,ACCURACY 0.005~ ,INCH,

'LINAR SPRING FORCE 20 POUNDS

ýTO ASSURE TH .AT THE MEASURED DEFLECTIONS ARE DUE TO MOVEMENT OF THE, CONTAINMENT-.
STRUCTURE AND NOT THE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE THE FRAME OF THE TRANSDUCER UNIT IS
ATTACHED TO A "FIXED" REFERENCE STRUCTURE. ATTACHMENT STRUCTURES FOR THE
TRANSDUCER UNITS WITHIN. THE CONTAINMENT BUILDING ARE THE TOP OF THE SECONDARY
SHIELD WALL AT ELEVATION 180'-6" AND THE OPERATING FLOOR AT ELEVATION 160'-O".,
THE' EXTENSOHETER TRANSDUCER FRAMES HAVE BEEN DIRECTLY ATTACHED TO THESE
REFERENCE STRUCTURES OR TO SPECIALLY PROVIDED STRUCTURAL.FRAMES ATTACHED. TO,
THE REFERENCE STRUCTURE.
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"Pi. LEON ENGLE
NýUCLEAR RE IGULATORY. 'COM1IS .S1iO
ýSEPTE"ER 141, 1976.
PAGE TWO

IF THEE BOVE IN.FORMATION IS NOT FULLY RESPONSIVE TO R.TAN' S
CONTACT US FOR FURTHER. INFOILMATION.

REQ~UEST, PLEASE

SINCERELY,

'F. L. MOREADITH
PROJECT XANAGER
CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT #3 DOME REPAIR

FLM: cd

NTITACAKENT,

cc: B. :L. GAriffi
J. T. Robdgers
ýW. IR. Zimmerman,

J-8 3-8Revised:. 9-2T2-764&
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9./15/ 76 .3 : 40 pm

A .PPENDH •' J, (6nt')•.:

Mr. Engleca1d ittl' foIlowVing:-

Mr,i J.T.Rdge:

R6e: ýSIT kint.'rumentation
CrystalRiver' 13 Dome•.

Wie hvrfe the in information onh SIT instrummentation.
for the domeas contained, in the Sept"ember "1. 1976 telecon
'fromi: F . L. 'Mor'eadith to Leon Engle.,

it is ~our
.mea~suring
dome will
,con'Crete,~

understanding thee tetinmerwhich ýarefo
the deflections at pertinent locations okf th~e
be' used in combination with~ strain gaugeI s 'Oft,
reinforcing bars and' steel liners.

-Weonu that the: proposed ins trumentation' if properlyý
;installed. should p~rovid~e infor-mation required for adequate
:assessment of this /structuraX integrity of theirep.ir.d
dome.

UnlessL you have some quest'ions pertaining to the telecon,
you should consider. "'go ahead" on SIT instrumentation for
'CR 3.

Leon' Engle

,-Z4-.-4ý1 ii•i

ji z~
/ ,~2)

:41•
101P
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Unied taes uclarRegulatory Commission,
.ash.C . ,20555

Attention: Hr. John F. Stolz, Chief
Light Water Reactor Branch No. 1
Division of Project Management

Re: Florida Power Corporationi
Crystal River Unit #3%
%Docket No. 50-302

Gentlemenh:ý

,In ac~cordAnce wýith your letter of Jjuly 30., 1976 relative toth
request for informaation concerning our interim report, "Reactor'
Building Dome Delamination," June 11, 1976, we submit ,the attached
response as supplement number 1. Forty (40) copies are included.

We have prepared this response for submittal at this time> per your
request as a supplement to the. 1interim report~ anid in the'next two,
ýweeks we~ will forward the 'agreed upon correction/addition pages to
amend the re~port to reflect the repair procedures being followed
subsequent to July 27,. 1976.

It is~ anticipated that the format ~being~ followed will allow a sinigle
,report to~ suffice ini furnishing' the ~necessary information 'for you' and, or
staff. Additional supplemental pages will jbe, submittedeb••das reqi7red by .
your' reviOi;

WeO will disc'uss this mattervwith Mr. Engle today afterF, ouir peetain
on the repair status.

>Very truly yours,

J.9 -ýdgers

Assistant Vice President.

JTR:cd

Mc r. Norman Moseley
Atlanta, Georgia
Region, II Inspection & Enforcement
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APPENDLX K

DISCUSSION OF CONCRETE AMD AGGREGATE 01PROPERTIESr

.2!7 31-4598. R.FZDOI3IIChiwpignI Ii664is 61820.!

ovtember 24t 197

Pro.ec•,' anager, Crystal River
Unit, 3 Dome. Re .pa~ir
Gilbert Associates, Inc.
P1.0 0. Box 1498....
Reading,PA. 1A9603
Dear.=:•;, i : horeadit•,h .,:

RE: Crystal River Unit 3 Dome Delaminaidon

The.cause of the delamination that occurred in the dome of Crystal
,River Unit 3, presumably during prestressing, is not clear but is most likely
related in a major sense to the quality of the aggregate.

The~ coarse aggregate was obviously weak'although it met what were
considered, by the owner, to be the pertinent ASTM C33 requirements. The lo.w
strength of the coarse aggregate is indicated by:

ea loss of 41.4 percent in the Los Angles abrasion test
even though this was within specification limits,,

2. the nature of the particles, many of which were fossiliferous.
with high porosity and permeability, and

I:. the fracture of all of the coarse aggregate partilenSs
at the del awlnated surfaces

NdiIoaIly, concrete is a more ductile materi:althAne a eet p•,.aste because4
theaggegae prtilesact as crack arresters and more energy is required to

propagate'!.,(a crack 'in concrete. For the concrete in question,,thel fracture
re~sistaknce ýof the aggregate was probably les's than that of the cement paste;
,ce-rtainly'lit was no' greater. Concrete of this type would be expected to exhibit,
comparatively,,-, a more brittle and sudden failure than concretes ,rnade with good,
qualilty aggreigates'. Also, the tensile strength would be expected, to be Ilow and
was. measuredinvtests at from 230 to 505 psi.'

The avuerage tensile stress in the dome concrete as determ ini.ed ,by
Gil'bert Associates is 41 psi, or perhaps twice this amount if allowanc~e isý,
Made for the area occupied by the tendons. However, a finite analysis indicated:
high local tensile stresses in the concrete at the interface between the con-,
crete and the tendon ducts by, I believe, assuming the concrete to be a
,linear elastic material. Had the dome been made with concrt containing
good, quality aggregates it would not be a linear elas 'tic material and the
mhaxijmum, tensile~ stresses would be considerably less than those computed.
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!Yr. Frederick L.:Moreaditl
floveiber 24, 1976,

Pageage 2~e

The maxo~imum' stre'ss: wou'l',d also be influenced. by shri.nkaere
ýand 'micrdcracklng Furhemoe , concretes by their very nature are
abundant in f laws, cracks and irregularities which are all stres's raiseris."
therefore, the effec~t of the condui t. in 'a dome' made of concrete, with 'good
quality aggregates may be nil, certainly, it would not be'the effective
.Stress raiser that the elastic analysis approach would indicate.

-However, the concrete' in the dome of Crystal River Unit 3 was
made with a weak coarse aggregate. These aggregate part icles apparently'
did not act as crack~arresters in the concrete and thus the concrete was,
probably as brittle, or nearly so, as cement paste. For this reason the,
elastic analysis approach suggests a source of high stress which could
initiate cracks. This is not to say that the stresses are as high as
computed but a fraction of their computed value is sufficient to cause.
failure in this particular concrete.

-If there is merit to this approach and the dome concreteiis as;
brittle as speculation indicates, little energy would be adsorbed by the
dome con~crete ahead of a* crack and a crack could propagate with relative
ease..

-The~ weak coarse aggregate particles appear to have, had ~a compoundp
effect': %(1) they 'incre~ased the brittleness of the concrete which in 'turn 0,
,resulted in an increased maximum tensile stress, (2) they resulted in a
concrete with' low' tensile strength and (3) they' permintted cracks t#:opro*.-

.gae wth owenergy input.

While more data is needed, i1t seems that although del~amlnatildn'
oftedome occurred when this particular aggregate was used in,, he con,-,.

crete itwoul'd not have occurred had good quality aggregate been used.

Sincerely yours',

Clyde E. Kesler'ý

CEK: cd~s
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SUPPLEKENT ý1:

RESPONSES -:TO.:

NCI COMMENTSo, TOTHE"CRYSTAL, RIVER.#-I,-,

REATORBULDIG OMEDELMI&WIN~REPORT

]D.TED JJN II. 1976

DOCKE N0.-50--302

GENERA

1. oreay efrence ~ rvd ~~itof taibles -and figes In teTable of

Contents.

Answer: The rs. s g bew corporated into th Table of Contents.

I!

S,-I. .Supplem~ent 1
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.SECTION 1.2,Z.

-1. The astaf f "considr the: es tab ishment of te causes 'of the~ dome delamination
to beimporant i assesing the aeuacy, of the repair program and in

providingt assurance that~ another crack~ will not occur again during the life
of. th tutr. Teoe a otiuig" factors should, therefore,, be'
ideit ifiZed. indifcatig the magnitude of radial tensile, stres ses c reated in

Anwe: hemateria has beken icopatd inote eoti eto .2.

2. Te, use-of' riadia liachors will etac te capability of the dome to resist
radial, tensioni owvr, they will not eliminate tension in concrete, and
therefor dA`smalld cracks6ý may. still exist., Provide an analysis to indicate.
that such cak florj~eop~ardize" the required structural integ rity 'of
the do=e to resist..iall combinations of, loadings for which it is :de'signed.

A~nswer,: :Thes'e ~cracks ex~ist primarily~ in regi Ions where membrane behavior
dominates, i.e., negligible shear stress' across the cracks.

'Despite" the presence of the ~cracks', the, membrane compressio'n capacifty
of' the concrete is adequate. Under LOCA or SIT, there is raldial
,compression across the cracks.

'It is of interest to note that under 15% detensioning (admittedly ~a
nominal stress chanige) deflections 'were less than' predicted. If thej
Cracks were contributing~ any significant effect~ to thel'response, larger'
,rather than smaller~ deflections would be expect~ed.

. I

w

In addition to the above considerations,
epoxy grouted and the ~radial reinforcing
these cracks..

secondary cracks will be
will cross virtually all

S-2 SupplIement, ,1.



SECTION, 23;ADTBE22

1-.Clarify the definition of tnsilc .of conce•te,.: Explain: hoi
principal tenslon ýis related" to is:hear and diagonal: tension as indicatedý,
.in. Section 2..,adwhat is the ,diffe-rence between the-shear discussed
in this sec1tion and th'at in the next section (2.3.2).

An•swer:: Th•e ateriali n• sections 2.3.,1 and 2.3.2 have been rearranged in the
repprt;t, section +2.3.1 title is "Flexural ,and' Membrane Tensile. Stresses"
andl ýsection 2.3.21 is entitled "Shear".

2 ý.Provide 'and describe with exicamp'les of actual design, 'the conditions underý
which each of the criteria (a) and' (b) IinSectionZ1`.3.l is applied.

,Answer: The material requeste 'ow Appears ini sefdtion 2.3 .2. Attachmenht i
a4 design example.

3. ic te tessriaitiuin ist-axial, the imits of 3 /an
6" 1~ may "not be irectly applicale-. to this pFoblem and their use should,

bei justified,.

Answer: The state of stressi in "t he dome may be regarded as being biaxial since
the stress in' the radial direction is very small in comparison with the

* ~membrane stresses.. The' interactions for tension-tension and tension-
comipression are. 'not significant at least until the compression exceedsi
about 60%''of the compressive strength of the concrete (Kupfer, Elilsdorf
and Rusch, ACI Jour~nal 'Aug. 1969) (Ref. 8 of the Report). 'Thus the
limits of 3 /f c and 6 vAc are j ustif ied.

ý4.. If O.85f,' as extreme compression in ultimate strength design is used, it
may not be directly applicable for the same reason 'as in' the above >comment
and should be justified.

ýAnsirer:' Although criteria indicate that under factored load concrete stresses'
would be allowed to reach 0.85f' they do not. The actual stresses are
much lower and' do not appear critical since the dominant stress is
bi-axial compression the strength should be higher.

5. The shea~r strength~ of concrete is influenced' by' stresses orthogonal to the
Axis of the~ element; therefore, this effect should be considered.

Answer:. .Hoop, 'tension' stresses- should have 'little ork no ef fect on radial shearit
strength, since sufficient,tbonded homop rebar has' been provided 'to,
precludeý, hoop ..tensile "!Failure".'ý#
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SECTIONI 2.4ý

1. nT hepargrph inthe -middle of Page 2-4, you indicated tha*o'srcua
ivegit tetand accident condition load combinations, stresies :fr su~stainied.

loads e-caannot;be combined with those due to rapidly applied las nenlyi
the.- program. and, are: 'Combined' externally. Provide an examp~le. of-; actua-l" designý:
-to,:show'4 haow the stresses are combined externailly and illustra t Ieý 4%t'e

combiniation,*Oni a' stessstrain diagram.

2. On a. e 2-5 under Item'b Creep, it i's indicated tha~t as' a' re4sult,.' of cncIretee
.Creep~ there is a reduction 'in concrete stress and an increase 'in liner stress.,
Since the liner is relatively thin and may buckle under prestress., the liner
,should' not be' considered to contribute any strength tothe containment) vesslel.
-However, in the design of the steel liner, strain due to creep of concrete,
should be cons ide~red to check its leaktightness integrity. Revise the.
concrete stresses in the report if they have been reduced.

ýAnswer: A reduced modulus of' elasticity of concrete has been used~ in the,
analysis and thus the effect of creep on concrete and liner stresses!
has been accounted for. Our analysis indicates that for the load
combinations' D+F and 1)9-F + To the concrete stress is increased if
'the 'liner 'is removed in the analytical model. Fromi the standpoint of
concrete stress behavior for the SIT and. LOCA load combinations, to

'remoethe liner from 'the analytical model is not conservative.

ThM figu1:res in the report have been modified to provide a cmpaison'
:of' ýbot results' at selected points.,

3. Povide the procedure' whijch you used'in the design- ofthe' ste inter. Ixi

ale2-2,.you stated that 'no criteria on 'liner ~straitis were, used in theT

orgia dein Indicate~ the criteria you used for~ the 'steel liner design.ý,

ýAse~:'tables 2.2 has been :modified to reflect liner design, criteria.

S-4 Suplemen~t1
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4. Dicuss4n-dtail the 'ef fects of 'creep, includin 'the follo6wing 'considerto

64 cAuse of the different level of prestýress in the wall In the vertical
direction, the wail in the hoop direction, iný the ~ring girder and in the.
dome .'the E' is differenit in all these directions and this effect should
be .considered in the analysis. The wall ~acts ras,,%an orthotropic ealeme .nt.
The'different parts of the structure havez. simultaneously different E'
due to different specific creep.

Answer:ý iThe effect~ of creep has been accounted for~ by the ~use of reduced
modulus. Although the different parts of the structure~ have different
prestress, the specific creep (creep due to unit psi) should be the
same f or the same material. Thus the reduced modulus should be about
the same for the various parts of the. structure. A calculation is
attac'hed to demonstrate. this (See Attachment 3).

5. InTable. 2-3 add load combination equation for epirs. This equation should~
..in~clude the seismic load term.

Mnswer: The FSAR~ and the current ASME Code load cmiations do not~ includeý
ear~thquake. effects in combination4 with construction loads.,
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=. ATTACH ..••T FOR ANSWER. T0 QUESTION 2 * 4(4) CREEPS

Cr'eep; of t6he;oce~ under 'sustained loads D, F,., F1', and FI has' seveal
effects oao tendoni forces,, and, .containment stresses. The mo s•t.obv.ioUs -i to..
decrease,.the tý,,endon ý,forAes'wt tim3e. This effect ,is taken i,:,nto accounti
the Prestress; loss.ic% ulati.. . . .

Moth.erIefferct isptoa dcre , asea. corncrete stresses and to increaser liner s•r•asesi'
and sinds, wh!• ich are oumpressive over most of theo containments truicture.
Th•e'decreasea inconcretestress is due to the additive effects eo the decrease.^

ain.uenofce plus the I creep straining of the concrete acting with aesnon- Tlcreei•hn
lner -vwhichtetndsd to shed compressive stresses from the concrete to therliner.
This laer effect is taken into account in the analysis through the use:of the

efecie ongsModulus, Eappearing an page 4-3 ofterport.

UVsing 'thiis approach, less concrete compression is; calculated to be available
to resist SIT or LOCA conditions than would be calculated by considering the
reduced tendon force alone.

With respect to liner stresses and stra.ins, the structural analyses shiow that'
the E,' effect (Ec' = 2.7 x 106 @ present and E' 1.8 x 106 @~ 40 yr versus,

= 4 ,106 - "instantaneous) is much greater than that of the reduced, tendon

,force. The net result is liner stresses and strains which have compressive
values much greater than those which occur at initial prestress. The liner.
strains in, .the ,report include this.

Al th~irdeffect of concrete creep is to, produce creep induced stresses which,
re-sult only 'when the; E' is~ not uniform over the containment ~structure., If El is

unior, the stresses at any time are equal to those at' initial prest'reýss> less
,tend"n losses, in the case where the liner is~ not part of the model.

Th val~iues, used ,in the struictural analyses correspond to specific, c'reepi
values, sc,,which wiere: calculated based on the 1) average age of the
dome 'concrete' at'application of the dome prestress (average) and .2) the,;
du :ation of this prstress to "present"' Ad to "40 yrs". The rs~i~

ra p~e rsulting E •i.+::

vles were applied to' the entire structure~ in the analyses 'for 'D,+ F. :It,
was recogriizextt a ,different E' is'associated with vertical (F,.),'hoopý.
(F1) ,and dom.(~) prestress loading conditions. This is~ so only becauseý:

:the concrete age at application of each prestress load is different and' the4
,duration of each type is different. However, E' values 'were' based on~ the
dome~ concrete age 'and dome prestress since it is that part of the containment,
structure which is most effected by the delamination. Also, it was felt that
these E' values would be an average for the wall since, chronologically, F~ was
Applied between F. and FH. Nevertheless, a more accurate determination of
,the ~creep effects due' to the separate application and-duration of the prestress,
is discussed belbw.

As pointed out previously the determination of Ec' depends on 1) 'age of concrete
at loading and 2) duration of load. E' is independent of, the level of stress
in 'the,,concrete, which is reflected in sc (11 in/in per 1 psi of stress).
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Therefore:, creep induced stre8ss under .reither F, F H or -F D wil~lbe 2reflected
only in differences in E', for the various elemven'ts in the containment for
each of these pres tress £bads. The. total 'results.,would be obtained from the
:sumi, of the analyse shown lbelw.ý

Ad

AdsA
~Ar3'v

-ýAw,

A#Wi- age of wall at time; F isapplied.~

.Argv -age of ring girder t,4t time F is applied.'

Adv age of dome' at :time ̀F is applie~d.,
v

S ilrfor AwH, ArgH,~ AdH anid AwD, ArgD,'AdD.

Dbv =duration of F frmtm f aplicationi to 'p~reSenAt"1 or 1140 y"times.

similar ~for D H and D D

Ktnowing,. the values,, of A and P, permixt.ýcalcula ,iif 6aof V' for the t ,hree! eliements.ý
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ATTACHM4ENT- 3OR ASETOQSION42 .4(4) -CREEP' (Cont d)

talues for V' iere.'obtained basd io averagerpour dates for the wall, tring
g irder and aome and average4stressing dates for the three. tendon . systems
This is presenedne below.

.Average Pour Da-t-es:"a
-Wall .

11;-1-7l

Rig. irder
9-1- 73

Do0me
5-15-74"

..Dome
12-1-74:

Average stressin -Date:69 24-15-75ý

"Peent"' Time

Ring~
da W+ ll G .• Dome~'I'T .Sy. stem d.

Arg! Adi

rTime,

D ' Ring,'
( Wall, Gir. Dome,.,

4. 2.08.1.96 ' 1.75Vertical 8980 42N5ý 180, 54 S .13 :L89~ 2.6-3

406op

Domeý

970 5ý1-5, 270. 455 33.1 -. ' 2.86 41,2- '2.13 2.04 1.89

,880ý '455: 21U` `55 3.3 3.03: .2~.70*ý 41.4 2.0& .12.04 1..80*

*usedbin structural analysiýý oft "'onutalintent.

,The differences betwv, een V' valuies for the'wall, ~ring girder, and ~dome undier a.
specific~ prestress condition is not enough ~to produce 'Stresses si~gnificantly~
different from those reported.
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SECTIONi 3.1

1..Discuss the reliability of direct tensile. tests performed on cores. Since
-in 3the structure. the radial tensile stre'ss occurs simmltaneously with two
orthogtonal comprwssions~ or, with>two; orthokonal~ tensions, a Twre thorough

An"swer: IThe dirc tensLie test wa deind to identify the ~tensile capact
ofthe concr e in relation to:its. copressive strengt

it was .noxt ,intended, to, define'the property~ of the concrete in a state ot,
triaia sresesi, since the actual state of stress at points of stress~
concentraiton ,in ,the' delaminated dome cannowt be accurately defined.

The effect 'bf t.he, ~tensile stress in c~ombinaltion with two orthogonal
omressions ,-,is,, di~scussed-inSeto 333 of the report. No further
istigatio -sare planned,.

3-6 :Supplement1
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SECTIONW23,.3'1ý

1. n te.lis offator whchmay hAe contributed to the delamnination problem,
ad: drep, and stressonentaton :(at 'tendous) inherent in; this itype- of

structure'."

Answe~r: Cre inilt thew mebaedirectiond would not inicrease the radial stress.,
Theý e'ff det. f ses'concent'rations i discussed in sectiot. 3.3.2.

2. In Sectiion .3.Zti niae that by ,using SAW IV computer program and
the" model, shown: in Fig. 3-16,., the e~ff ects of material2 propert es on radial,,
'tension' stresses are.. evaludatd., Identify" in the model:

(1)thesteel elmns sch asrifring steel, andtedncdis.

An~swer: There. is nn'o, ellemn repres f. enting reinforcing, steel or tendon conduit.
"The' ef~fe*ct of Xeinifodr*c'ing s,,teel1 is calculated'as transformed concrete.
area 'and;, rrented by eý,,ffective 'Young's Modulus. Modeling of'te
ýtendon. conduit: idecbdin Section 3.3.2.

()the manner 'in which the prestressing -force is applied, indicating if
the prestressing 'force, component tangen'tto the dome curvature-is
considered.

Anser:Prestres sing force is applied~ on three middle layers of the model in
,both~ the' radial 'and the tangential directions of the' dome.-

3. Provide the hand calculaIon which 'you made to obtain therailtno.

Answer:r These calculations are'..included in attachment.

4. In Section 3.3.4, transient thermal gradients may generate shear stresses,
and. should be considered in the analysis~. S~imilar ~effect exists for
localized thermal gradients.

Answer: Since thermal, restraint produces normal strain, but no shear strain,.
the thermal gradient causes shear stress; ,but only in the areas which;
.Are reinforced for ,shea'r (Chapter 14 of Reference 11).

5., The- solution for stress concentrations as shown in Fig. 3-17 &3-18 is_,
inromplete.' It solbentd that, compression exists also in. the
%direct ion parallel ~to the. conduit,(01)'. This stress generates, additional
stress concentration in the plane (02;, (13)ý orthogonal to the' tendon', which
.should ~be added toý the stresses shown, in. Fig. 3-18.

Answr: ssuingthisquetio adreses ,the effect of Poisson's, ratio, this
effctva cnsdeedand is ,.disicudssed in Section 3.3.2...

S-7 Supplement 1
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6. W~hen the effect of tendon conduits is analyzed, it should be noted that
this effect is~ different when evaluated in the direction parallel to the,
tendon and orthogonal to the tendon. In the direction parallel to the
tendon a 1/4" thick pipe (5"0) approximately replaced the removed concrete.
But in the direction perpendicular to the tendon, the pipe introduces~ a
'flexibl~e link which modifies the average properties of the concrete section.

Answer: We have reviewed the effect of the ~conduit on stresses following a path
parallel to the plane of the membrane and results are illustrated in the
attached figure. The distribution shown in the attachment indicates that
the effect will~ not be significant. However, the effect of conduits are
conservatively represented by a concrete layer with equivalent Young's
modulus calculated by the ratio of net concrete volume to gross concrete
ývolume.
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ATTACHMENT FOR. ANSWER TO QUESTION 3.3(3)

The radial tension iare hand-calculated as follows:

Tendon force at

Top Tendon

Midd~le Tendon

Bottom Tendon

Top Tendon R 1343.9"

Mididle Tendon R2 = 1338.4"

Bottom Tendon R - 1332.8"
3

0.7 ult,-i-ae = 1633 tendon spacing 30"

1633.x 1000 12.1 0. x 12.1

01 30r 1343.9 x- 36- 40....3. .p

2 1633 x 1000 17. 6 67.6
-30x 13.38.4 x 40.7 1 7_•19.9 psi

1633 x 1000 23.2 =,40. x22 .3 psi
3 30 x 13 3 2 . 8 + 36 3 4. 8 .. 6. p

-I.

The radial t'ension due to all threelayers of tendon are superimposed as fo~los

-z~1 ~$xo ~

+
I/ I71+.S
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ATTACHMENT, FOR AN-SVP T QUESTION ~33 (6)
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SECTION 4.14

1L. In~ Sectionts 4.4.1 and 4.4. 2:you indicated that irn order to consider the
containmePnt structure Iserviceable £ or the two loadinag ~conditions the shear,
'capacity of the tendon conduit would have to be considered.. Such
considerationma ntbe possible, -unless the bondsrsbeente
'conduit arid.,concrete can be J,4stified to be adequate.

Anser:Th tedoncodui isno reuied And~ has jno been, considered as
conriutngto the shear capacityý7-.'

S-9' Supplement
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SECTIONt 5A._~

1. In redleasingt the prestressin force as 'A result of tendon detensionig
strain recovery will, occur. Hoeemost: likely the strain recovery-,in.
Concrete will be resisted by. the'steel reinforcing bars and steel liner,ý
because of 'creep effects, and tension may result in the concrete. Provide~
an Analysis to show that the resulting cracking in~ dome concrete will not
jeopardize the structural integrity~ of the dome particularly in the region
of the liner anchors.

Answier:' Not applicable under uew rair sqene

2..Tebehavior of the detensioned dome Is strongly infl Iuencedý by: the creepo of"
.the prestressed structure which 'has taken place after prestressing and' up
"to this date. The detensionin'g of. the 'dome will not return' the structure'

toa previously unprestressed ',stare, whatever' the sequence of operationsl~.
*It is therefore imperati Ve_ toi a nalyze' the detensioned dome for, the.,influencei

ofcreep. Present ,uha nlsis ~and 'demonstrate that the ihtegrityý of
:the detensioned dome wil not; be' itpAied. The analysis should In~cludei -the'
'ring girder and' the top'of. the, cylindrical wall.

Answer: Not applicable under new repair sequence.

3. The figures 5-11 to 5-14 do not include a study on shears. Provide a
detailed analysis of shear stresses in the detensioned dome and demonstrate"
.that these shear stresses, acting simultaneously' with normal stresses, do~
not endanger the stability of the dome. Special attention should be given
to radial shears.

An 4r:' Not applicable ,,under 'new ýý,..rep-Air sequence.

,4. Eilther. justify in' ýedetajth 'ube of 24" for the dome thickness in, thie
.present analysis, or present a' parametric 'study for different thiclhess6es
,for ,instance 24"; 18".; 15".

Aswer:, The response of the structure to detensioning, and the pa'ram .etric' Studies
of section 3.0 indicate that the structure is responding as a 24"
s~tructure. The addition of epoxy grout, radial. anchors and new

reiforingon the cap will assure its continued performance. Also
si~ee response to question 1.2.2,

5 . Demonstrate' that' the detensiioned dome and. the steel liner can take the,
'load applied'during the repair operations.

.Antswer,*: Not applicable undert'ne 're'ir s~equnc'e,.



6. ý,Pesentý, ad deta .iled di -seussion'of the prtovision made to monitor thebehavio
ofw theý dome, the rinig girderd n the top part of the cylindrical' wall
durinig repair operations. Indicate:

a:.,Th acceptance criteria for saf ety Iin such operations, and

iAnswe: This information has, been, added to the report, as ,,Section 5. 0 Correc4it ive

.Action.

b. he provisions made to safely stop the repair procedures~if the
'acceptance criteria for ~safety are not met.

,'Answer: All activities on the. dome wil.,be, temporarily suspended andi no ~personn .el,
except inspectors, will be 'allowed on the dome after a stop w~ork signal
'until approvals to proceed is obtained from the Engineer afid the OwOner.

The acceptance criteria shall' be in accordanice with the requiremns
noted for each measurement in Table 1. Work shall stop. i 4eitel whe
-readings ~are outside the~ limits noted iTalIfodspceents- and
liner strains and the Engineer shall be notified~.

.An unsatisfactory set of readings requiring immediate notificationlof~
the Engineer during detensioning shall be when one concrete strain or
reinforcing bar gage reading exceeds the values specified in Table 1.

The top surface of the dome. shall be visually inspected for c ,racks
before commencement of detensioning and any findings recorded. Duiring~
.detensioning~ and retensioning operations, the inspection for cracking'
,shall be made on a daily basis ~as.,a miinimum. Observations shall ýbe.
, reported to the Engineer.

7., Describe in detail the methods, atc-eptinae~ Criteria and, methods of
inspection for the gruigof, h~a onthe dome, ~the radial anichors to
beinstalled and the grou#jg of these anchors. Present theý plainned ý,,test ing,

of -these' anchors.

Answer: Grouting of cap of dome is no longer part of the repair sequencieý.` Theii
procedure for sizing radial anchors is described in Section 5 of thei
'report.

.A test program is being conducted 'to choose the best set of anchoring~
devices among the following; a cone and expansion shell anchor system
grouted with cement grout, a thread rod with nut bearing grouted' with
cement grout, a threaded anchor with nut bearing grouted with epoxy:
grout, and a deformed rod 'grouted with epoxy ~grout.

S-ll~ Supplement -1,
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Three (3) yes oft anchors mnufacture by4 Wila Fr nineering

panyýý have. been selectedifor t nestin :..;.

ý1. Wiiams lncone aznd long ý.expanionshell ý(LCS-0)

2. Williiams standard cone and standardex'pdanion shiell (SCSM 0)

34:, Wi11iarz~s deformed anchor with and withoutvan end nut. In addition.
a no-•deformed anchor with' nut : bearing asse y will be tested.

Three •(3) different grouts are being' tested:

I. Nasterf low 814~ cement grout.

2. Masterilow 713 cement grout.

3.i Sikadur Ri-Mod 370 epoxy.

Follodwing series of tests are conducted tovrf the anchor, strengthb.ý

. sA w hole, 2e in diameter and 7. inches dep.

To verify that torquing-':,,f bolt willsnftii0t cause damage or
,rupture to tthe nxearb'T concrete.L

b. To, establish the f •••ade od• o•fconde:rt for: availableý'
.minimum depth.

"cýý .'.To establish the design load capacity ofo the anchor at the
,minimum available embedment depth.

2. A 2" diameter hole 10 inches ~deep.

a. To verify that torquing of~ bolt will not cause damage o

rupture to the nearby concrete.

b. To establish the failure mode, of concrete for tis embedment.

C. To establish the load capacity o'f anci~~l~holr:f~oýr this embedment.

3. A 31 inch deep hole.

a. To, develop and maintain the desigla peload ~in the bol,

b Upper and lower bound torque values:. requirements to develop

,the design p reload.

S-12 Supplement 1
8-10-76



'c.ý To veri~fy strength ofte'nhr itrsett condretea

capacity.

4. 31Inc deep hoe(poygoue.test, bok)

ýa. To investigate anchors , capacity epoxy grouted, concrete.

b.* To establish the failure,,, ode iof. concrete'.

C. To compare the anchor capacity with solid concrete block..

"The most suitable anchor type will be~ established after testing is complete.
Finaloanchor configuration and design basis for the ~anchor will be submitted
as an addenda to the report.~

8.Providea commnitment that, sufficient str Iain instrumentation will be
inista~lled at the top and bottom of the domea to assure that during
retensioning of tendons the upper portion of the .dome (above the' crack)
w.ill be participating' In developn ~ tesa h aert
as the' lower portion.....oigcmrsve te athsaeae

'Answer: The instrumenta~tion is 'described in, Setin5.0. The gages which.
exist in ~the cap will be replaced .with stra'in, ges on embedded
reinforcing bars and the' radial anchorsi. Observration of this
.instrumentation during. the retensioni1n..:a.ý&T, should assure that

tPhe stýructure is responding as designd.

9 Iicaite in more detail the planned meihiod of, iiteirpo oifig'gf the repaired
-dome 'and its protection against detrimental environmental 'conditions.

,Answer:, A detailed description will be provided later.

'10. Describe the acceptance testing of the repaired dome and' the inservice
monitoring of the structure.

Anser:Acceptance of the repaired dome' will be' based _on' satisfactory ~completion
`of the SIT. Af ter the SIT the currently accepted ingservice, inspection
requirements will be perfoarmed.

U1. Investigate the inf luence of possible cracking' :"h phho direction on~
the dome tendon ~conduits.

Answer:' Not 40,plicibla under new, repair siequenceý.

.4.•

3-13Su~pplement 1.
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TABLE 11ý FOR ANSWER TO' QUESTION 5. 3(6b)

%;,REDICTED STRAINS AND DISPLACE(E14T&
152 PRESTRESS

Gag*

E22
E23
E24
'E15
E26'
:E2 7
E2 8AV
ýE28BV

E3OAV
E.36BV,

R118M
R118D

Rl18Hm
R119D

R129D
R120D
,R120H.

R121H
R121DM
R121D

R122D

ýR123H
R124D
ýR1241)

R124H
R125iM,
R125D
R125H

Type of
Measurement

Liner Rad. Dlisp lace.
Liner Rad. Displace.
.Liner Rad. Displace.
Liner Rad. Displace.
:Liner Rad., Displace.
Liner Rad. Displace.
Liner Vert. Displace.
-Linier Vert.~ Displace.
Liner Vert. Displace.ý
Liner Vert. Displacei.ý
Liner Vert. Displacee.
Liner Vert. Displace.
Apex, Vert. Displace.
15' Radius Vert. Displac
ý30' Radius Vert. Displac
'45' Radius Vert. Displac
Liner 'Merid. Strain
Liner Ding. Strain
Liner Hoop Strain
Liner Meid.. Strain
.Liner' Diag. Strain
Liner Hoop. Strain.
Liner, Merid. Strain
Liner. Diag. Strain-
Liner Hoop Str~ain'
Liner Merid. Strain
Liner Ding. 'Strain
Liner Hoop Strai'n
Liner Menlid. Strain
Liner Ding. Strain
Liner Hoop Strain,
Liner Merid. Strain
Liner Ding. Strain
,Liner Hoop Strain
~Liner Menid.. Strain1
Liner Ding. Strain
Liner' Hoop Strain
Liner Herid. Strain'
Liner Diag. Strain
Linler Hoop Strain

Prdic
M1ýeasurement

0.017 in'
01.017 in~
0'.0.17 in'
0. 008 in,
0. 008 in

.08in'
0.041 'in.:
0016 iii'

0.'041 in.
0.016 in
ý0.041 in
.0.016 in.
0a.129 in.

ýe. 0.129 ink
0..1,20 in
0.069. in~
65 iUin/ in-,

65, in/ in

65 Pin/ in,

-33~ i intfin
65 u in/in:

73 pin/in,

i4' tj ihi/in,
65 V1 in/lin,

33 w "in/in
73 U in/ in

74 win7/inA
65 iu in/ ini,

33 4 in/,*#

Ran~e

±.0. 004,in
±0. 004', in
±0.04 ~in

,±0.002 in
±0. 002 in
±70.002 in,:

±0. 01 in
±-0. 004 'in
±0. 01k in~

±0. 004 'in

±03%0 in
±0.032 in'
33Ov 0324n

±0.03 in.i
±0.017 in/in

±33 iiin/i

± 16ip in/ in~

±, 32 6 in/in'v

±33' in/in'

37 161 in/in

1 32 'u in/lin;

t 331, in&i

±37 'U in/in

± 16 v _in/in

Supplement.ý 1
ý 8-10-76



ADDITIONAL; INFORMATION ON :I:.CRYSTAL! •RI VER :;!UNIT NO.• 3!.

INTERIM REPORTAND.SSUPPLEMENT"NO. 1

1,. GENERAL COMMENTS S.

In. the repo'irt the applicant discussed all p•ossible factor•s
'which could have caused the delamination of the dome. 'No.
single or overriding mechanism, has 'been p~ositively' identifieýd
as the cause of the delamin~ation;. However, the, fbllowing
facts 'are~ significant.

.Lý. The indication of a tensiion failure along thedela4minated
ýsurface.

2. The 'complete fra~cture of the coarse agegte onth
'delaminated surface.

3.Large. variations in the strength, valuies 9,-bta1ined' f romn
,the direct tensile tests~ of the' concrete'.

4. The presence of cracks of various sizes-and dxt~eftfls,ý
in the concrete below the delaminat~ion' as 411dicate 4
by core borings.

'On the basi's' of these', fad-ts the sequec feet ~a e
to -.delamination could be' surmised;

'From~ the~ evidence indicated Above, one coulid' do'nrclu'de' that;
(1) the characteristics of' the,ýdome~ concrete Are, sujc~h, that,-'
itis crack-prone, . and localized,,cr'acks may haves existed

.even before the prestressing' force wa's applied, and (2) the'-
ýcoarse aggregates are, fragile,, thus, instead of' acting as,
crack arresters, they became 'the path of-crac'ks.

With the existence of' precracics And the .: presenc'e, of' fraigil&
c'oarse aggregates, the radial, tension accumuliated from al l'
sources was so large' that it, overcame~ the' ver-y limited te.nsile-1-.q
.,strength of~ the concrete, r~es'ulting'. in .the separation of the
dome concrete.
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SUPPLEMENT 2
PAGE 2._

It has been found by various investigators that cracking
of concrete under compression is slight for loads below
30 to50 percent of the ultimate. This is basically the
reason why the allowable concrete compressive stress is
limited to 45% of the ultimate. The cracks, if any, which
initially may have developed in the dome concrete as a
result of prestressing are unstable. They increase in
length and width until either they eventually stabilize
or ultimate failure occurs. The slow crack growth in
concreteunder sustained loading is most likely associated
with creep.

The postulation of the delamination mechanism and the
understanding of concrete crack initiation and propagation
are essential for the establishment of the dome repair
procedure and its evaluation. The following repair pro-
cedure is being pursued by the applicant:

1. Holes will be core-drilled into the lower concrete;

2. Top delaminated concrete will be removed;

3. Final inspection of 24" structure will be performed;

4. Lower level cracks will be grouted with epoxy;

S. Radial anchors will be set and the holes grouted;

6. New reinforcement and concrete will be added;

7. 18 tendons will be retensioned;*

'8. Structural Integrity Test will be performed.

*The 18 tendons will be partially retensioned as described
in Section S.2.9, Page S-6, September 22, 1976 revision to
the report, "Reactor Building Dome Delamination."

On the basis of the postulation of the delaminatio .
mechanisms and understanding of concrete crack initiation
and propagation as discussed above, the staff has reviewed
and evaluated the repair procedure. However,, before the
staff can finalize its evaluation, the applicant should
respond to the staff's concerns as indicated below:



SUPPLEMENT 2,
PAGE 3.

II. DOME REPAIR.

1. An analysis of the repaired dome should be made for the:

following conditions:

(a) Before the hardening of the cap concrete.

Answer: Analysis of the repaired dome before the
hardening of the cap concrete has been performed,,
The controlling stresses and deformations are
reported in Appendix G, "COMPARISON OF DESIGNS,"
Pages G-7 through G-9, September 22, 1976 revision
to Dome Delamination report Refer to column
headed "Dead Load Plus Pres•tresssat-Early Plant
Life."

(b) After the hardening of the cap concrete, including
all the loading conditions as. described in the FSAR.

An'swer: Controlling analytical results for the repaired
structure with the new cap in place are summarized

in ppedixC,"COMPARISON OF DESIGNS," Pages G-'7in A~.•ppend~ix, C, 
G,'

through G-9. Other FSAR load combinations have
not been presented since they do not control any
of the final dome design..

Indicate the stresses and strains in the mainly reinforced
concrete cap portion and in the prestressed. concrete lower
portion.

Answer: Appendix G, "COMPARISON OF DESIGNS," includes the
requested information.

2. Provide a description of the final, design of the radial
anchors and indicate how the combined action of the cap
concrete and the lower dome concrete is ensured.

Answer: The final design of the radial reinforcement and

the combined action of the cap with lower dome
concrete are presented in Section 5.2.7 (Page 5$-5,
September 22, 1976 Revision). Specific reference
is also made to figures 5-22 and 5-23, as well
ýas Appendix I.



SUPPLEMEINT 2
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3. t asindicated that~ w layers of reinf orcingsel
will, be provided in the. cap~. For the meridional
reinforcing steel, if only one layer can be spliced
.to the ýexi s~ting~ meridional steel near the ring girder,
inicted 1&ow 'the other ~layer* can effectively carry the

load ifitisnt s'pliced to the existing steel, noting,
thatt underi finternail pressure,, dome ,coqncrete may, crack
in~ tension.

A ms'we',ir:t TMe` 1,8 lower layer meridional reiniforcement'
isprovided for crack control only.

.Figure' S-20 illustrates ~meridional. steel
provided versus, that required~ and~ does not
Include consideration~ of the, #8 ~lower laver~

merdioalsteel shown in Figure S-19.
The' lower layer' of the meridional, steel
thlerefore' is not assumed'to 11 .. .effectively
c~arry the load,.,..". The top layer of
meridion'al and. both layers of hoop reinforce-'
:me~nt in *the ~new cap~ are considered to provide,
,strength.

4. Snc .e the repaired dome' becomues a unique structural element
of~ the containment structure, indicate any special con-
sidera~tions to meet 'the requi~rements of Regulatory 'Guide
1.18 in executing the strulctural integrity test of the
c~ontainment.

'Aaswe~r: Regulatory Guide 1.1l8 require~s that displacement
be measured, at the apex band spring line~ of~ a
~.containment dome. The instrumentation for the
Crys tal 'River Unit 3 Reactor Building has been
considerably enhanced with regard to the dome.
Refer to Section 5.'2.1.c.

for 'detail on, the
;dome instrumentation fo'r the SIT. The additional
measurements of dome displacement will be in-
'cluded in the SIT acceptance -requirements. The
ýpredicted ~response data was supplied by letter of

Octber8, 1976 '(Attachment 1).

5.The originalI dome design concrete strength, f 'c is based
o~n 5000 psi; now a concrete. strength of 6000 psi is used

'for evaltiatingl the repaired dotne.~ The basis for using
ý6000' psi is that~ the actual strength of the existin~g
structur~e possesses that' strength. It is a well-k-not.wn fact
:that concrete strength. increases with age~ beyond 2S days and.
stabilizes after a~cer~tain time. Generally, designers of
concrete structures 'do not-~take such increases~ into considera-
.tion mainly to offset "'ignorance factors" in areIa~s of~ desiggn
.and. c~onlstruction.

Revised: 12-l•0-k76
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Prvide 'a jus t ificationh that such additional margins of,
saftyar~no ~eqird inthe case of a concrete containn eit-

noting that there•, .is a reduction indome concrete area due
to, the presence of cra 'cks, sheathing ducts and other possible
voids, and if 'such reduction of concrete area is disregarded'
'in the stress computation, the- computed membrane compres.5sive
,stress may be less th~an thactual,.

Answer: The in-p1ae concrete strength is us'ually not taken
into~ account 4n design of, structural concrete. The'
r-eason for this~ pra'ctice~ is that 'the in-place streiigthc
is-'not known at~ the'time the design is'performed.
:H owever, it is, als~o current practice to' use a design;
strength 'f'c) based "on an agecloser to the time of'
first service1'oads rather than based on an arbitrary,
a4ge I e .g., 28 'day sj.

For the Crystal eRiver ,Units 3 Reactor Building Dome, the
in-place strength ha's been evaluated in accordance,

-'-with the~ accepted practice'ofChapter 4, Section 4.3.3
of ACI 318-71 and 'the compr~essive strength has been
-determinied'to~be' 6130 psi (See Table 3-2~, Page 3-IS,

DoeDelaminationReport.). Another calculation, using
Ad 21,4 (MidcellMethod) 'and AC 318, Section 4.3.5.1.,
had given a' compression strength of 6600 psi (See
:Page C-5, Dome Dela.mina.onRep'or.t.).

.Therefore, there is sound' technical basis for using a.
ýdesign in-p1ace compressive strengt~h of, 6000 psi..

With regard to ... presence of cacks sheathing ducts
and other possible voids .......

1. The, lower level cracks are~ parallel to the membrane
and do not~ constitute a reduction in the "concrete
area available to carry membrane forces. They have...
been successfully grouted (see Attachment 2).

2ý., "''Sh e athing~ ducts" are 5"1 diameter Schedule 40 pipe
and replace' the 'displaced concrete. See Supplement 1,
"August 10', 1976 revision,, page 5-8, Questi~oln 6 for
"additional detail.

3. e renot~ aware'o~f "o ther p~os sible voids." Con-
sidrig'the number of cores taken' in the Crystal.

R Iiv er Unit' 3 d'ome (in exces .s of ' 2000), it is, unlikely
that any. voids -exist in the -dome-.,
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Cosdring the above 3 f act or's 'an~d thide:;actual. resp~onse
.Of theDStructure to 15% detensioning program, "'com~puted
membrane compressive stress" should be~ quite' close to
aculstress seen by the structure underany load combi~na-.

6,.ý Te cracks in the dome~ concrete' as discussed in the.
general comments have reached~stability., The Structural
~Integrity Test (SIT) will affect such stability. Provide
an evaluation of SIT on the. lower level cracks of concrete
which may not be grouted with epoxy. Provide the data on
the effectiveness of epoxy grout, in controlling concrete
cracks.

Aniswer:ý The current through-thickness stresses in the dom
are compressive (see Figure 5-22, September 22, 1976.
revision). The pressurization of the Reactor Build-
ing for the SIT will increase the ~existing radial
compression through the entire 'thickness of the
repaired dome. The added ra 'dial ~compression will
vary from 63.3 psi on- the: inside surface to zero (0)
-on the outside surface.. Since the through-thickne'ss-
stresses wil1 still be compr~es~sive, they~ will not
ýdisturb the stability '6f~the' lower level cracks.
Although not essentia'l' to the Istructural behavior
.during the SIT, the epoxy" grouting of lower level
cracks has been accomplished (see response to
item II.S) and should enhance through-thickness
.stability.

'III CASESOF DELAMINATION.

,1. Onf Page C-3 in Appendix C under the subsection on "Direct
Tensile ~Test Results" the applicant indicates that the range
,ofK direct tensile tests on 6 core samples was 230 psi to
SO5.0 psi with an average 'value of 420 psi. In view of these
rlow results, the allowable membrane tensile stresses in-
dicated in Table 2-2 appear high. Discuss the cause of
these low tensile ultimate stresses, the reason for the
wide scattering of~ the' test results and the possibility
.that the delamination phenomena was caused by~ the poor
q.cuality of the aggregate, and the propagation~ of~ local cracks:
.alonfg the whole surface of the, dome, as suirmis~ed- in the
general comments above.
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Anwe: he vaiaio of daire~c tes *e tetrs~ults is dis-
Cussed in Appendix C of 'the: report, "Reactor Building
Domne Delamination."1 The~ Tablet on Page C-15 (Attachment 'D).
presents direct tensile strength t'est' results and des-
'cribes in the remarks column the relative "hardness" of
.the coarse aggregate. A review of that table indicatesý
.tensile strength is related to "hardness" of coarse
aggr~egate. Also, see Page C-6 for a discussion of direct:
tensile tests by Mr. Joseph F., ,Artuso.

With regard to the, tensile load capability of the concretew,,
two types of tests wiere performed to measure the ten~sile
capability of the "in-place" concrete; i.e., split tensilet
and direct tensile tests.. Attachment B of Appendix~ C of'
the ~Dome Delamination Report~ indicated that the averageý
:value for split tensile test of the "in-place" concrete
was 710 psi, with a minimum of 62S psi. Attachmen-t.C of,,

ApenixC in the Report indicates that the averag e value
:for direct .tensile tests of the "in-place" concrete ýwas,
:420~ psi, with two test value6s, lo.:wer t~h-a~n the ave-rageI e

ie,360 and.Z230 psi.

As, indicated on Tabl~e 2- Z of. ."the. Dome Delaminiation' ýReporit,
ýin" the original desi~gn crtra.healoal membrane
.tension stress for. "factored"' loads was 212~ psi and
ýze~ro Ifor service loads. As ~indicat~ed above, the low~est
.individual val~ue for tensile strength 'Obtained from either
,the split tensile or direct~tensile tests was ~greater, than
the original design values~ for membrane tension for even:.
the factored load condition.

The quality of the aggregate and the propagation of local...
cracks along the whole surface of.-the~ dome has been dis-
cussed in Sections 3.3.1c and 3.4 and Appendix F of the
ýReactor Building Dome Delamination Report as being a
.Contributor to the delamination. However, Chapter 3 of
the report discusses. several additional factors which
may have contributed to the delaminated condition of
ýthe dome..

Reivis~ed:. 12-1-6
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The' domeI

(pours J' through Q) did not contain radial reinforcement
which would have prevented' gross propa gation of laminar
cracking.

-Radial Ities have been '.inicorporate~d in-to'ý the reivaired'dome to resist predicted' radial istresses- (see Section S.2.7).

2. The 'applicant presented in Fig. 3-22'the plane lstrain
ý-finite element model used to evaluate some stress concen- :
trat ions at the tendon ducts..

'a. ,Present a detailed description of boundary conditionis.
(especially at' the' duct) and initial• conditions introducec,
in, the computer analysis 'for all cases 'of stress con- .

.centration.

Anser:The model shown ~in fig. 3 -2 wa ue.'o calc'ulate6,
.stresses in the ~concrete due ,to;` shirinkage effects..
At the interface of concrete, anid duct, perfect bond,
:was assumed because of compressive interface pressure
The outside boundary was assumed to be free. Rollers
on therboundaries were used to simulate symmuetry.
.The model 'was assumed to be' stress-free prior to
,application of the shrinkage effects. The geometry
and material behavior was assumed to be linear.,,

b. Justify the use. of plane strain to' analyzewhti
'essentially a three-dime'nsidjial'problem.

Aswer: The plane strain model is not~ intended to accurately,
describe the real situation (for example, 3 lay eIr sr
of conduit, double curvature and loads induced by'.
,the tendon in the conduit). It was, however, con-
sidered adequate to examine therpamntfec
of the 51" Sched~ule' 40 'pipe.,. e'rpaenteft

* ~~~Revised: 1-07



INSTU1iEn1, LOATON

'The location sof displacement as f oows:

Cyiinder, Wall and Dome Junczi~r'ion Radial Displacements

-LP: Gage Loc.

10, U44 12i

13,14, 15

%6, 17,ý 18.

19, 20, 21,

22, 23, 24

215,~ 26, 27

.1218, 129, 1306

Elvationi

.172v-021

204! -~0"

-24A .. 0,

267 •-,0•

270'-S8"

Azimuth.

90,200ý, 3330.55'

,900', 200 0, ý3330 551*

900, 2000, 3330-55'

90o, 2000, 3330-55'

9,P 2000, 3330-55'.

0 0 00,,200 ~ 333* -55'

0, '2000. 333.....0.55

'900, 2000, 3 3 3
0... 5 5 '

900, 2oo0 , 3330-55,

.... '........ . MO te s ..

'Radia DislAceet

Radial. Displacemeuit

,Radial :Displaemet:•

Radial Displacemen.adal Displacementý

adal Displacementl.

Radial Displaceimeitý

Rgadial. Disp.lacement.

Lot.28, 29., 30

LP: GageLot.:

128 012, 130

164,, 165, 166

Ring'• 'Giider::::: .e..ical D::•.."'isplac.ent ; LP

Ile Ivation A uh

:267:v906, 20-00, 3330-55'

Dome Vertical Displacement -LP

-"El ýe ation :''Location,

22-4 1/8" 'DomeApec.

49 A'" 'radius 900, 200"0, 3330...55'

28'-8" radius 900, 200', 3330--55

Notes:

Vertical Dslcmn

Notes'

Vil a I Displacemlent.

V'rtical Displacemenhtl

ý:Vertical Displacement.

,.Equipment Access Opening Displacement LP

LVDT Gage Lbc.ý Elevation Notes

40, 41,

ý35, 37,
4,41,

38,~ 39C
42

38, 39,,

42

13 f#0'

,132' -0"'

Radia Dfisplacemiedt:,

Vertical, Displacement
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Equipment: Access

.LVDT .. .. e. Loc.

36'

43

43

44

45

451

46:

47*

-A4

OpeingDislacmen- -LI'(Coat.)

Elevatidon Notes

120' -0" RAdi'a Displacement

120' -0" Vertcal Di:splacement

l44'-Q"~Radial Dsplacemn

14411-0" Vertical Dispý.aemnt

147'-3" Radial Displacement

147 1-3S Veirtical Displacement

51'--6" Radial Displacement:

151' -6"Vertical Displacement

155#-6t' Radial Displacement

1.551W4" Vertical Displacement

1591-6" Rdal. Displacement

:159'-6" Vertical Displacement

163 '-6",Radial Displacement

ý163'-6" Vertical Displaciemet'

2-



Dis'plaqe~aat Acet~C" Cre'AA

- ae :Iwasur~ement
Theoretlcal
Displacement'

(inches),

L Miig,
~o1erance
Ciaches)

1,7.~2 3

4, 5 6•

7y,8, 9

Radial

Radial.

Radial,

r"~, 11, 12

13', 14, 15~

.16, 17,1.

19, 20, 21.

W~2.3, ~24,

25 26-, 2 7

28k, '29, 30

34

35

36

306

37

37.

38

Radial

Radial.

Radial

Radial

Radial

~Radial

Verti~cal

Vertical,

* Radial

Vercical,

* Radial

Vertical

RWkdlai

Vertical

'Radial

Vertical,

Radial

Vertical

0. 010, .2

*0.090 0.115

0.205 0.260'

0.200 0.250

0.205 0.260

0.1600.0

0.060 0.080

-0.025 '* 4.o

-0.055 .---0.070..

-0.215 0.275

.0.905 1.135.

0<.10 0.130

0.10 0.130-

0.08- 0.103

0.10 0-L30

0.12 0.155

0.10 0.130

0. 115010

0.i.0,.-130

0. 115*1 0.50

0.10 :0.'130'

0.025

0.055

0.050

0.035.

0.-045

0.020

0.015

0 . QOS

0.060

0.230

0.030

0.030

0.02.5-

0.030

0.035

0.030

'0030

:•,U:.'

D?

-1--



IJ&~t.~z~~t ~ccc~iecCriterta (continhued),

Cagei: 4tiauirementl
Theoretical.
Displace=-ent

(inches)
Displacarenat.-

(inches)
'Tolerar~ce,
(inhes

40

41.

41

42,

42

4.3

43--

44

44'

45 -

45

46

46

47

47

48:

48

12,129,

12,129,

1.64, 165,

VerticlcA 0.10

Radial, 0.11

Vertical', 0.10

Radial 04. .

Vertical- 0.10,

Radial 0.090

Ve'rtical ~ 0.1163

Radial 009

Vertical .0.105
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